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Abstract

Web services (WS) have emerged over the last decade as the standard format of descrip-

tion that solves the problems of integration and inter-operability between heterogeneous

applications over the Web. This is achieved through the standard protocols for describ-

ing, publishing and invoking the web services. Web services are described using WSDL,

published using UDDI and invoked using SOAP protocols. Since these protocols are

based on XML, which is accepted as a standard language the web services can be discov-

ered, selected, ranked and composed on the run-time. These are called the web service

tasks. Although the web services solved the problems of integration and inter-operability,

however, due to the lack of semantics, the automation of web service tasks remains still

a challenge. To overcome this problem, web services have been described semantically

using ontology languages. These are called the Semantic Web Services (SWS). Many dif-

ferent frameworks, e.g., Web Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S) and Web Service

Modeling Ontology (WSMO) etc., have been proposed since the past decade to add the

semantics to the present web services.

Since the SWS are still emerging, there is little research in the area of SWS testing

to-date. The lack of the research in this area is also due to the nature of SWS that brings

challenges to the testing tasks, e.g., the unavailability of source code, dynamic nature

and grounding mechanism. Keeping this in mind, we aimed to contribute in the area of

semantic web service testing by finding and addressing a suitable research gaps.

The literature survey reveals the approaches proposed to-date only test the semantic

web services from a provider’s observation. Moreover, in SWS frameworks, e.g., WSMO,

the provider’s specification is independent from the user’s specification. Due to this

reason, the present techniques may not necessarily ensure that a semantic web service

tested using the traditional approach can fulfill or satisfy all the user requirements. We

believe this is a major limitation in the area of SWS testing, since the future generation

of Web, i.e., semantic web and semantic web services, will be more as a user-oriented

environment, inspired from the AI based problem solving techniques.

In this thesis, we proposed a novel approach, namely the goal based testing of semantic

web services, which is based on the WSMO framework of SWS to lay down our research.
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The goal specification in WSMO represents a template for the generic user requirements.

WSMO is an emerging framework for SWS development, mainly based on the loose cou-

pling principle. It uses the four top level elements to describe the SWS, i.e., the ontology

to define the meaning of the terms, the web service, to describe a web service’s behavior

and profile, goal, that to describe how user represents his request, and finally the mediator

to resolve the mismatches between different entities.

To demonstrate the proposed approach of SWS testing, we present three main steps in

the testing of SWS, i.e., test case generation from goal specifications, test case execution,

and evaluation of the generated test cases. For the generation of test cases, we proposed

a framework for test case generation from goal specification using formal methods. We

applied model checking technique for this purpose, where the goal specification defined

in WSMO was translated into the formal B specification and a model checker tool was

used to violate the trap properties for generating the counterexamples. Finally, the coun-

terexamples were translated back to the WSML instances to represent the concrete test

cases. For translation between WSMO to B and vice versa, we proposed a translation

mechanism which contains a set of well-defined mapping rules.

To execute the concrete test cases we used the Web Service Execution Environment

(WSMX) engine. We implemented a tool to automate the execution of test cases and

collect the results. In addition, to evaluate the generated test cases, we investigated

coverage based approach as a preliminary technique. Whereas, to perform the actual

evaluation of test cases in a more realistic and most importantly independent from the

test case generation process, we proposed the mutation based framework for test cases

evaluation. We implemented the tool to automate the steps of mutant generation, mutant

execution and comparing outputs of original and mutated SWS. The tool does not only

provide the evaluation of test cases based on mutation but also performs the further

analysis such as determining the number of mutants killed by each test case, the most

effective test cases, the least effective test case, redundant test cases, and finally the

reduced test suite.

We demonstrate the viability of the approach of test case generation and evaluation

on the real world case study, the Amazon E-Commerce Service (ECS) web service. We

implemented Amazon ECS as a semantic web service and generated the set of test cases

from the goal specification for Amazon ECS. The generated test cases for Amazon ECS

were evaluated using the proposed framework and tool. The result show that the approach

is scalable and can be applied on real world examples.

All the steps of the testing proposed in the thesis, i.e., test case generation, execution

and evaluation can be combined into a coherent environment for achieving the user based

testing of SWS. We believe that our work brings a novel and practical solution in the area

of semantic web services testing.
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1
Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the work presented in this thesis. In this chapter,

we discuss the motivation for the work, and the problem that has been addressed in the

thesis, including the scope, aims and objectives and the contributions. Finally, an outline

for each chapter of the thesis is presented.

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Motivation

Web services (WS), the reusable software components have been emerging for the past

decade. Web services are based on standard XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [9]

technologies.

Figure 1.1 shows a high level view of the usage of web services in a typical web services

marketplace. Usually, a web service provider provides a web service and publishes it on

a web server using the WSDL (Web Service Description Language) [10] description and

registers it in the universal registry, using the UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery

and Integration) [11]. Finally, a web service user or requester finds the required web

service from the registry and uses it using SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [12].

These technologies, i.e., WSDL, UDDI and SOAP, enable easy integration and inter-

operability between heterogeneous applications. However, since these standards are based

1
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Figure 1.1: Web service usage

on XML, which is a syntax based language. due to this, although the agents can under-

stand the syntax description of the web services but cannot understand the semantic

behavior as XML does not capture the semantics. As a the web service tasks, e.g., web

service discovery, selection, composition and mediation, are difficult to automate. This is

one of the major limitations of the standard XML-based web service approach.

Semantic Web Services (SWS) add meta data and a semantic layer to the current

WS technologies to enable automated processing of web services tasks in order to achieve

the full potential of SOA (Service Oriented Architecture). Figure 1.2 gives a high level

overview of evolution of the Web to the SWS. World Wide Web (WWW) in the past

was mainly a home of static pages, based on HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) for

transfer of information, HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) for displaying informa-

tion and URI (Universal Resource Identifier) for locating web pages. Web services added

the functionality, i.e., the dynamic content generation and heterogeneous integration to

the WWW. Whereas, adding the semantics to WWW will lead it to the semantic web,

that is based on RDF (Resource Description Language) for locating resources and OWL

(Web Ontology Language) for representing information on the web. Where, the RDF

schema (RDF-S) is a language for defining RDF documents. Finally, adding the seman-

tics to the web services leads the SWS, having some proposed frameworks, e.g., Web

Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S) and Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO)

etc. Figure 1.2 shows that SWS are essentially an extension to standard web services,

where the semantics are added to achieve automation of web service tasks. Thus, the

semantic web services can be considered as web services with semantics or Semantic Web

with functionality [1].

In the past decade, different frameworks and tools have been proposed for semantic
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of semantic web services [1]

web service development and execution. However, most of the research has addressed the

automation of web service tasks. There has been little research in the testing of semantic

web services, despite the fact that testing is one of the most important phases in any

software development process, consuming an average 40% - 70% of software development

resources [13]. Semantic web service testing introduces different challenges as shown in

Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Challenges in semantic web service testing

The first challenge is that semantic web services have no user interface. By this, we
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do not mean the GUI interface. Since the web services are based on specification only.

The lack of user interface makes it difficult to control the test input data. Secondly, web

services and semantic web services do not expose the source code, consequently they are

like a black-box view of the system, where the internal details are hidden from the tester.

This makes it difficult to apply certain software testing techniques, e.g., white box testing

techniques. Thirdly, web services and semantic web services are distributed and dynamic

in nature, which makes it difficult to execute test cases on them. Finally, semantic web

services work on high level input and output data types. These input and output types

for semantic web services are defined in an ontology form. These high level semantic data

types need to be grounded each time a test case is executed. These characteristics make

the steps of SWS testing as challenging task [14, 15, 16, 17, 18].

1.1.2 Problem definition

There are three main roles in a typical web service or semantic web service marketplace,

i.e., service provider, service requester and service broker, as shown in Figure 1.1.

In the WSMO (Web Service Modeling Ontology) framework, the provider and the

user specifications are designed separately and both of these views are independent of

each other. The provider’s view is given in the web service specification, whereas, the

user’s view is given in the goal specification. The web service specification describes

how a service should behave internally from a provider’s perspective. Whereas a goal

specification describes how a service should behave externally from a user’s perspective.

We need to understand how the testing of web services fits the roles. Usually the

testing of web services is performed by the web service tester. The web service tester

uses the specification to perform web service testing. To the best of our knowledge, web

service testing so far is mainly based on the provider’s specification [14, 19, 20, 21, 22,

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30], as shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 shows how present techniques for web service testing work. A web service

is written and provided by a web service provider. The web service specification, e.g.,

the WSDL [31], OWL-S [4] or WSMO [32] description, is obtained from the deployed

web service, by the web service tester and is used for designing test cases. A web service

tester can apply different techniques to generate the set of test cases from a web service

specification. The test cases are executed on the web service and a test results report is

generated. This means that a web service user specifications are not used in the process

of testing web services.

In WSMO framework, a provider’s web service specification describes the behavior

of web services from the point of view of a provider. Whereas, a user has a separate

specification for defining the requirements. It is in fact the web service user who actually

uses a web service and consumes its functionality to fulfill the requirements that are
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Figure 1.4: Web service testing in present approaches

represented by the generic goal specification. The user’s view of web services can be

different from the provider’s view. Thus, the testing of web services based solely on the

providers specification in semantic web service frameworks, may not necessarily ensure

the correctness of web services from the end users perspective. The term correctness

from the end user point of view, means that it will fulfill all of the user requests and thus,

satisfies the user requirements completely. In any software testing approach, the objective

is to ensure the correctness of the software for the end users who uses it. However, since

the approaches of semantic web services testing to-date are only based on the providers

specification, no importance is given to the user specification in the testing process. As

a result, the present approaches of semantic web service testing may not enable us to

ensure correctness for the end users. Therefore, it is an open question, how to ensure that

a given semantic web service will always satisfy the user requirements?.

1.1.3 Proposed solution

To ensure the correctness of web services from the end user point of view, we propose a

novel approach to test web services based on user requirements or the goal specification.

This is shown in Figure 1.5.

Since the testing of web services is based on the goal specification, we call this goal

based testing of semantic web services. To realize this approach, we use the WSMO
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Figure 1.5: A high level overview of the proposed solution

framework of semantic web services, which presents the user requirement specification as

a top level element, called a goal specification.

In order to understand how the proposed solution works, we need to understand the

different roles involved in the proposed solution. The proposed solution in Figure 1.5

involves three different roles. The Web service tester, the domain expert or an ontology

engineer and a Web service user.

The web service tester is responsible for web service testing and quality assurance.

This is done by generating concrete test cases and executing those test cases on the

semantic web services. A domain expert or an ontology engineer is a person who has

knowledge of the domain related to a user’s requirements and who knows how to model

user requirements using a WSMO goal specification and WSMO ontology language, i.e.,

WSML. Finally, a user or a web service user uses the goal specification to define his or her

concrete goal request. The web serviceuser uses GUI-based tools that the SWS framework

provides to instantiate the generic goal specification and define his or her own concrete

goal requests. Thus, the users are only expected to specify their concrete requests with

the help of tools, but they are not expected to specify or write the generic WSMO goal

specification.

The goal specification is designed and published on a public repository by an ontology

engineer that represents the generic user requirements that can be fulfilled by a set of

semantic web services. For example, a goal Book A Flight represents the generic user

requirements for booking a flight and can be fulfilled by several web services. Such a goal
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specification can be used by web service testers to generate a set of test cases. The set

of test cases are executed on the selected web services and the test reports are recorded.

A web service user finds the appropriate goal to meet his or her requirements and in-

stantiates it using the GUI tools to define his concrete requests. The user submits the

concrete request for achieving the goal. The semantic web service execution environment

may select a particular web service that fulfills the user requirements. This selection can

be based on the test result reports, if no other selection parameters are specified by the

user. The user uses the selected web service to execute his request and gets the required

response. Therefore, we can see that in this approach, the users and their requirements

specification are used in the testing process. This means that testing ensures the correct-

ness of semantic web services for the end users. Thus, the proposed approach can be used

as a complementary technique to the existing approach to evaluate a web service already

tested from the providers view to see how much it fulfills the user requirements.

A goal specification for testing the semantic web services is taken from the goal repos-

itory of the WSMO execution environment. The goal repository of the WSMO exe-

cution environment may contain various generic goal specifications, related to different

domains.These goal specifications are modeled and stored by ontology engineers in the

repository and the set of semantic web services linked to a particular goal specification

is known at design time. This means that for a generic goal the web services are not

discovered at run-time. A goal specification described at a more abstract level can have

more than one web service related to it.It should also be noted that the quality of the

goal specification will impact the test results, and we assume that the goal specification

is defined completely at the conceptual level and no important parts of its description are

missing.

The proposed approach to semantic web service testing can ensure that a given se-

mantic web service will always satisfy the user requirements. This is because it provides

the user’s view of testing semantic web services, which can be used as a complimentary

technique to the present approaches to web service testing that are based on the provider’s

specification. Since, the WSMO framework provides a top-level element, the goal specifi-

cation, which defines the generic user requirements, we used it to generate the test cases

that represent the concrete user requests. Executing such test cases can ensure that the

users’ requests are always fulfilled.

It should also be noted that our approach is different than the web service broker’s

role. A web service broker is a third party role that considers the user request and

preferences and matches those with the profile and description of existing web services

in the registry and returns the most relevant web service by syntax matching. It does

not perform testing based on the user requirements specification. Whereas, our approach

does not do any matching of the profile description of web services to the user request
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and preference, but it tests the web services against the users requests to ensure that all

user requests can be satisfied.

Motivation to proposed solution

To realize the motivation of the proposed solution, we need to understand how the goal

specification is used in practice. A goal specification represents the generic template for

user requirements. All the concrete user requests are instantiated from the goal specifi-

cation, using GUI tools provided by the SWS framework, as shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: The use of goal specification in practice

A generic goal specification, e.g., Book A Flight can be instantiated by a user to

generate the concrete user request, e.g., a request to book a ticket from Auckland to

Sydney by the end of the year in a price ranging upto $ 500. Such a user request is

submitted to the SWS execution environment for automated resolution. The request is

resolved and fulfilled by executing one of the semantic web services selected according to a

specified criteria, e.g., based on price or other user preferences. In this way, a user request

is instantiated from the goal specification and is executed to be fulfilled. For different

users having different requirements, multiple instances can be instantiated from the goal

specification. This is shown in Figure 1.7.

All these user requests are instantiated from a generic goal specification and each

instance represents a concrete user request. Some of these requests may be critical, e.g.,

it is possible that, by mistake a user, userN can instantiate a request, that is an invalid

flight date request. Therefore, it is important to test the SWS from the user perspective,

to know whether all the user requests can be handled smoothly.

Using the proposed approach, a SWS tester can generate the critical test inputs from

the goal specification as shown in Figure 1.8. Such test cases can be generated using any
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Figure 1.7: Different users requirements instantiated from the generic goal specification

test case generation method, e.g., boundary condition testing or formal methods, from

the generic goal specification. The SWS tester executes such test cases on a semantic web

service, e.g., A, that fulfills the given generic goal. It should be noted that all the concrete

test cases generated from the generic goal specification also represent the concrete user

requests.

The test cases are then executed on a SWS which claim to fulfil the goal specification.

We assume that the set of SWS fulfilling the generic goal are already provided. Once

the test cases are executed, the correctness of the SWS can be recorded as a ratio of the

number of test cases that are passed to the total number of test cases executed. This

represents the correctness of the SWS from the users point of view and will ensure that

the user inputs can be handled. Therefore, we can say that a SWS tested against a generic

goal specification can ensure that all user requests will be fulfilled, since the test cases

were generated from the goal specification.

1.2 Scope and objectives

Software testing is a vast area of research. Specially there are many types of testing

in the context of web services and SOA-based systems. This is shown in Figure 1.9.

There are four main types of web service testing, which include unit testing, that tests

only atomic or single web services, integration testing that tests the composition of the

web services, regression testing that tests the effect of changes in the system and finally,

system testing that tests the complete SOA system altogether. Based on the objectives
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Figure 1.8: SWS testing based on the proposed approach

of testing there are three main types of testing. Functional testing is concerned with

ensuring functional correctness. Performance testing is concerned with efficiency and

security testing is concerned with authentication and authorization issues [33].

The scope of the work in this thesis is only limited to the unit and functional testing

of semantic web services. This is shown by the square box in Figure 1.9. The scope shows

our research is concerned with testing the functional correctness of atomic web services,

with respect to user requirements.

Furthermore, we also narrow the scope of our research with respect to the WSMO

framework by making the following assumptions:

• We assume that the goal specification contains all the parts as defined at the con-

ceptual framework in WSMO, i.e., it contains both the requested capability and

requested interface. The capability in a goal specification describes the set of in-

puts, outputs and other conditions that hold on states.

• Both the web service and goal specifications use the same ontology for defining the

terms. This means that no mediator are involved. This exclusion is true for all types
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Figure 1.9: Scope of research

of WSMO mediators. By this, we means any kind of the mediator. The implication

is that mediators are not needed to resolve the type mismatch between the different

terms in the web service and goal specification.

Note that these assumptions do not affect the test case generation process and are

only made for the sake of simplification.

The aims and objectives of the thesis are listed below:

1. To propose a solution for test case generation from the generic user requirements or

goal specification.

2. To demonstrate an appropriate solution for the execution of the test cases generated

from the WSMO goal specification.

3. To propose a solution for evaluating the effectiveness of test cases generated from

the WSMO goal specification.

4. To demonstrate the viability of the overall approach, i.e., test case generation and

test case evaluation on a case study example.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:

1. Proposes a novel approach for the testing of semantic web services, called goal

driven testing of semantic web services. The aim is to test semantic web services
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based on user requirements or the goal specification. This is unlike the traditional

approaches in which semantic web services are tested from the providers specification

perspective. The testing based on the user requirement specification can ensure

correctness from the end user perspective.

2. Proposes an algorithm for the generation of test cases from the goal specification

using the basic software testing techniques and coverage criteria, including boundary

condition coverage and equivalence class coverage criteria.

3. Describes a framework for semi-automated test case generation for semantic web

service testing using a model checking approach. This framework generates test

cases using the model checking approach on the goal specification.

4. Proposes a translation mechanism for translating the WSML goal specification to

the formal B specification.

5. Proposes an approach for mutation based evaluation of the test cases. This approach

gives independence of the test case evaluation process from test case generation. Test

case generation is based on the specification whereas mutation based evaluation is

concerned with the implementation.

6. Developed a tool, called MUtation based Evaluation of Test cases for SWS (MUET4SWS )

to automate the proposed approach. This tool executes the test cases on the original

SWS and mutant SWS and collects and analyzes the results.

1.4 Thesis outlines

The thesis consists of 7 chapters.

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the thesis, including the motivation of the work

and the problem addressed in the thesis. The proposed solution and its motivation is also

described. The scope of the thesis along with the aims and objectives are presented and

finally the contributions of the thesis are listed.

Chapter 2 provides a thorough and relevant background to the thesis. This includes

the background to web services (WS), semantic web services (SWS) architectures and

frameworks. The SWS framework, i.e., Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) frame-

work is introduced along with a short description of the top level elements. The top

level element goal specification is described in detail along with the running example. A

brief overview of the B specification and the ProB model checker tool is given and finally

an overview of test case generation and test case evaluation including mutation based

technique is presented.
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Chapter 3 gives an overview of the related work. Since the thesis is related to the

generation and evaluation of test cases for semantic web services, the literature survey

is divided into categories. The first category lists the different techniques of test case

generation including formal method based techniques. The second category lists different

techniques of the test case evaluation, including coverage based evaluation and mutation

based evaluation and finally different techniques for testing of web services and semantic

web services are presented.

Chapter 4 presents the test case generation framework based on the user requirements

or goal specification. Test case generation from the goal specification using standard

software testing techniques is discussed along with a high level overview of the algorithm

used to parse and generate the test cases from the goal specification. The second part

of the chapter presents the framework for generating test cases using a formal methods.

The framework is based on model checking and the translation rules for converting the

WSMO goal specification to the formal B notation are also presented along with the

running example.

Chapter 5 presents an approach and a framework for evaluating the effectiveness of

test cases generated from the goal specification. The framework is based on the muta-

tion based approach for the evaluation of test cases and is supported by the proposed

automated tool. The evaluation is also illustrated with the help of the running example.

Chapter 6 presents the case study to demonstrate the viability of the work presented

in the thesis. The case study chosen in the Amazon E-Commerce Service (ECS). The

framework for test case generation and evaluation are both demonstrated using this case

study in this chapter.

Finally, Chapter 7 lists the summary and finding of the thesis, including the impor-

tant future directions.

1.5 Summary

This chapter presented an overview of the thesis including the motivation, problem defi-

nition, proposed solution, scope, objectives and the contributions of the work. The thesis

presents a novel approach for test case generation for testing semantic web services based

on the user requirement specifications. It is different from the traditional approaches of

provider based testing of semantic web services. A framework for generating test cases

using standard software testing and formal methods techniques is presented and a frame-

work for the evaluation of generated test cases using a mutation based approach is also

presented and supported by a proposed tool.
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2
Background

This chapter presents the background material for the thesis. An introduction to web

services and semantic web services is presented. The WSMO framework and its different

components are described briefly. In particular, the WSMO goal specification is described

along with its parts, and is illustrated with an example. An overview of the B specification

and the ProB model checker is given as background information. Finally, a brief overview

of test case coverage and evaluation is presented.

2.1 Web services and semantic web services

In order to understand the concept of semantic web services, it is important to know what

web services are.

2.1.1 Web services

A web service is basically a set of the programs combined together as a single reusable mod-

ule that has a standard XML interface. The web services are described using WSDL [10],

published and discovered using UDDI [11] and invoked using the SOAP [12] protocol.

Since these protocols are based on XML, which is a widely used language, web services

provide the easy integration and inter-operability with different web applications across

the Web. As a result the SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture) is introduced which aims

15
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to make software components out of reusable services across the Web. An example SOA

architecture is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Example of the SOA architecture with standard web services

A web application, for instance an online shop can be constructed by reusing web

services across the web, including an inventory service, a catalogue service and a payment

service. The required web services can be discovered using the UDDI protocol, and

composed to construct a new web service. The new web service can be published using

WSDL and can be used via SOAP request and response messages.

The typical architecture of a standard XML-based web service is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 shows that a web service provided by a web service provider, is actually

a program wrapped with a standard description and is accessed in a standard way. The

web services are described using WSDL that is the standard interface. On the low level

of this WSDL description, there exists a web service implementation program, written in

some programming language, e.g., Java or C#. The request from the web service user is

received in an XML SOAP format, which is translated to low level language types using

a mechanism called serialization. The program is executed and the output response is
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Figure 2.2: Architecture of standard XML-based web services

converted to XML using a mechanism called de-serialization, and is returned to the end

user as a SOAP envelope.

WSDL is the most commonly used web service interface. An overview of different

parts of WSDL are shown in Figure 2.3 [2].

The top-level element of WSDL is the description, that contains the three main ele-

ments to describe the web services, i.e., the interface, the binding, and the service. The

interface describes the interface of web services in terms of web service operations and

faults. The binding element describes how the input and output message of web services

bound using the transport protocols. Finally, the service element describes the end-point

service location for the web service.

To make the most of the SOA, the web services aim to automate different web service

usage tasks, e.g., web service discovery, selection, ranking and composition. However,

since XML is a syntax based and has no semantics associated with it, it cannot be un-

derstood by tools and software agents. As a result, web services were not successful in

achieving the automation of web service tasks. They always involve human intervention

and are not fully automated. This is the main limitation of the standard XML-based web

services.

2.1.2 Semantic web and semantic web services

The limitations of the current web services, are due to the fact that they exist in the

present web environment which is mainly a syntax and presentation oriented web. Al-

though, the present web is dynamic, the dynamically generated content is still based on
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Figure 2.3: Different parts of WSDL specification [2]

HTML. HTML is a syntax based display language that the tools, e.g., web browsers, can

only use to display the contents of web pages. To cope with this, the current web is

being evolved to the semantic web. As the name suggests, unlike the present web of static

pages, the semantic web is a web of resources with the associated semantics. A resource

can be anything, e.g., page, document, person, device or any thing else. The semantics is

associated to the resource by doing three things, i.e., by identifying a resource, describing

a resource and defining a resource meaningfully.

A resource of the semantic web is identified with the help of Universal Resource Iden-

tifier (URI), which defines the unique address of the resource. Whereas, a resource is

described using Resource Description Framework (RDF) [34]. Every resource is described

in the terms of an object, relation and predicate tuple in the same order. For example, the

tuple http://www.people.com/john hasAddress http://www.addr.com/johnAddr, describes

that a person john has address johnAddr, where, john and johnAddr are both resources in

the semantic web. Finally, a resource is defined by associating an explicit definition to it

with the help of an ontology. An ontology is a collection of terms in a particular domain

with a precise definition and relationships between terms. To model such an ontology,

the Semantic Web provides different ontology modeling languages, e.g., Web Ontology

Language (OWL). Some of the examples of ontology are Disease Ontology(DO), which

describes different diseases and terms related to them [35], Gene Ontology (GO), which

is an ontology related to gene and gene attributes [36] and Amino Acid Ontology (AAO),

which is an ontology for Amino Acids [37].

Figure 2.4 [3] shows different layers in the semantic web. At the very low level, the
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Figure 2.4: Semantic web layers [3]

identification of resources is performed with the help of the URI, unicode, XML tags and

namespaces. On the top of this, the resources are described with the help of the RDF

and a definition of the resources is given by the ontology, using an ontology description

language. Whereas, on the top of the ontology description, logic and reasoning can be

performed with the help of the ontology reasoning tools. Finally, the Semantic Web

incorporates the digital signature and encryption techniques to secure the data on the

Semantic Web to use the data and applications with trust.

To overcome the limitations of the current XML-based web services, the web services in

the semantic web, namely semantic web services are described using an ontology descrip-

tion language, e.g., Web Ontology Language (OWL) or Web Service Modeling Language

(WSML), on top of the existing XML description. The semantics are captured by on-

tologically describing the web service capabilities and behaviors. This description can be

understood by tools and used in the automation of web service tasks. The architecture

of a semantic web service is shown in Figure 2.5.

An existing web service based on a WSDL description that uses XML data types,

is wrapped with the semantic description using the ontology description language. The

semantic description is linked via grounding mechanism, to the actual web service descrip-

tion, which executes the end-point service. The grounding performs the lifting and the

lowering tasks. Where lifting means the data in the XML type is converted to ontology

and lowering means the ontology data is converted to XML types. Unlike the syntax

based input and outputs, a semantic web service describes its capabilities and behavior
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Figure 2.5: Semantic web service architecture

using an ontology description language that associates the meaning and relationships be-

tween different terms in a domain using the logical predicates. The logic descriptions

can be used by the ontology reasoning tools for reasoning purposes. This means that the

static and dynamic behavior of the SWS described using an ontology language can be

processed and understood by the tools. Consequently, this leads to the automation of the

web service tasks.

Semantic web service example

The advantages of SWS can be illustrated with the example, an online shopping scenario

in a semantic web environment, as depicted in Figure 2.6.

A customer wants to shop from an online store. The information about the customer,

e.g., customer’s bio data, preferences and location are already stored in a central ontology

base. A Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) of the user, with built-in reasoners can access

this ontology base and perform reasoning over the ontological information. Such a PDA

device can serve as a semantic web agent for the user. Since all the web services are also

described semantically using ontology, the user can initiate the shopping request via his

semantic web agent. Since the resources are defined in a semantic web environment, they
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Figure 2.6: A real world example of semantic web service

have the proper identification mechanism using the unique URI and description using

RDF and ontology. The semantic web agent can consider the preferences of the user

related to price and quality and use them for the purpose of online shopping. The agent

can locate the nearest super-market to ensure the quickest delivery of the item. Also,

the agent can consider the age and special registration of the user, so that the user may

obtain additional discounts, based on the age or type of the customer, etc.

Semantic web service frameworks

Different frameworks have been proposed over the last decade for the development of

semantic web services. This include Web Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S) [4],

Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [38], Semantic Annotation for WSDL (WSDL-
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S) [39], Web service semantics (WSDL-S) [40] and METEOR-S [41] to name a few. How-

ever, the most commonly used are OWL-S and WSMO. We described these two in this

section.

Web Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S):

OWL-S is a framework for semantic web services that is based on the OWL language.

An overview of the OWL-S ontology is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Overview of OWL-S framework [4]

The OWL-S basically describes an OWL-based ontology to described web service

meaningfully. The OWL-S top level Service ontology contains three parts to describe the

semantics web service. These include: 1) ServiceProfile, that describes what a web service

does, 2) The ServiceModel, that describes how a web service works or behaves and 3) The

ServiceGrounding that presents how the web service should be accessed [4].

The ServiceProfile describes web service capabilities in terms of the inputs, outputs,

precondition and effects using the Semantic Web Rules Language (SWRL) [42] or Knowl-

edge Interchange Format (KIF) [42] language. The ServiceModel describes the web service

behavior in terms of the Process model, which specifies how a web service interaction takes

place with the client or external world. The Process model describes web services in terms

of atomic and composite processes. The atomic process is an interaction of single input

and output messages. Whereas, the composite process is based on the Petri-Net model of

concurrency. Finally, the ServiceGrounding describes how the inputs and outputs of an

atomic process are mapped to the web service operation’s input and output messages in

a WSDL specification.
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2.2 Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO)

The Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) is an emerging framework for developing

the SWS. It is based on the Web Service Modeling Framework (WSMF) proposed by

Fensel D. et al., [43]. The main objective of WSMF was to remove the limitations in

the existing web service frameworks. WSMO consists of four top level elements, i.e., the

ontology, to semantically define the terms, the webservice, to model the description of

services, the goal, to formally specify the user objectives and the mediator, to link any of

these four components and resolve any mismatches.

2.2.1 WSMO design principles

WSMO design is centered around two main principles, i.e., strong decoupling between

elements and scalable mediation. The design principles which the WSMO framework is

based on, are listed below [38, 44].

1. Web compliance: WSMO extends basic principles of URI and namespaces from the

Web, making it compatible with the Web.

2. Ontology-based: The ontology is a basic building block of the Semantic Web. WSMO

defines the ontology as a top level element of the framework.

3. Strict decoupling: The entire WSMO design is based on the concept of loose coupling

between its elements.

4. Central mediation: WSMO also promotes the use of mediation. The mediator

is defined as a top level element and can be used to resolve mismatches between

elements.

5. Description vs. implementation: WSMO differentiates between web service ele-

ments (description) and web service technologies (implementation). The descrip-

tion provides a concise formal specification, whereas, the implementation aims to

provide a proof of concept through prototypes.

6. Execution semantics: To verify the theoretical framework, WSMO aims to provide

the reference implementation and an execution environment called the execution

semantics.

2.2.2 WSMO conceptual framework

The WSMO framework consists of three conceptual layers. The Web Service Modeling

Ontology (WSMO), a theoretical framework [38] based on original WSMF proposal [43],
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the Web Service Execution Environment (WSMX) [45], which is a reference implemen-

tation and an execution environment for SWS. Finally, the Web Service Modeling Lan-

guage (WSML) [6] is a formal language to describe WSMO elements. The overview of

the WSMO framework and working layers is shown in Figure 2.8 [5].

Figure 2.8: WSMO overview [5]

2.2.3 Elements of WSMO framework

The WSMO framework is composed of four top level elements.

Ontology

An ontology is defined as a collection of terms, with their definitions, and relationships

between these terms in a particular domain. The ontology is a basic building block of

the WSMO framework and is used in other elements, such as, in web services, goals and

mediators. An ontology can be described using a WSML variant [6], declared with the

wsmVariant keyword and uses different name spaces defined using the namespace key-

word. An ontology contains a set of concepts, instances, axioms, functions and relations.

The concepts are used to define the terms by declaring its attributes and the attribute

types. An instance, declared with the instance keyword is a real world existence of a

concept, e.g., a person named Michael is an instance of concept human. An axiom de-

fines a constraint using a logical expression in an ontology. A relation is used to model

dependencies between concepts and instances.

Web service

In the WSMO framework a web service, declared with the webservice keyword, is a seman-

tic description of an existing XML-based web service. A WSMO web service specification

has different parts including the web service header, capability and interface specification.
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The web service header contains the webservice declaration statement, a list of the

non-functional properties, imports of any ontology using importsOntology statement and

usesMediator statement followed by the name of the mediator to help resolve any mis-

matches during execution. The header part sets up the essential elements for the web

service description and gives the information about the static non functional properties

that can be used for quality based service discovery. The capability of the web service

defines the profile of web service in which the web service inputs, outputs and state in-

formation is described semantically using logical expressions. It further consists of four

components, i.e., precondition, postcondition, assumption and effects. The precondition

defines what the service needs to execute. The postcondition defines what the web ser-

vice will produce after successful execution. Whereas, the assumptions and effect list

any condition on the real world state before and after the execution of the web service

respectively, e.g., a credit card should be valid and it is charged the price of the purchase

items, are assumptions and effects respectively for an E-Commerce web service.

Goal specification

The WSMO framework defines a top level element for describing requirements for web

service users. This is called the goal specification. The goal specification is a template

to represent the user requirements. It is written by the ontology engineers. A user

can instantiate the generic goal specification to define his or her concrete requirements,

using the GUI tools that WSMO aims to provide [46]. Structure-wise the WSMO goal

specification is similar to the web service specification. It also contains the goal header,

goal capability and the goal interface. These parts provide the user requested view of

capability and interface, which is different from the actual web service capability and

interface specification. The goal specification and its different parts are discussed in

detail in Section 2.3.

Mediator

The Internet is a giant network of heterogenous systems in which entities such as web

pages, ontologies, web services, user requirements, etc., can be defined in different ways

by different parties. Due to this reason, the WSMO framework is based on the design

principle of loose coupling between its elements. All the top level and low level elements

are defined separately from each other. Whereas, to resolve any mismatches resulting

from the loose coupling between its elements, the WSMO framework introduces top level

elements called mediators. A mediator as the name suggests is responsible for resolving

any mismatch at the data, process or behavior level between the elements. The concept

of mediators is not yet fully mature in the WSMO framework.
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The mismatches can occur between the components, e.g., between two ontologies, be-

tween an ontology and another WSMO element, between two goals or between a web

service and a goal. Therefore, to be able to resolve any type of mismatch, WSMO has

three subtypes of the mediator. This includes the OO-mediator, which resolves the type

mismatches between two ontologies or an ontology and another WSMO component. Sec-

ondly, the WW-mediator, which resolves the mismatch between two web services and

finally the WG-mediator, which resolves any mismatch between the web service and the

goal.

2.2.4 Web Service Modeling Language

WSMO uses the Web Service Modeling Language (WSML) [6] as the language for mod-

eling web services and other top level elements. WSML provides the formal syntax and

semantics for WSMO. WSML is based on different logical formalisms, namely Descrip-

tion Logics (DL), First-Order Logic (FOL) and Logic Programming (LP), which are useful

for modeling semantics of web services. WSML consists of a number of variants based

on these different logical formalisms, namely WSML-Core, WSML-DL, WSML-Flight,

WSML-Rule and WSML-Full. The WSML layering space is shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Different variants of WSML [6]

The different variants provide different expressive power to model semantic web ser-

vices and other WSMO elements. The minimal of all is the WSML-Core, that is based

on Description Logic [47] and Horn Logic [48]. It has the least expressive power com-

pared with other WSML variants. It supports defining the concepts, attributes, instances

and binary relations. WSML-DL is an extension of WSML-Core with Description Logic.

The next version is WSML-Flight that is based on F-Logic [49]. It extends WSML-Core
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by adding F Logic features like meta-modeling, constraints and non monotonic nega-

tion. WSML-Flight is further extended to WSML-Rule with Logic Programming features

added. Finally, WSML-Full is a variant that extends both the WSML-DL and WSML-

Rule with FOL. This is the most expressive variant in the WSML language family.

2.2.5 WSMO execution environment

The Web Service Modeling eXecution environment (WSMX) is a reference implementation

of the WSMO framework and an execution environment for WSMO based SWS. The latest

stable version of WSMX is WSMX 0.5 [7]. An overview of a simplified architecture of

WSMX is shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: The overview of WSMX execution environment [7]

WSMX is based on different components, e.g., WSMX core, WSMX discovery, WSMX

invoker, WSMX data mediation, WSMX choreography and WSMX grounding. The

WSMX core contains the WSMX-kernel and handles complete execution semantics by call-

ing the appropriate component, e.g., WSMX discovery, ranking, choreography, grounding

and invoker, etc. The request of the user is intercepted by the component WSMX commu-

nication manager. The WSMX communication manager exposes the WSMX functionality

with the help of different methods called WSMX entry points. The list of available entry

points in the communication manager is shown in Table 2.1 1.

2.3 WSMO goal specification

WSMO separates web services from the user requirements with the help of the top level

element, called the WSMO goal. According to the loose coupling principle of WSMO, it

hides the technical details of web services from the end user, who use such web service to

solve a specific problem. The goal specification defines the user requirements in a generic

1The list is based on the WSMX 0.5 version, which is the stable version of WSMX
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S#. Entry point name Description Inputs Outputs
1 achieveGoal Fulfills a concrete user goal

by executing the appro-
priate SWS selected based
on dynamic semantic match
making

Goal description
or goal instance
as string

Value
of SWS
execution

2 discoverWebServices Discovers SWS according to
a particular goal or goal in-
stance from those present in
the repository of SWS

goal description
or goal instance
as string

List of
SWS
discovered

3 invokeWebService Executes a given SWS on a
goal instance

Goal instance as
string and SWS
to invoke

Value
of SWS
execution

4 store Stores an entity in the
WSMX repository, e.g., a
goal, ontology, web service
or mediator etc.

Entity to store
as a string

Boolean
result

Table 2.1: List of available entry points in WSMX communication manager

format and is independent from the semantic web services. Such user requirements are

described semantically with the help of the specification, called the goal specification,

so that it can be understood, processed and resolved by machines automatically. The

requirements are described in terms of the required capability and required behavior.

Such goal specifications are written by an ontology engineer, who defines the generic user

requirement and the users can use such generic goal specifications by instantiating them

with the help of the GUI tools that the WSMO framework provides [46].

2.3.1 Types of WSMO goals

There are two levels or types of WSMO goals, i.e., the generic goal specification and a

concrete goal instance. A goal specification defines the generic requirements that is usually

defined by an ontology engineer, and can be used by a user. For example, Boook A Flight,

Find Restaurant and Buy Book etc., are all generic goals that can be modeled using goal

specifications. Whereas, a goal instance is a concrete instance of the goal specification,

that represents a concrete request for a particular user. For example, book a flight from

Auckland to Sydney in early December this year, is a concrete goal, which is an instance

of the generic goal specification Book a flight.
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2.3.2 Parts of the goal specification

The different parts of a goal specification are shown in the Figure 2.11. A goal specification

consists of three components, the goal header, the goal capability and the goal interface.

Figure 2.11: Parts of WSMO goal specification

A goal header consists of a goal statement to declare the goal name, importsOntology

statement to declare the ontology imported in the goal specification, nonFunctionalProp-

erties to define the non-functional parameters and a usesMediator statement to declare

any mediators used by the goal.

The goal capability specifies the requested view of the capability for the user, i.e.,

the functionality that the user wants to achieve with the execution of a web service.

It is defined in terms of a precondition, postcondition, assumption and effect as WSML

predicates. The precondition defines the input space for goal fulfillment, whereas the

postcondition defines the output space after the goal is fulfilled. The assumption and

effect describes conditions on the world state that must hold before and after fulfilment

of the goal.

The interface, defines the requested behavior for the fulfilment of the user require-

ments. The goal interface can be of two types, i.e., the goal choreography interface and

the goal orchestration interface. The goal choreography interface defines how the goal will

be used by the users, whereas the goal orchestration describes how the goal will use other

goals or web services. Goal orchestration is used to describe the composite goals. Both

the goal choreography and the orchestration interfaces consist of two parts, i.e., the state

signature and the transition rules. The state signature defines the set of concepts as state

space for goal specification and the types of these concepts.

There are five types of concepts in the state signature. The in type represents the

input type that are updated by a user and are readable by the machine. The out type

represents the output types, which can be updated by the machine and are readable by
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the users. The instances of type shared are updated and accessed by both machine and

external users. Whereas, the static type represents the types that never change their state

values during the execution of a machine. Finally, the controlled state types can only be

updated and accessed by the machine.

The transition rules in a goal interface define the rules for the transition from one

state to another state. The transition rules operate in the state space defined in the state

signature.

2.3.3 Example of WSMO goal specification

Referring to the semantic web service example described in Section 2.1.2, we can see

that in an online shopping scenario, a user may be eligible for a special type of discount.

Calculating the discount is achieved by execution of the Discount service, as shown in

Figure 2.6. The user requirements are described using the goal specification. This goal

requirement can be described in many ways. One such description using the WSMO goal

specification i.e., the DiscountGoal example is given below.

To clarify what a WSMO goal specification is, we present the DiscountGoal example.

This gives the requested view of the capability and behavior of a typical E-Commerce

application, where different types of special discounts are offered based on the customer’s

age and amount of purchase 2.

It works according to following business rules:

• In order to have a successful purchase, a customer should have a valid credit card.

• The amount of the purchase should be at least 100 dollars, in order for this goal to

be achieved.

• A discount is only offered if the purchase is successful.

• If the age of customer is greater than 60, a seniorDiscount is offered.

• If the age of the customer is greater than 60 and the amount of purchase is greater

than 500 dollars, the seniorSpecialDiscount is offered.

• If the age of the customer is less than 60, the juniorDiscount is offered.

• If the age of the customer is less than 60, and the amount of purchase is greater

than 500 dollars, the juniorSpecialDiscount is offered.

2This goal specification is modeled according to WSML v0.3 specification and is written and verified
in the WSMO Studio v0.8.0,- an open source SWS modeling environment.
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The complete WSMO goal specification defining the above example including the on-

tology specification is given in Appendix A.2. First we describe the ontology specification

used in this goal.

The ontology is declared with the ontology statement followed by the identifier name

of the ontology, e.g., DiscountOntology in the running example. Before the declaration of

the ontology identifier, the WSML variant is declared using the wsmlVariant keyword and

the namespaces used in the ontology are declared with the help of namespace keyword,

followed by the list of the name spaces and namespace prefixes, e.g., the namespaces used

in the running example are dc, wsml and wsmostudio. Note that, the name space without

any prefix is the default namespace, which is also the target namespace.

wsmlVariant _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-full"

namespace {

_"http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountOnto#",

dc _"http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#",

wsml _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax#",

wsmostudio _"http://www.wsmostudio.org#"

}

ontology DiscountOntology

An ontology also consists of several terms, declared by the keyword, concept. A concept

definition contains the list of the attributes and the type of attribute followed by the ofType

keyword and any axiom constraints on them.

concept creditCard

cHolderName ofType _string

ccNo ofType _integer

cBalance ofType _integer

ccType ofType _string

An ontology may also contain axioms declared using axiom keyword followed by the

identifier name of the axiom, which defines the constraints using some logical expressions,

e.g., the axiom ccTypeDef gives the definition for the valid credit card types using a logical

expression. It says that the valid type of credit card can either be Visa or MasterCard.

axiom ccTypeDef

nfp

dc#description hasValue "Definition of the credit

card types acceptable"

endnfp

definedBy
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?x memberOf creditCard :- ?x[ccType hasValue ?cType]

memberOf creditCard and

(?cType = "Visa" or ?cType= "MasterCard").

The goal specification header part contains the declaration of the WSML variant

declared by wsmlVariant keyword and the list of the namespaces followed by namespace

keyword. It also contains the declaration of the goal name followed by the goal statement

and list of any non-functional properties that may list the non-functional aspects. The

goal header part of the running example, the DiscountGoal is shown in the following code

segment.

wsmlVariant _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-rule"

namespace {

_"http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountGoal#",

disc _"http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountOnto#"

}

goal DiscountGoal

importsOntology {

disc#DiscountOntology

}

The above code segment shows that DiscountGoal is also described by the same WSML

variant, i.e., WSML-Rule as the DiscountOntology, however, the namespace declaration is

different. The first namespace is the default namespace, whereas the second namespace,

i.e., disc is used to declare the namespace of the DiscountOntology, that is imported in

the goal specification using the importsOntology statement.

The capability of the goal specification defines the requested view and is declared by

the keyword capability, followed with the name of the capability and the importsOntology

statement to import any ontology that is needed to be used to define the requested

capability view. The capability part also contains a list of precondition, postcondition,

assumption and effect, declared with the respective keywords followed by the WSML

logical predicate defining these conditions. For example, the capability part of the running

example, the DiscountGoal is shown in the following code segment.

capability discountGoalCapability

importsOntology {

disc#DiscountOntology }

precondition

definedBy

?pReq[disc#cust hasValue ?cust,
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disc#pAmount hasValue ?pAmt] memberOf disc#purchaseReq and

?cust[disc#cAge hasValue ?cAge] memberOf disc#customer and

?pAmt >= 100 and ?cAge > 0.

postcondition

definedBy ?res[disc#respMsg hasValue ?msg]

memberOf disc#purchaseRes.

The capability of the running example is named as discountGoalCapability and imports

the DiscountOntology. The precondition of the running example describes that to achieve

the goal objectives a valid instance of disc#purchaseReq must be received, containing a

valid instance of disc#customer with the valid customer age and the purchase amount

greater than 100.

Finally, the interface of the goal contains the interface declaration statement and

the choreography specification. The choreography contains the state signature declared

by the stateSignature statement followed by a list of the concepts participating in the

choreography machine and their types.

interface discountGoalInterface

choreography discountGoalChor

stateSignature discountGoalSSig

importsOntology

{disc#DiscountOntology}

in disc#purchaseReq

in disc#customer

in disc#item

in disc#creditCard

out disc#purchaseRes

out disc#invalidCreditCard

out disc#insufficientBalance

out disc#seniorDiscount

out disc#seniorSpecialDiscount

out disc#juniorDiscount

out disc#juniorSpecialDiscount

controlled disc#tempReceipt

The above code segment shows the list of the state space for the running example,

DiscountGoal. The input, output and controlled type of the variables are listed under the

goal state signature.

The goal interface also contains the transition rules. The transition rules are declared

by the transitionRules statement followed by the list of the actual transition rules. This

is shown in the following code snippet.
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transitionRules discGoalTRules

//tr1:

forall {?pReq, ?cust, ?card} with ?pReq memberOf disc#purchaseReq

and ?cust [disc#cCard hasValue ?card] memberOf disc#customer) do

//tr1.1:

if(neg(isValidCardType(?card))) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#invalidCreditCard)

endIf

//tr1.2:

if(isValidCardType(?card)) then

add (?tReceipt memberOf disc#tempReceipt)

endIf

//tr1.3:

if (?cBalance <= ?pAmt) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#insufficientBalance)

endIf

endForAll

//tr2:

forall {?tr, ?pAmt, ?cAge} with

(?tr [disc#tpAmt hasValue ?pAmt, disc#cAge hasValue ?cAge]

memberOf disc#tempReceipt) do

//tr2.1:

if (?cAge < 60 ) then

//tr2.1.1

if (?pAmt < 500) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#juniorDiscount)

endIf

//tr2.1.2

if (?pAmt >= 500) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#juniorspecialDiscount)

endIf

endIf

...

The above transition rules describe the state changes for the running example, the Dis-

countGoal. The transition rule tr1 describes how the purchase should be made, whereas

the second transition rule tr2 describes how the discount is required. The transition rule

tr1 is triggered if a valid instance of disc#purchaseReq with the instance of disc#customer

and disc#cCard. The further transition are described using the nested rules.

According to the transition rule tr1.1, an instance of invalidCreditCard response is
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added to the state ontology, if the credit card received is not a valid credit card. Ac-

cording to transition rule tr1.2, if the credit card received is a valid credit card, then a

disc#tempReceipt instance is added into the state ontology. Transition rules in tr2 de-

scribe how the discount is offered in different situations. The transition rules tr2.1 along

with the transitions tr2.1.1 and tr2.1.2 dictate that if the age of the customer is less than

60 and amount of the purchase is greater than 500 then the junior special discount is

offered, otherwise simply the junior type of the discount is offered.

2.4 B specification and ProB model checker

B specification

B is a formal specification language used for software specification, design and implemen-

tation [50]. It is based on the abstract state machine concepts, which is similar to the

programming constructs such as classes, structures and modules. B is based on the First

Order Logic (FOL) formalism to support the rich expressiveness. Every thing in B can

be modeled on an abstract level as a machine. A machine represents the abstract view of

any thing that had some state associated with it. A typical syntax of the B machine is

shown in the code segment below.

MACHINE <name of Machine>

SETS A;B;C;...;N

CONSTANTS <list of constants>

INCLUDES <other machine>

CONSTANTS <list of constants>

PROPERTIES <contraints on SETS and CONSTANTS>

VARIABLES <list of machine variables>

INVARIANT <constraints on variables>

INITIALISATIONS <initial values of variables>

OPERATIONS

returnType<--operation_name(input arguments)

operation definition

...

END;

....

//other operations

...

END

A B machine consists of different sections. The B machine is declared in a MACHINE

section followed by the name of machine. The SETS section and CONSTANTS defines
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sets and constants used in the B machine, whereas, the PROPERTIES section defines

constraints on sets and constants that are used in the B machine. The INCLUDES state-

ment imports other machines into the current B machine. The VARIABLES section

defines the list of machine variables that constitute the state of the machine. The IN-

VARIANT clause defines a predicate that is always true for machine variables, e.g., the

type information of machine variables. The INITIALISATION section defines the initial

values of all variables declared in the VARIABLES section. Whereas, the OPERATIONS

section defines the B machine operations that model the machine transitions from one

state to another state. Every operation has an operation name along with an optional

list of input arguments of the operations, which define the input space for the particular

operation. Similarly, an operation can have return value(s), which define the output space

of operations. Such types of operations are called query operations, and those which only

update the system state are called the update operations [51]. A B operation can have an

optional precondition defined by the PRE statement listing some logical predicate over

the operation arguments. In order to make an operation enabled the precondition must

be true.

To clarify the anatomy of a B machine, the B specification for a simple Lift machine is

shown in the following code segment. Note that this example is taken from the book [50]

and is presented here with small modifications.

MACHINE Lift

VARIABLES floor

ASSERTIONS

not(floor=0)

INVARIANT floor : 0..99

INITIALISATION floor := 4

OPERATIONS

incr = PRE floor<99 THEN floor := floor + 1 END ;

decr = BEGIN floor := floor - 1 END

END

The name of the machine is Lift as declared with the MACHINE keyword. The state of the

machine comprises of the single variable floor, declared under the VARIABLES section.

The invariant condition of the machine specifies that the value of the floor variable must

be between 0 and 99, inclusive. This is described using the predicate floor: 0..99 in

the INVARIANT section. The floor is initialized with the value 4, using the assignment

statement, floor:=4 in the INITIALISATION section. Finally, the OPERATIONS section

defines the two operations for changing the state of the machine, i.e., incr and decr

operations, to increase and decrease the value of the lift by value 1.
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ProB model checker tool

ProB is a model checking and animation tool for B specifications. ProB has a built-in

compiler for B specifications and it supports model checking, consistency checking and

refinement checking [52]. Model checking can be used to recognize the invariant violation,

goal violation, and assertion violation. The screen shot for the ProB model checking and

animation GUI is shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: ProB GUI for model checking and animation

The counterexample trace for the Lift machine for violation of trap property not (floor = 0)

is shown in Figure 2.13.

The counterexample in Figure 2.13 shows the sequence of states from the initial state to

a state where the assertion listed in the example is violated. The assertion not (floor = 0)

says that the value of the floor cannot be equal 0. The model checker started with the

initial state and initiated a sequence of decr operation, to lead to the state where the

value of the floor is 0. This means that the assertion is violated.

2.5 Test case coverage and evaluation

In software testing, test case generation is an important step. However, once the test

cases are generated it is important to measure the adequacy of the generated test cases.

This is done by measuring the completeness of test cases using test case coverage.

Since, only the boundary condition and MCDC are used in this, an overview of these
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Figure 2.13: Counterexample view for the lift machine model

coverage criteria is given here. Similarly, an overview of used techniques, i.e., mutation-

based approach is also given.

2.5.1 Boundary condition coverage criteria

Boundary condition coverage depends on the type of the boundary testing analysis tech-

nique used. There are four standard boundary analysis techniques namely simple bound-

ary testing, robust boundary testing, worst case boundary testing and robust worst case

boundary testing [8].

The simple boundary analysis technique tests a boundary condition with 3 values,

i.e., one value on the boundary and a second value near the boundary in the valid

range and a third value in the valid range. For example a boundary condition min

≤ x ≤ max can be tested using simple boundary analysis five values of x given as

x = {min,min+, norm,max−,max}. For multiple variable boundary condition the
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simple boundary condition follows the single fault assumption, i.e., it assumes at one

time only one variable can have boundary faults. Therefore the test cases are generated

by testing one variable on a boundary at a time and all others at normal values. For exam-

ple, for a boundary condition x ≥ 5 and y ≤ 50, the simple boundary coverage tests it

with five values, i.e., (5,25), (6,25), (20,25) and (20,49), (20,50). The simple boundary

conditions for two variables is shown in Figure 2.14, for 0 ≤ x ≤ 10 and 50 ≤ y ≤ 100.

Figure 2.14: Simple Boundary condition coverage [8]

The robust boundary condition coverage tests the boundary condition with the simple

faults assumption in a more robust way by including the values of the variables near the

boundary in invalid ranges, i.e., including one value just above the upper limit and one

value just below the lower limit. For example a boundary condition min ≤ x ≤ max,

can be tested using robust boundary condition by the taking the values of variable x

as {min−,min,min+, norm,max−,max,max+}. A robust boundary condition for two

variables is shown in Figure 2.15 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 10 and 50 ≤ y ≤ 100.

Figure 2.15: Robust Boundary condition coverage [8]

Whereas the worst case and robust worst case coverage test the program by assuming

multiple faults. The worst case or simple worst case coverage tests the boundary condition
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using the values from the simple boundary condition coverage. Thus it produces a set of

test cases with tests equal to 5n, where, n is the number of the variables, for example for

2 variables, it will produce 52 = 25 test cases. Similarly the robust worst case coverage

tests the program taking values from the robust boundary coverage. It produces a set

of test cases with tests equal to 7n, where, n is the number of the variables, for example

for 2 variables, it will produce 72 = 49 test cases. The worst case and robust worst case

boundary condition coverage for two variables is shown in the Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17,

for conditions 0 ≤ x ≤ 10 and 50 ≤ y ≤ 100.

Figure 2.16: Worst case boundary condition coverage [8]

Figure 2.17: Robust worst case boundary condition coverage [8]
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2.5.2 MCDC coverage criterion

In order to test logical expressions effectively, many different coverage criteria are pro-

posed, e.g., combinatorial coverage, condition coverage, decision coverage and modified

condition/decision coverage (MCDC). Combinatorial coverage criterion tests combina-

tions of all possible truth values for a logical expression. For example, for a logical

expression with 3 atomic predicates in it, combinatorial coverage suggests to have 23, i.e.,

8 test cases. This means a separate test case for each truth value of atomic predicates.

Condition coverage suggests to take possible truth value for each condition in the logical

expression. Decision coverage criterion takes possible truth values for complete decision

or logical expression.

All these coverage criteria either contain too many test cases so they are not practical,

or do not test the logical expression effectively. For example, the combinatorial coverage

criterion suggests to take 2n test cases, which may not be practical if the logical expression

contains many atomic predicates. On the other hand the condition or decision coverage

do not test the logical expression effectively.

MCDC is a logic based coverage criterion that tests the complete logical expression

and the atomic predicates in an effective way with the minimal number of the test cases.

For a logical expression with n atomic predicates, MCDC takes only n+ 1 number cases.

Definition: A test suite T satisfies the MCDC coverage criterion for a decision or

logical expression L, if it contains the test cases that test the decision L with all possible

truth values and each atomic predicate (condition) in L has been shown to independently

affect the outcome of decision L.

There are many algorithms, e.g., [53, 54] to calculate the MCDC based test cases. We

use the tabular method [54] to calculate the test cases.

Consider a simple logical expression L, ccType = “Visa” or ccType =“MasterCard”,

that defines the constraint on the valid values of a credit card type. For this logical

expression L, let the atomic clause A be A = ccType = “V isa′′ and atomic clause B be

B = ccType = “MasterCard′′.

To determine the test values of atomic clauses A and B, according to the MCDC

coverage that can effectively test logical expression L and atomic clauses with a minimum

number of test cases, we use the tabular method [53]. This is shown in Table 2.2.

SNo. A B A or B Effect of A Effect of B

1. T T T
2. T F T X
3. F T T X
4. F F F X X

Table 2.2: Calculating the MCDC based test cases
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In Table 2.2 the first column shows the test case number. The second and third

columns list different truth values that the atomic clauses A and B can take, whereas,

the fourth column lists the value of expression. The last two columns, i.e., column five

and six list the test cases that show the effect of A and effect of B separately. While

considering the effect of an atomic clause, it is considered as the major clause and all

other atomic expressions are considered as minor clauses. To show the effect of major

clause, it should determine the value of the complete expression. In other words, the

expression takes the value of this clause. For example, to show the effect of atomic clause

A, we select the test cases keeping the values of atomic clause B as fixed while changing

the values of A, such that the expression takes the value of A. In this way, we list the

effect of A and B separately. Finally, the test cases that test the effect of A are (2,4)

and the test cases that test the effect of atomic clause B are (3,4). Now, since the test

case number 4, is common which tests the effect of both A and B, we take its occurrence

only once. Therefore, the test cases that show the effect of A and B are (2, 3 and 4).

Finally, we substitute the values of the atomic expressions. For example, the test case

2 is A = True and B = False, which means that (ccType = “V isa′′) = True and

(ccType = “MasterCard′′) = False.

2.5.3 Mutation based technique

The mutation based technique is based on the idea of error seeding [55, 56], i.e., injecting

faults in the programs and discovering those faults again. An overview of the mutation

based technique is shown in Figure 2.18.

Figure 2.18: A high level overview of mutation based approach

The mutation based technique contains 3 main steps. Firstly, the mutants are created

from the original program using a set of the mutation operators. Secondly, the test cases

are executed on the original program and the mutant programs, which results in the set of

outputs of the original program and mutant programs. Finally, the two types of outputs

are compared, which results in a mutation score, which is the ratio of the number of

different outputs versus total number of mutant programs.

The faults are injected in the program in a systematic way, using the fault injection op-

erators, called mutation operators. The resultant programs are called mutant programs.

Each mutant program contains a single atomic change in the original program. These
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atomic changes denote the simple syntactic changes, e.g., replacing an arithmetic or re-

lational operator with another one, adding or deleting a statement. The single atomic

change represents a potential fault that a programmer can make in practice [57, 58, 55].

Mutation based technique is based on the following underlying hypotheses:

1. Competent programmer hypothesis (CPH): According to this hypothesis the pro-

grammers are always considered competent, i.e., the version of the program that a

programmer produces is as near to the correct version as required. It is assumed

that they have not made big mistakes or blunders, e.g., logical errors etc., however,

small syntax based errors are possible. This is the reason the mutants representing

the faults are only small syntax based changes in the original programs [59, 60, 58].

2. Coupling hypothesis (CH): According to this hypothesis, the simple faults are always

coupled with the complex faults in a program. This is the reason that the mutation

operators inject only simple faults and it is assumed that if the simple faults are

discovered, we will probably discover the more complex faults as well [60, 58].

B. Mutation based evaluation: The mutation based technique can be used for the

evaluation of test cases. This evaluates the quality of test cases in terms of the effectiveness

based on the fault detection capability. A high level overview of the mutation based

evaluation of test cases is shown in Figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19: A high level flow diagram of the mutation based evaluation of test cases

In a high level overview, given an original program P and a test suite T , the mutation

based approach is applied, which results in a mutation score. This mutation score can be

used to evaluate the effectiveness of test cases. If all the faults injected are discovered by

the test cases, the mutation score is 100%, however, such a score is difficult to achieve in

practice.

Once the set of the mutants are generated, the original and mutant program is executed

on test cases one by one. The output of the mutant program selected on a test case is

compared with the output of the original program on the same test case. If the two

outputs are different, the injected fault is detected and the mutant is said to be killed.

Otherwise, if the two outputs are the same, the mutant is not detected.
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In this way, all the mutants are executed one by one on all the test cases present in

the test suite. Finally, the effectiveness of the test suite is measured using the mutation

score, i.e., the ratio of the faults detected vs. faults injected [61, 62, 56, 23, 63, 64, 65, 66].

A higher mutation score shows the test cases are more effective and can potentially be

able to detect the real world faults. The smaller mutation score shows that the test cases

are less effective at detecting the potential real world fault.

A. Mutation based testing:

The idea of mutation or injecting and discovering the faults in a program is also used

for testing of programs, called mutation based testing.

A high level overview of mutation based testing is shown in Figure 2.20.

Figure 2.20: An overview of mutation based testing

Figure 2.20 shows that for a given program P and a test suite T , the mutation based

approach is applied and the mutation score is calculated. If the mutation score is not

acceptable, more test cases are added into the test suite T . These test cases are manually

added to discover undetected faults. This will increase the mutation score. In this way,

the initial test suite is improved to achieve a high quality of test cases that is able to

detect almost all real faults.

This test suite can then be used for testing this program in future or any other program

that is written for the same specification. Mutation based testing aims to identify a test

suite using mutation based approach, that is adequate for detecting faults in the given

program. Mutation based testing aims to improve the test suite iteratively based on

the mutation score. This process is repeated until all the mutants are detected and an
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acceptable mutation score is achieved. This test suite T can now be used to test the

program to detect real faults.

In mutation based evaluation the effectiveness of a given test suite is measured with

the help of the mutation score which represents the fault detection capability of test cases.

Whereas in mutation based testing the effectiveness of the mutation score is measured

and then test suite is improved, by adding more test cases to detect particular faults,

if the mutation score is not satisfactory . This process is repeated, until either all the

mutants are killed or a threshold of the acceptable mutants is achieved [58, 56].

2.6 Summary

This chapter presented the overview of the concepts related to the context of the thesis.

Web services had been used so far to solve the major problems of the Web, including

heterogeneous integration and inter-operability of the applications. The syntax based

descriptions of web services make it difficult to automate web service usage tasks. To

overcome the problem, web services described semantically using an ontology description

language, i.e., the semantic web services were introduced. There are quite a few frame-

works for semantic web service development. WSMO is one such framework based mainly

on the design principle of loose coupling between elements. It is the one used in this thesis.

It is based on four top level elements, i.e., ontology, mediator, goal and web service. The

goal specification is discussed in detail along with the running example. The introduction

to B specification and ProB model checker is presented. Finally, an overview of concepts

including test case coverage and evaluation including the boundary condition coverage

and MCDC coverage is given, along with concepts around evaluation of test cases.
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3
Related Work

This chapter presents an overview of the related work in the area of web service and

semantic web service testing. Since the contribution of the thesis is mainly in the test

case generation and evaluation for semantic web services, we also present a brief literature

survey related to test case generation and evaluation techniques. The related work is

classified in different categories and discussed accordingly along with the pros and cons

summarized at the end of the chapter.

3.1 Related work

3.1.1 Classification of related work

Testing is an important step in the software development life cycle [8]. However, since the

semantic web services are still emerging and the research in this area has mainly focused

on the automation of the web service tasks. Secondly, because of the underlying challenges

in web services testing, the research related to the testing and quality assurance aspects

of standard web services in general, and semantic web services in particular are still not

mature [67].

Keeping in view the scope of the thesis, i.e., functional unit testing of web services, we

conducted a literature survey in the area of web service testing. Since the contribution of

the thesis is in the test case generation and test case evaluation for semantic web services

47
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testing, we also present the literature survey on the test case generation and evaluation

techniques. We classified the related work in 3 categories, i.e., test case generation, test

case evaluation and web service testing. The classification of the related work is shown in

Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Classification and overview of related work

Figure 3.1 shows that the related work is further classified in different categories.

Test case generation is classified into two categories, i.e., formal specification based test

generation and other approaches. Similarly, the evaluation of test cases is divided into

two categories, i.e., the coverage based evaluation and the mutation based evaluation of

test cases and finally, the related work in the area of web services testing is classified as

the testing of standard web services and the testing of semantic web services.

3.1.2 Related work in test case generation

Test case generation is an important step in software testing. Many different techniques

have been proposed for the generation of test cases for better testing of software com-

ponents. We have classified this as the formal specification based test case generation

techniques and other miscellaneous techniques, e.g., using random test case generation,

test case generation using AI-based techniques.

Formal specification based test case generation

Formal specifications are used to formally specify the requirements and design of complex

systems, and formal methods are used to verify such systems at the initial stages of system

development in a robust way, to decrease the chances of failure. The use of the formal

methods brings the following advantages to the software testing [68].

• Early detection of errors: One aim of formal methods is to design robust soft-

ware systems from scratch by applying verification techniques on the early artifacts.

Formal methods based verification can pick the faults in the software. This helps

detecting the errors at early stages of system development.
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• Ensuring correctness: Formal methods, such as, model checkers visit all possible

states of a system to reach a state where the faults can occur. Thus, formal methods

based verification techniques ensure the correctness of the software.

• Reduces testing cost: Since formal methods are applied on the early artifacts of the

software, it reduces the cost and effort involved in software testing to a great extent.

Since the formal specifications describe the requirement and behavior of the system in

a formal way, they can be used for the generation of test cases. Different techniques have

been proposed to generate test cases from different specifications including requirement

specifications, e.g., Software Cost Reduction (SCR) [69], Controlled Requirement Expres-

sion (CORE) [70], model based specifications, e.g., Unified Modeling Language (UML),

Structured Object Oriented Formal Language (SOFL) [71] and Object Constraint Lan-

guage (OCL) etc.

Offut et al., [72] proposed a generic model for generating test cases from a variety of the

state-based specifications, including the specification Software Cost Reduction (SCR) [69],

Controlled Requirement Expression (CORE) [70], Unified Modeling Language (UML) [73]

state charts, and the Structured Object Oriented Formal Language (SOFL) [71]. Given

a system specification defined in terms of states and transitions, four different criteria

are proposed to help testers generate the test cases. These include transition coverage

criterion, which dictates that test cases should be generated in such a way as to cover every

transition in the state specification. Secondly, the full predicate coverage criterion dictates

that the test inputs should be generated in such a way as to evaluate the complete logical

expression across a state transition. Thirdly, it proposes the transition pair coverage to

test the adjacent pair of transitions correctly and finally, the complete sequence criterion

to guide testers to generate test cases to cover the meaningful sequences through the state

transition graph.

Offut et al., [74] also proposed a method to generate test cases using the SOFL spec-

ifications. SOFL specification aims to integrate the formal methods and object oriented

methods. It is described at two levels, the S-module level, used for system testing and

the I-module level, used for integration testing. Equivalence class testing is used on S-

module level to generate test cases for system testing. The predicate based test cases are

generated from conditions specified in I-module using disjunctive normal form (DNF).

Since UML is a widely used language to model systems, many techniques have been

proposed to generate test cases from different artifacts of UML including use case dia-

grams, sequence diagrams, activity diagram and class diagrams [75]. UML use cases define

the overall scenario of how the system is used in practice. The techniques in [76, 77, 78]

are proposed to generate test cases from UML use case diagrams. Since the use case dia-

grams describe a high level overview of the system usage, it is difficult to derive concrete
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test cases from them. Heumann, J. et al., [76] proposed a three step methodology to

generate test cases from use cases, however, the methodology was not automated. Nebut

et al., [77] proposed automated generation of test cases from the UML use cases. Use case

specification was extended with contracts and the transition system to generate the test

cases for statement coverage.

Different methods [79, 80, 81, 82] are proposed to generate test cases from the UML

activity diagrams. UML activity diagrams specify how the events take place in a particular

scenario. Zhang et al., [79] proposed the approach to generate test cases from activity

diagram of an operation. Activity diagrams were used to generate the test scenarios

first and test cases were generated from them using the category partition method. The

approach is verified with the help of the demo tool. Kim et al. [80] proposed a way to

generate the lesser number of test cases from UML activity diagrams. The given UML

activity diagram is converted to an I/O explicit activity diagram. The test cases were

generated by transforming this diagram to a directed graph. Whereas, Xu et al., [81]

and Mingsong et al., [82] proposed the automated generation of test cases from the UML

activity diagrams.

Similarly there are many approaches for the test case generation from the state chart

diagrams of UML [83, 84, 85]. State chart diagram represent the transition of state in

a system. Kim et al., [83] generated test cases from UML state diagrams for class level

testing. To determine the control flow, the UML state diagrams are converted to an

extended finite state machine (EFSM). Whereas, to determine the data flow, the EFSM

is converted to a traditional flow graph on which the traditional flow analysis techniques

can be applied to generate data flows.

Formal method and tools are also used for automated test case generation, e.g., model

checking, theorem proving, constraint solving etc. Model checking is one widely used

formal method for automated test case generation from formal specifications. Many ap-

proaches are proposed for this [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91]. These approaches use different

specification and model checking tools, e.g., SMV [92], nuSMV [93] and SPIN [94] etc.,

to generate test cases according to different coverage criteria.

Rayadurgam et al., [86] and Gargantini et al., [88] proposed methods to generate test

cases from requirement specifications of a system. Rayadurgam et al., [86] proposed the

method to generate coverage based test cases. The trap properties were generated from

requirement specifications in requirement specification languages such as Requirements

State Machine Language (RSML). The trap properties were calculated using the logical

coverage criteria, including MCDC coverage criterion and were recorded using the LTL

specification. Finally, the SMV model checker was used to violate the trap properties

to generate coverage based test cases. Whereas, Gargantini et al., [88] proposed the

method of test sequence generation for the SCR requirement specification. The model
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checkers used in the method are SPIN and symbolic model checker, SMV. To be enable

the use of a model checker, the SCR specification was converted to the appropriate model

checkers specification and the trap properties were calculated from the specification to

ensure branch coverage.

Ammann et al., [89] proposed a test case generation approach that contains model

checking and the mutation techniques. The system properties are calculated as the tem-

poral constraints and the mutation operators are used to produce an inconsistency between

the system state transitions and temporal logic constraints. The model checker is applied

on the mutated specification and hence it produces a counterexample on which the system

constraint was violated. In this approach, it is assumed that the system state and the

constraints are correct. Hong et al. [90] automated the test case generation process by

applying it to UML state charts. The state charts were translated to the EFSM in SMV

language and the SMV model checker was used to generate the counterexamples. The

process was automated with the help of the tool.

One of the limitations of using model checking is that it generates a large number

of test cases and many of them are usually redundant. Zeng et al., [91] proposed an

optimized test case generation using model checking. They propose an on-the-fly approach

to generate the test cases and eliminates the redundancy. The approach uses the nuSMV

model checker on the SMV specification and it removes the redundant test cases on the

fly.

Other formal approaches include theorem proving and constraint solving tools. Bruno

et al., [95] proposed an approach to generate boundary based test cases from the formal

B and Z specification using theorem proving and constraint solving tools. The B and Z

specifications were converted to a common format specification, called BZ Prolog (BZP)

specification. The input domain was partitioned using the DNF format. The theorem

proving tool CADiZ was used to prove the domain disjointness properties and finally the

constraint solver CLPS-B was used to solve the input domain and generate the test cases.

Other approaches for test case generation

The approaches other than using formal specification and tools for test case generation

include using the black box testing techniques, such as 1) boundary analysis and equivalent

partition based test case generation, 2) using the pair-wise test case generation, and 3)

using AI based approaches for test case generation.

The black box testing techniques [96, 97] are also for test case generation from the

specification of the program. The boundary condition test case generation identifies the

input domain from a given specification and generates test cases using one of the four

boundary analysis techniques. These include simple boundary, robust boundary, worst

case boundary and robust worst case boundary test case generation techniques. The test
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case generation using these boundary techniques is described in Section 2.5.1.

Another well-known technique to generate test cases from a specification is the pair-

wise testing technique [98, 99, 100, 101]. It is used to generate a combination of different

values of variables to form a complete test case. Testing the combination of the values

using the combinatorial approach is a difficult task. Pair-wise testing is a short cut

alternative to this.

Lei, Y. et al., [102] proposed a novel in-parameter-order (IPO) technique, for pair-wise

testing to reduce the number of test cases with the high number of possible values. The

proposed technique is useful when the parameters values are changed due to a change in

the system. Unlike the other pairwise testing techniques, the IPO technique generates

test cases column wise. Firstly it generates the test cases for the first two columns then

it extends the test set to cover all columns or parameters. It uses the greedy algorithm

to pick the values of the test cases. Cui, Y. et al., [103], uses a technique similar to

IPO [102] that generates the test cases column wise, called variant of in-parameter-order

(VIPO), that also performs the horizontal growth and a vertical growth, but the way that

VIPO performs horizontal growth is different from IPO. It uses a different algorithm to

optimally select the test cases horizontally and vertically to decrease the number of test

cases.

Random testing (RT) [104] is another technique that is used to generate test cases from

the given input domain of a system. It generates the test cases by picking random data

values for an input range. However, since the ordinary random testing generates random

test cases, it is difficult to ensure the proper distribution of the test cases throughout the

input domain. Different techniques are proposed for the improvement over the random

testing techniques [105, 106, 107]. These techniques generate the test cases by explicitly

directing the random generation in such a way as to increase the probability to hit the

failure points in the input domain of the system.

Random testing techniques no matter how well they control the distribution of data

values across the input domain generate the next test values without the information

of the previously generated test case. This causes the problem of generating redundant

test values, which may not hit a newer fault in point the program. To overcome this,

Malaiya et al., [108] proposed an approach called the anti-random test case generation.

In this approach each next test data value is generated with the knowledge of previously

generated test cases. It uses the Hamming Distance and Cartesian Distance [109] as the

measure of distance to generate a different test value than the previous one.

AI based techniques are recently being used for the generation of test cases. Howve

et al., [110] proposed test case generation as an AI planning problem. The test cases are

considered as sequences of operations. The test cases are generated by the input of the

operation description, the initial state of the operation and the final state or goal of the
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operation. This information is given to the planning system as an AI problem to solve

and generate the test cases.

Pargas et al., [111] proposed a genetic algorithm based technique for test case gen-

eration using a goal-oriented approach. Different types of coverage such as statement,

branch, path and definition use coverage were given as input to the genetic algorithm.

The algorithm evaluates the candidate test data and picks a better value to achieve the

desired goal.

3.1.3 Related work in test case evaluation

In software testing, test case generation is an important step. However, once the test

cases are generated using a particular test case generation technique, it is also important

to evaluate the effectiveness of the generated test cases. There are two methods for

evaluating the effectiveness of test cases, i.e., coverage based evaluation and mutation

based evaluation.

Coverage based evaluation

Coverage based evaluation refers to evaluating the quality of generated test cases based on

the coverage of some features of the program or specification. The test cases coverage can

be used to evaluate the effectiveness of test cases based on the following two parameters.

• Program based coverage: Evaluating the quality of test cases based on the coverage

of different aspects of the program.

• Specification-based coverage: Evaluating the quality of test cases based on some

features or parts of a given specification for a program. The specification describes

the requirements. Therefore, specification based coverage in fact evaluates the test

cases from the requirement perspectives.

Program based coverage evaluates the quality of test cases in terms of different aspects

of program. The widely used coverage criteria to evaluate quality of test cases with respect

to the program are statement coverage, branch coverage and path coverage. Statement

coverage was first introduced by Charles L.A Clarke [112]. He proposed a system to

generate test data to achieve statement coverage and execute them using a symbolic

execution method. Statement coverage was also used for evaluation of test cases by

[113, 114, 115]. Mustafa et al., [115] proposed an approach to evaluate test cases by

statement coverage following a new approach by dynamically inserting and removing the

instrumentation code.

Statement coverage is bit weaker in structural program testing, since covering the

statement does not necessary mean that all the branches or paths have been covered in
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the program. Branch coverage provides stronger evaluation of test cases. If a branch

is covered, it will cover all statements in that branch. Therefore, branch coverage sub-

sumes statement coverage. It has been used to generate and evaluate test cases more

effectively [116, 117, 118, 119]. Although branch coverage is a better way to evaluate test

cases, if all the branches are covered it may not make sure that all the combination of

branches, i.e., paths, have been tested as well. To ensure this, we use path coverage [120].

Specification based coverage aims at evaluating the test cases by measuring the parts

or features of the specification covered. This includes transition coverage criterion [121],

predicate coverage criterion [122] and transition-pair coverage [123]. The test cases for the

logical predicates like invariants and axioms are measured using different logical coverage

criteria, e.g., combinatorial predicate coverage [122], condition/decision coverage [124]

and modified condition decision coverage [125].

Mutation based evaluation

Coverage based evaluation only evaluates the quality of test cases in terms of coverage

of some aspects of a program or specification. However, coverage can not necessarily

guarantee that the test cases may be effective in picking the real faults. Another method

to evaluate the effectiveness of a given set of test cases is to use a mutation based approach

for evaluation, called mutation based evaluation. Mutation based evaluation, shows the

effectiveness of test cases in terms of the ability of fault detection. In this approach, the

faults are injected in the program using the mutation operators. Each mutation operator

may inject more than one fault in the original program. Each injected fault is a single

atomic change in the program and represents a potential fault. The test cases are executed

on the original and the mutant program with the intention to discover the injected faults.

If a test case produces an output on a mutant program different than the output on

original program, the fault is said to be discovered and the test case is considered an

effective one. Otherwise, if a test case is not able to retrieve any of the injected faults,

it is said to be a redundant test case. To our knowledge, the mutation base approach

has been used for testing purposes, but it has not been used much for the purpose of

evaluation. There has been little research into the use of mutation based approach for

the evaluating the effectiveness of test cases [126, 127, 21, 29, 23].

Duran et al., [126] proposed to use mutation analysis approach for the evaluation of

test cases for random testing. The set of test cases were generated using the random

test case generation approach. The generated test cases were evaluated using different

approaches. Mutation analysis was used as one of the main techniques to evaluate the

quality of the randomly generated test cases. Seven programs were tested using the

mutation system. The results show that a total of 79% of mutants were eliminated with

the help of the randomly generated test cases.
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DeMillo et al., [127] also used the mutation based approach to evaluate test cases.

The set of test cases was generated automatically using the constraint solving tool set

Godzilla [128]. The mutants were generated using the mutation analysis tools set Mothra [128].

The experimental results show that the test cases produced by the automated tool set

had good adequacy for testing and were generated efficiently.

The mutation based technique can be used as a tool to evaluate test cases for web

services and SOA based systems. Siblini et al., [21] proposed a set of seven operators

to perform the mutation of web services. The test cases were executed to retrieve a

faults inserted into the web service and fault detection score was used to measure the

effectiveness of test cases. A similar approach was proposed by Noikajana et al., [29].

They proposed a framework for generating the set of the test cases from the WSDL

and OCL specifications using the pair-wise testing technique. They claimed that the

test cases generated by such an approach were more effective than the normal decision-

table method. The effectiveness of the test cases was proved using the mutation based

evaluation approach. The mutation operator, Relational Operator Replacement (ROR),

was used to generate the mutants for two different types of web services. The results

validated the claim, i.e., the approach generated the test cases that were better than

those generated with the decision table approach.

3.1.4 Related work in web services testing

Testing of standard web services

Although a lot of research has been done in the area of the standard web service testing,

i.e., the testing of web services based on standard non-semantic specifications, e.g., WSDL,

REST and BPEL, the research is still evolving.

We classified the research in this area into three sub categories, i.e., the initial work

by Tsai [129, 130], that extends WSDL, secondly the techniques that syntactically parse

specifications and thirdly those which change the specifications.

Wei Tek Tsai is the pioneer of the research in web service testing. His initial work

in 2002, i.e., [129] and [130], are the starting point in the area of web service testing,

based on the WSDL specification. In [129], Tsai et al., proposed certain extensions to

WSDL specifications to facilitate web service testing. WSDL has limited information

that can be useful for web service testing, for example, it does not specify the input-

output dependency and invocation sequence. Tsai proposed the following extensions to

WSDL which facilitate unit black-box testing and regression testing of web services: 1)

Input-output dependency, 2) invocation sequence, 3) hierarchical functional description

and 4) sequence specifications. Such extensions are helpful for retrieving the necessary

information for web service testing and decreasing the testing cost and efforts. Tsai
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et al., also proposed Coyote, a tool for web services testing based on an XML-based

framework [130]. It contains two parts, i.e., the test master and test engine. The test

master extracts the interface information from the WSDL file and maps them into test

scenarios in XML format. The test engine uses the test scenarios to generate concrete

test cases and executes those against the targeted web services. It also provides validation

and logging information. Coyote also supports regression testing of web services.

The approaches described in [14, 19, 22, 24, 25, 131, 132] use different parsing tech-

niques over the WSDL specification to generate test cases. The approaches mainly parse

WSDL to get the operations information, e.g., input output messages, input output types

and other constraints defined in the XML schema inside WSDL and instantiate the XML

Schema to generate test cases. Some of those are supported by a tool. A selection of

these approaches are summarized below.

Hong M. et al., [19] presented a framework for WSDL based web service testing. To

generate test data, the WSDL description is extended with the contract information of the

web service using the precondition relational expression and random test data is generated

from each partition of the relational expression. The runtime information is collected by

recording the information passed by the real world applications while invoking a web

service. This gives the actual test data on which the web service can be executed. The

selection of effective test data is based on a greedy algorithm on web service contract

mutation which revealed a high number of the injected faults. Finally, the selected set

of test data is executed using the test-driver of the framework. A supporting tool was

implemented as a proof of concept.

Wenli Dong [22] proposed testing WSDL based web services automatically with the

help of an abstract test suite and an executable test suite. An XML-based test scripting

language is presented and a concrete test suite is derived from the abstract test suite

automatically using an XML parser. The executable test suite consists of a message

schema syntactic test group, web service interface test group, and inter-operation test

group. A test process is used in WSDL based web service testing. The three key techniques

adopted by the test process, which includes test case generation, test flow, and test data

generation, are analyzed.

Hanna, S. et al., [24] proposed fault-based testing of web services to ensure the ro-

bustness of web services for the web service users. The test cases were generated from

WSDL using a fault-based testing technique including fault-injection, robust boundary

value testing, and equivalence partitioning with invalid ranges. All these techniques are

forms of black-box testing, as the testing is done on the WSDL files only, without the

knowledge of the source code. Hanna, S. et al., claim that this ensures correctness from

the user point of view.

Bartolini, C. et al., [25] proposed a framework for automated testing of WSDL-based
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web services, named WS-TAXI (Testing by Automatically generated XML Instances). It

automatically derives the XML instances from the XML schema of WSDL. It is based

on the SOAPUI and TAXI tools. The SOAP skeleton generated by the SOAPUI is

populated by the actual XML instances generated by the TAXI tool to prepare ready-

to-launch SOAP test cases. WS-TAXI can generate different test cases from a WSDL

document, using different coverage criteria, e.g., operation coverage, message coverage,

schema coverage.

The techniques described in [22, 24, 25] generate test data without any information

from the tester. Li J. et al., [132] proposed a method to generate test cases by combining

the information from a WSDL and the information from a web service tester. The method

generates the test data for various fields of the operations. The tester can change or

configure the field constraints. The generated test data for each field is combined to

produce the complete test messages and the complete test case. The method is supported

by an automated tool, called Web Service Test Data Generator (WSTD-Gen).

The above methods [22, 24, 25] generate test data for single web service operations.

However, most of the times a web service can have multiple operations. Some of the

operations input might be dependent on the others output. Therefore, Bai X. et al., [14]

proposed a framework to test operation dependency. Three types of dependencies are

proposed, including input dependency, output dependency and operation input output

dependency. The WSDL file is first parsed and transformed into a structured Document

Object Model (DOM) tree by the test case generation tool. The test data are generated

by analyzing WSDL message data types and test operation flows are generated based on

operation dependency analysis. Finally, the test cases are documented in XML-based on

the test files.

Although WSDL has gained more popularity as a web service description language,

new specifications such as REST (REpresentational State Transfer) is also becoming

widely used web service description langauge. Chakrabarti et al., [26] proposed an ap-

proach for testing REST-based web services.

Several approaches perform testing by changing the web service specification or XML

schema [20, 133, 21, 134]. Wuzhi X. et al., [20, 133] proposed an approach to test web

service based on the concept of XML perturbation, according to which whenever an XML-

based application receives a message from another application, it should either validate

the message or invalidate it. The set of test cases are generated as XML messages. To

generate the test cases a formal model of the XML schema is defined first, and then the

set of XML perturbation operators are applied to it in order to generate the perturbed

schema. An instance of the perturbed schema, i.e., a perturbed message, which serves

as the invalid test case is generated using the boundary and non-boundary constraints

from the perturbed XML schema. Such test cases are executed on the application or web
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service under test to check the web service behavior.

Siblini R. et al., [21] proposed a technique that is similar to the perturbation of web

services, however, instead of perturbing the XML schema they mutated the WSDL specifi-

cation. A set of mutation operators, which mainly mutate the WSDL operations, messages

and message types was proposed. The set of test cases generated from the original speci-

fication were applied to the mutated web service. An error is detected if the web service

execution did not reveal the injected fault. A similar approach was presented by [23], who

refined the operators in [21]. Instead of randomly mutating the complex data types in the

WSDL specification, the operator as given by [23] mutate only those data types which

take part into the definition of the web service interface, thus defining the real mutation

on the web service under test.

Mao C. [30] proposed a framework for formal specification based testing of web services,

in particular composite web services. The framework is based on two levels, i.e., one at the

service unit level and the other is at the service interaction level. At the service unit level

the interface information is extracted from WSDL or the OWL-S specification of the web

services. Based on this information, a combinatorial testing strategy is used to generate

the set of test cases, which are then reduced using other methods, e.g., orthogonal tables.

After the unit testing of the web services, the state-based approach is used in the system

testing of web services. The Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is used to

define the composition web services. A BPEL process is more like a flow chart that is

converted into a state diagram using the proposed set of steps. This state diagram is

then converted to a spanning tree using the breadth-first search (BFS) process. With

the spanning tree the test cases can be easily generated for system level testing of the

web services. The proposed approach ensures the correctness by testing web services at

two levels, i.e., unit level using a combinatorial testing technique from the web service

interface and at the system level using a state based testing technique. However, the

proposed approach and algorithm are not yet implemented as an automated tool.

Nakajima S. [135] proposes an approach for model checking based verification of web

service descriptions, in particular for web service flow descriptions by conducting ex-

periments using model checking. The web service flow descriptions are written in Web

Service Flow Language (WSFL). The WSFL is used for the web services flow descriptions

and is a behavioral extension of the WSDL. The proposed method uses the SPIN model

checker for model checking. The web service description written in WSFL is translated to

Promela, the input specification language for SPIN. The properties checked are reachabil-

ity, deadlock-freedom, and application specific properties. These properties are written in

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and fed to SPIN along with the original specification. The

experiments showed the usefulness of the proposed method for the verification of web ser-

vice descriptions. Zheng Y. et al. [136] proposed a formal model of the BPEL web service
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specification language, called the Web Service Automata (WSA). Based on this model

they proposed a model checking based test case generation framework for BPEL specifi-

cations of web services. The BPEL specification was mapped into the WSA formal model

and the model checkers SPIN and NuSMV were applied to generate test cases. The test

case coverage criteria used were mainly state coverage and transition coverage for BPEL

control flow testing. The test trap properties determined by these coverage criteria were

encoded into the LTL and Computational Tree Logic (CTL) temporal logic languages.

Two levels of the test cases were generated to test if the web service implementation is

compliant with the BPEL behavior and WSDL interface models.

Testing of semantic web services

For the past few years web services are being described semantically using an ontology

description language such as, OWL-S, WSML, WSDL-S and SA-WSDL. Such specifica-

tions can be used for more effective test case generation, as these specifications also depict

the dynamic behavior of web services, unlike the WSDL which only gives the static be-

havior. Keeping this in view the web service testers have been using these specifications

to perform the testing of the semantic web services. However, there is not much work

done in this area. A few approaches are described below that use semantic web service

specifications for test case generation and testing purposes.

Tsai et al., [137] proposed the WebSTRAR (Web Services Testing, Reliability, As-

sessment and Ranking) framework. The web service specification given in OWL-S was

checked for consistency and correctness and was used to produce an enhanced specifica-

tion for test case generation after several iterations. Finally, the Swiss Cheese algorithm

was applied, to generate a set of positive and negative test cases. The test cases are stored

in a database repository and applied to the web service to assure the trustworthiness of

the web service.

Dai et al., [27] and Wang et al., [28] proposed methodologies for SWS testing based on

OWL-S specifications. Dai proposed contract-based testing of SWS, verifying whether the

service fulfills its contract as specified in the WS profile. The test data were generated from

the service profile that describes the service capabilities and process model that describes

the behaviour of WS. The web service process model is analyzed and transformed into a

Petri-Net structure. The test cases are generated by analyzing the input and precondition

of the contract and the expected output is generated by analyzing the output and effect

parts of the contract. Finally, the execution monitor collects the actual output and

comparison is done. Whereas, Wang proposed a methodology for ontology-based testing

of SWS. The given OWL-S specification of the WS was divided into two parts, i.e., the

input-output precondition and effects (IOPE) parts represented by a service profile and

the service behaviour represented by a process model. An ontology for such a Petri-Net
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model is defined using OWL. Finally the test-cases were generated by parsing different

paths of the state-machine and, analyzing the inputs and outputs of every atomic process

with the help of the PetriNet ontology. The advantages of the approach is that the test

cases can be generated from limited information using reasoning on the ontology. For

example, given an ontology which defines a customer as a subclass of person, the valid

and invalid test cases of the person’s name attribute can be used to test a web service

that defines the customer as the input space in its service profile.

Siripol N. et al. [29] proposed an approach to test semantic web services based on

WSDL-S specifications. WSDL-S is an extension to standard WSDL that is used to

describe semantic web services. It describes web services semantically with the help of

annotations to the web service preconditions and post conditions. To make the web

service further semantically rich, the web service precondition and post conditions were

described using the OCL specification language. This specification was finally used for

test case generation. The test cases were generated using a pair-wise technique [138],

which has been shown to be one of the effective combinatorial approaches for test case

selection that selects a minimal set of test cases.

Lee S. et al., [139] proposed a framework for OWL-S based composite web service test-

ing. The fault-patterns and work flows for OWL-S composite web service are identified.

The mutation is applied on the OWL-S profile and process model, to change the OWL-S

input output precondition and adding other changes that incorporate the incorrect seman-

tic use of the web service profile and process. Four different types of mutation operators

are modeled, including data mutation, condition mutation, control flow mutation, and

data flow mutation. These mutation operators model the semantic errors in web service

composition.

Bai X. et al., [140] proposes an ontology-based approach for web service testing. An

ontology consisting of the testing concepts, e.g., test data, test behavior, test cases, test

plan is defined using the OWL language. This ontology serves as a test contract. The

input domain of the web service specified in OWL-S is divided into sub-domains for

partition testing. Data values are selected from the input domain using partition analysis.

The completeness and consistency analysis of the generated partitions and data values is

performed using the testing ontology against the OWL-S specification with the help of

the ontology reasoning tools. The approach is supported with the help of the tool.

Wang R. et al., [141] proposed a novel approach for web service testing using the OWL-

S requirement model and mutation testing. It extracts the requirement constraints from

the OWL-S specification of web services and uses them to generate mutants. Mutants

generation is based on Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) and uses eight different

mutation operators on the OWL-S requirement model. The testing process is evaluated

based on the mutation score and the web service interface coverage.
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Zhu, H. et al., [142] proposed a dynamic framework to test OWL-S based web ser-

vices using a collaborative approach. The framework uses other web services specialized

to perform the testing related tasks, e.g., executing test cases and analyzing the test

results, called the testing services (T-services). Each functional web service (F-service)

to test is associated with the corresponding T-service. The T-service uses the Software

Testing Ontology for Web Services (STOWS) for performing the testing related tasks.

The framework proposes to use the web service broker, which is itself a T-service for the

collaboration of the other T-services to perform dynamic testing of the F-services.

Huang [143] proposed a novel approach to verify web services by verifying the process

model of OWL-S using model checking and validating the web services using test cases

automatically generated by model checking. The model checker BLAST was used and

extended to handle the control flow model naturally to handle the concurrency in OWL-

S. The OWL-S process model was converted to a C-like specification language and the

trap properties were embedded into the specification language in LTL format, which was

fed to the BLAST model checker that violates the trap properties and generates the test

cases. Furthermore, the OWL-S and Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) were

extended to connect predicates and data to better facilitate test case generation.

3.2 Summary

This chapter presented the current work in the area of test case generation, evaluation

and web service testing. The quality of the testing depends on the effectiveness of the

generated test cases. Many different techniques have been proposed for the generation

of good test cases. Formal specification based test case generation is used widely and

provides advantages of finding errors in early stages of system development. Several tech-

niques [72, 74] exist to generate test cases from requirement specifications including SCR,

CORE and SOFL specifications. Different techniques exist to generate test cases from

model based specifications mainly UML using various UML artifacts, such as, generating

test cases from UML use cases [76, 77, 78], activity diagrams [79, 80, 81, 82] and state

chart diagrams [83, 84, 85]. The other model based specifications, e.g., from SOFL [74]

and OCL [144] have been used for effective test case generation. However, most of these

approaches generate test cases manually.

To automate the test case generation process, formal methods tools can be used to

generate the test cases from the specifications. Mainly the techniques use model checking

tools to generate test cases from state based specifications, including [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91].

Other techniques exist to generate test cases using theorem proving and constraint solving

tools, e.g., [95] uses theorem proving and constraint solving tools to generate test cases

from B and Z specifications.
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There exist many approaches other than using formal methods for test case generation,

e.g., black box testing techniques [96, 97, 108], pair-wise test case generation [98, 99, 100,

101], random test case generation [105, 106, 107] and other AI based techniques [110, 111],

e.g., genetic algorithm and ant-colony solutions that generate effective the test cases in a

smart way.

The related work in the area of test case evaluation is divided into two approaches. This

includes techniques that use coverage-based evaluation and technique that use mutation

based evaluation. The coverage based evaluation techniques includes different criteria

at specification level and code level to measure the quality of test cases, e.g., statement

coverage [113, 114, 115] and branch coverage [116, 117, 118, 119]. Whereas, the mutation

based approaches evaluate the test case quality in terms of the fault detection capability.

Finally, the related work in the area of web service testing is classified into two broad

categories, i.e., the testing of standard web services and testing of the semantic web ser-

vice. The literature survey shows that the research in this area, specifically semantic

web services testing is still not mature. The approaches so far have mainly focused on

syntactic parsing of web service specifications, e.g., parsing WSDL to generate the set

of test cases. The test cases are mainly generated from the coverage of different parts

of the web service specification, e.g., operation coverage, message coverage, message part

coverage, etc. Similar techniques are used for the testing of semantic web service speci-

fications, e.g., OWL-S, in which the coverage is based on the input output precondition

and effects (IOPE). In the case of OWL-S, the complex constructs of the process model

are represented by the Petri-Net state model for analysis and test case generation.

There are a few advantages of the above approaches. Firstly, since the test cases

are generated by static parsing of the web service specification, test case generation can

be easily automated, since there are many tools and APIs for XML parsing, e.g., Xerces,

WSDL4j, OWL-S4j, etc. Secondly, because of this the test case generation and the testing

process is efficient. Although the WSDL description provides good typing information

but lacks semantic information, such information can be added using annotations, e.g.,

WSDL-S and OCL.

The limitations of the related work are twofold. Firstly, the approaches are mainly

syntax-based approaches. Most of the approaches are based on WSDL, REST and BPEL

which are syntax based descriptions of the web services. Although such specifications can

be extended by adding annotations to include semantics, however, since the annotations

are not very expressive, these specifications lack complete semantics. Most of the present

techniques for web service testing, enable only the syntax based testing of the web ser-

vices. This includes the testing of the web service signature including the input output

parameters, messages and message parts. This does not guarantee semantic testing of web

services, and testing whether the web service fulfills the purpose for which it is developed.
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The main reason behind this is that the current SOA lacks the use of semantics and user

requirements based information.

Secondly, the testing is mainly based on the web service specification itself, e.g., the

WSDL or OWL-S and other web service specifications. This only provides the testing

from the web service provider’s perspective. However, in the web service marketplace

an important role includes the web service user. The testing techniques proposed so far

lack testing from user perspective. The main reason behind this is that the current SOA

including the proposals for the semantic web service specification such as OWL-S, have a

weak user based SOA and lack the use of the semantics and user requirements.
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4
Test Case Generation from Goal

Description

This chapter is about the automated test case generation for the proposed approach of

SWS testing, i.e., goal based testing of semantic web services. Test case generation is an

important step in software testing. The automation of this step is particularly important

to decrease overall cost and effort. In this chapter, we discuss in detail the proposed

technique for automated generation of test cases from the WSMO goal specifications using

formal methods. We also discuss the application of standard software testing techniques

for this purpose.

The first section of the chapter is a proof of concept and discusses how the standard

testing techniques can be applied on the goal specifications for generating test cases. We

used two black box testing techniques, i.e., the boundary condition testing and equivalence

class testing. The algorithms designed for applying these techniques on goal specifications

are illustrated with the help of the running example, DiscountGoal. The second section

of the chapter discusses the proposed framework for automated generation of test cases

from goal specifications using model checking. The framework is also illustrated with the

help of the running example.

65
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4.1 Test case generation using standard software test-

ing techniques

A closer look at the WSMO goal specification shows that it contains sufficient information

for test case generation purpose. A test case contains a test input and an expected output.

The goal specification contains a specification of input space and output space, as de-

scribed in Section 2.3. This information is obtained from two parts of a goal specification,

i.e., goal capability and goal interface and can be used to generate concrete test cases.

A goal specification is a high level description of the user’s requirements. It hides the

details of how the task will be achieved by the SWS execution in a black box way. This

high level description can be used to perform black box testing of SWS. We applied two

black box testing techniques, i.e., the boundary condition and equivalence class testing

techniques on goal specifications for the purpose of test case generation from the goal

specification. For this purpose, we designed a set of algorithms, that can be used to

identify boundary conditions and equivalence classes from goal specification, generating

test input data and linking the test input with expected output to produce concrete test

cases. This work was published at the 20th Australian Software Engineering Conference

(ASWEC) 2009 [145] and is discussed in this section.

4.1.1 Test case generation process

The overall test case generation process contains three main steps as shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Overview of test case generation using black box testing techniques

The 3 steps are described below:

1. Identify test input classes: In this step the categories of different inputs called the

input classes, are determined. Since our approach is based on standard black box

testing techniques, the input classes, i.e., the boundary conditions and equivalence

classes are determined from the goal specification. Each boundary condition or

equivalence partition is a class of inputs, which can be used for the generation of

test input data. The identification of such classes of inputs is done so that it can

be used in the test case generation step.
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2. Generate test input data: In this step, the set of test input data is generated from

the identified input classes. For an identified input class of a boundary condition or

an equivalence class, test input data are generated according to the robust boundary

conditions.

3. Link input with output: In this step, the expected output is captured and is linked

to the generated test input data produced in step 2. A test input and an expected

output together form a complete test case. Therefore, the set of test inputs and

expected outputs creates the complete set of test cases.

Identifying test input classes

The boundary conditions and equivalence classes are identified as different classes of test

inputs, that are used for the generation of the test data. The procedure for identifying

the input classes was implemented using the WSMO4j API [146].

Identifying boundary conditions: Boundary value testing technique tests the boundary

conditions of an input domain for a particular program. In a WSMO goal specification,

the boundary information can be derived in one of two parts. Firstly, it can either

be derived from the precondition part of the goal specification that may impose some

boundary conditions on the input space, e.g., pAmt >= 100, as shown in the running

example DiscountGoal, Section 2.3. It can also be derived from the concept definition

in the domain ontology. For example, the concept month, has the attribute monthVal

ranging between 1 and 12.

Different types of boundary conditions are listed in the Table 4.1.

S.
No.

Boundary condition type Description Example

1 Numerical relational Comparing numerical val-
ues

5 =< x < 10

2 Numerical equality equality or inequality of nu-
merical values

x == 5, x != 5

3 String relational comparing of string values ”ABC” < ”XYZ”
4 String equality equality or inequality of

string values
”ABC” == ”abc”

5 Data type relational comparison of data type or
instance

customer1 > customer2

6 Data type equality equality or inequality of
string values

customer1 == cus-
tomer2

Table 4.1: Types of the boundary conditions

Although it is possible to derive boundary conditions for any kind of data types as
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mentioned in Table 4.1. However, we limited the scope to find the boundary conditions

for the numerical values only. We decided to work with the numeric-based boundary,

since these are the most common types of boundary condition errors. Covering all the

types of boundary condition analysis, e.g., strings and ontology data types is beyond the

scope of the thesis and will be covered in the future work and directions.

A high-level representation of the proposed algorithm for identifying boundary condi-

tions from the goal specification is shown in the flow chart in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Deriving boundary conditions from WSMO goal specification

The goal specification g is parsed to obtain the capability c of the goal specification.

The capability specification is further parsed to extract the precondition part, p . A

typical precondition statement is shown below:

precondition

definedBy

?pReq[disc#cust hasValue ?cust,

disc#pAmount hasValue ?pAmt] memberOf disc#purchaseReq and

?cust[disc#cAge hasValue ?cAge] memberOf disc#customer and

?pAmt >= 100 and ?cAge > 0.
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The precondition is analyzed to identify any boundary conditions explicitly defined

in it, e.g., the explicit boundary condition from the running example, ?pAmt >= 100 as

shown in the above code segment. Using the WSMO4j API we can extract the atomic

expressions of a precondition logical expression. The atomic expressions can be the mem-

bership sub-expression denoted by the memberOf keyword or any other relational or

logical predicate. The membership sub-expression tells which concepts from the imported

ontology are used as the input space of the goal specification. We can obtain all such sets

of concepts, C from the precondition, p. Each concept definition ci from the imported

ontology is then checked for any implicit boundary condition on their attribute values.

For example, the definition of the concept month is constrained to have the value of the

attribute monthVal between 1 and 12 only. If such implicit boundary conditions are found

from the concept definitions they are recorded as the input classes for test case generation

purposes later on. If no such explicit boundary conditions are found, the definition of the

concept itself is used as an input class and is instantiated to generate a concrete test case.

In either case, the boundary conditions are identified by parsing the concept definitions

and precondition predicates and identifying any of the relational symbols, “>”, “>=”,

“<”, and “<=”. These operators have corresponding built-in WSML predicates [146].

For “>” or “>=” operators, a lower boundary is identified and for “<” or “<=” symbols

an upper boundary is identified. The boundary conditions identified in this way from the

running example, DiscountGoal, are cAge>0 and pAmt>=100 on the variables cAge and

pAmt respectively, where, cAge and pAmt represent the customer’s age and the purchase

amount respectively.

Identifying equivalence classes: The equivalence class testing technique tests the pro-

gram by deriving test cases from different partitions of the input domain that are associ-

ated with the unique outputs. Such partitions of the input domain are called equivalence

classes [8].

Note that although both the boundary conditions and the equivalence classes are iden-

tified by using WSML relational operators, the difference is that the boundary conditions

are identified from the capability part of the goal specification, such as precondition and

the definition of the concepts from the ontology, whereas, the equivalence classes are de-

termined from the transition rules, which describe the requested behavior of the goal in

terms of the transitions.

A high level flow-chart of the algorithm designed for deriving equivalence classes from

goal specifications is shown in Figure 4.3.

The procedure of identifying the equivalence classes starts by taking the goal specifi-

cation as an input. The goal specification g is parsed to get the goal choreography ch, set

of transition rules T and the state signature Ss.

The equivalence classes are basically determined by processing the transition rule
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Figure 4.3: Deriving equivalence classes from WSMO goal specification
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guarded conditions and the update rules. The guarded condition is processed to parse

for any relational expression on the input space. The relational expression may help in

identifying a partition of input that may be associated with a unique output, i.e., the

equivalence class.

For every transition rule Tr in the set of transition rules T , the guarded condition

Gc of the transition rule is obtained. If the guarded condition, Gc in the transition rule

Tr contains a relational operator, Gc is parsed to get relationship sub-expression r. The

membership sub-expression M is also obtained to determine the mode or type of the

concept in the guarded condition. If it is found to be of type in or shared, a set of logical

conditions, cond is created and the identified relational condition r is added to it, to be

used later.

The type of the transition rule is determined. If the transition rule is not nested and

an instance of the out type is added in the state ontology, the condition recorded at step

11, is identified as an equivalence class. This is the case of the sequence of the steps 11,

13, 14, 16, 17, and 19 in Figure 4.3. However, at step 10, if mode of a concepts in the

guarded condition, Gc is found to be controlled, then the condition associated with the

temp variables are retrieved. These conditions are added to an arbitrary temp variable,

at step 18 in the algorithm flowchart. In this way, all the transition rules are visited one

by one, as shown at step 22.

If a transition rule Tr is nested, transition rules can be obtained by a nested calls.

The algorithm is also capable of determining the equivalence classes based on the complex

conditions on multiple variables, for example, if(cAge > 60 and pAmt >= 500) then a

special discount is offered. To identify such equivalence classes, we associate the guarded

condition of transition rules with the temporary controlled variable, which this guarded

condition adds into the state ontology. This guarded condition can then be retrieved

from the temporary variable in other transition rule(s), which may list more complicated

transitions with the help of conditions on this internal state. The boundary symbols are

identified with the help of the WSML relational operators [6]. Whereas, the type of the

concept, whose instance is added in the update fact, is also determined from the state

signature using the WSMO API. The state signature basically lists the types of all the

concepts used in the goal specification.

By applying the above two algorithms, the boundary conditions and equivalence classes

identified on the running example, DiscountGoal, are given in Table 4.2, where cAge

represent customer’s age and pAmt represents the value of purchase amount.

Generating test input data

Once the boundary value condition and equivalence class information is derived from the

goal specifications as described above, the test input data is generated. This procedure
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condition No Input class type
1 cAge>0 Boundary condition 1
2 pAmt>=100 Boundary condition 2
3 cAge<60 and pAmt<500 Equivalence class 1
4 cAge<60 and pAmt>=500 Equivalence class 2
5 cAge>=60 and pAmt<500 Equivalence class 3
6 pAge>=60 and pAmt>=500 Equivalence class 4

Table 4.2: Identified boundary conditions and equivalence classes from the running example, the Dis-
countGoal

generates test input data according to the robust boundary testing technique. A given

boundary condition is tested with four values, i.e., one value exactly on the boundary, one

value near the boundary in the valid range, one value near the boundary in the invalid

range and one value in the middle of the valid range. For example, for the first boundary

condition in Table 4.2, we pick values -1, 0, 1 and a normal value of 25. Similarly, the

second boundary condition values are 99, 100, 101 and the normal value is 200. The

complete set of the test inputs are generated using boundary values of one variable and

keeping the other variables fixed at the normal value and repeating this process for each

variable in the program. In this way, we generate seven test inputs for the identified

boundary conditions as shown by test cases from 1 to 7 in Table 4.3.

Test id Test input data Test id Test input data
cAge pAmount cAge pAmount

1 -1 200 13 45 500
2 0 200 14 45 501
3 1 200 15 59 650
4 25 99 16 60 650
5 25 100 17 61 650
6 25 101 18 45 650
7 25 200 19 75 499
8 59 350 20 75 500
9 60 350 21 75 501
10 61 350 22 75 350
11 45 350 23 75 650
12 45 499

Table 4.3: Robust boundary and equivalence class test input data

A similar technique is used for generating test input data for the identified equivalence

classes from 3 to 6 in Table 4.2. For example, for equivalence class 1 in Table 4.2, the

boundary values of the variable cAge are taken as 59, 60, 61 for the equivalence class

condition, cAge < 60, and the boundary values for the variable pAmt are taken as 499,
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500, 501 for the equivalence class condition pAmt < 500. Besides these boundary values,

one normal value for each boundary condition is chosen, e.g., value 45 is chosen for

cAge < 60 and value 75 is chosen for boundary condition cAge > 60. Similarly, one

normal value, 350 is chosen for boundary condition pAmt < 500 and value 650 is chosen

for boundary condition pAmt > 500.

The test cases are generated by taking the boundary values of the first variable, i.e.,

cAge with normal values of the second variable pAmt and then vice versa. In this way

seven unique test input pairs are generated for each equivalence class condition using the

robust boundary test case generation method. For example, the values from 8 to 14 are

the test cases generated from equivalence class 1 in the Table 4.3. For the equivalence

class conditions 2 and 3 in Table 4.2, the repeating test cases were deleted and excluded

from the list, therefore only four unique test case pairs, for 15 to 18 are generated for the

equivalence class 2 and four unique test cases from 19 to 22 in Table 4.3 are generated

for equivalence class 3. Finally, because all the tests are already generated, the last

equivalence class condition could only generate one unique pair i.e., test case No. 23.

Note that we generated the test input data for the boundary value conditions and the

equivalence classes in two separate steps, where we took different normal values for the

cAge and pAmt. It is possible to use the same normal values of cAge and pAmt in the

boundary condition and equivalence class testing, which would reduce the test input data

to 22 number of test cases, instead of 23.

Linking input with output

After the concrete test input data set is generated, every test input must be linked with the

expected output to generate the set of the concrete test cases, i.e., the pairs of test input

and expected output values. This procedure follows different paths through transition

rules in the goal specification and records output from the update fact of the rule. If the

update fact adds an instance of the out type of concept, then an instance of that concept

is created and linked with the test input to make a concrete test case. The flow chart

representation of the algorithm designed for this is shown in the Figure 4.4.

The procedure LinkInputWithOutput takes the goal specification g and the set of

test input data values, D, as input. The TestInputData D contains the set instances of

concepts which define the input space of a goal g. The goal specification g is parsed to get

the transition rules T , choreography ch and state signature Ss. For a given test input d,

a transition rule tr is obtained from the set of transition rules T of the goal specification,

and is processed to get the concept type that is used in its guarded condition. This is

shown by the built-in process, double rectangle at step 5 in Figure 4.4. After that the

concept c associated with the test input data value d, is determined.

If the concept c associated to the data value d matches with the concept in the guarded
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Figure 4.4: High level overview of the algorithm for linking test inputs with expected outputs
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condition of the transition rule, tr being processed, we parse the update rule of the

transition rule tr. This is shown at step 8 in Figure 4.4. If it does not match, the next

transition rule is processed, as shown by step 9 in Figure 4.4. In the first case, it is further

checked whether the test input data value d satisfies the constraint given in precondition

p or not. If it does not satisfy the precondition, the expected output from the user

perspective should be an error message, as shown in Figure 4.4 at step 12. However,

if it satisfies the precondition, the instance of the concept c2 is created as an expected

output. This instance is considered as an expected output for the test input data value

d as shown in Figure 4.4 at step 11. In this way, the test case tc is created by linking

the expected output eo with the test input data d and is added to the test suite. This

process is repeated until all the test inputs are linked with the expected outputs. Finally,

the test suite is returned.

4.1.2 Application of formal specification based testing

The proposed method for the generation of test cases in this section is mainly a manual

way of deriving test cases from goal specification. To automate the test case generation

from WSMO goal specification, we used the formal methods on goal specification.

We investigated the applications of formal method for generation of test cases from

the WSMO goal specifications. The possible applications of formal methods based testing

techniques are shown in Figure 4.5.

• Using model checking: Model checking is a formal method technique widely used for

the verification and validation of the models for state based systems. This technique

can also be used to generate test cases from the systems specifications to achieve

robust design. The test cases are generated using trap properties, which are the

negation of the test predicates. Test predicates are calculated according to some

test coverage criteria.

The trap properties, also called assertions are supplied along with the formal spec-

ification of the system. A model checker is asked to find a state that violates the

particular assertion. Model checkers are good at identifying counterexamples with

respect to the formal specifications. The trap properties are checked against the

specification and a violation trace is returned as a counterexample, starting from

the initial state to the state that violates the assertion [147].

Since the goal specification is also a state based specification, it is natural to inves-

tigate the application of the model checking techniques to generate test cases. Trap

properties from WSMO goal specifications can also be generated in such a way and

utilized by the model checker for the creation of specific test sequences.
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Figure 4.5: Application of formal methods on WSMO goal specification for test case generation

• Using theorem proving: Another possible approach for test case generation from goal

specifications is using theorem proving tools. Since theorem proving tools are good

at providing formal proofs of the properties with respect to a given specification.

The input domain can be obtained from the goal specification using capability and

interface specification. It can be divided into sub-domains and the completeness and

disjointness properties of the divided partitions can be proved with respect to the

goal specification. Finally, a constraint solver, e.g., Constraint Logic Programming

with Sets (CLPS) constraint solver or Constraint Solver for Z (CADiZ), could be

used to solve the input domain to generate a set of concrete test cases. Since, the

theorem proving tools can be used to prove the disjointness and completeness of the

partitions on an input domain, they can be helpful in ensuring the correctness of

the selected test input space and the generated test cases.
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4.2 Framework for generating test cases from goal

specification using model checking

From the above two possible approaches, we selected model checking for generating the

test cases from the goal specification for the following reasons [148].

1. Model checking is fast and automated.

2. Model checking is an exhaustive search mechanism that checks all possibilities of

state space to produce counterexamples where the state violates a trap property

with respect to the specification. It returns the counterexample of this exhaustive

search and violation states.

3. The model checking technique is suitable for state based specifications. The goal

specification is a state based specification [46].

We proposed a framework for generating test cases from goal specifications using model

checking, which was published at 4th South-East European Workshop on Formal Methods,

(SEEFM2009) [149]. An overview of the main steps of the proposed framework is shown

in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Main steps of the proposed framework

A goal specification (in WSML) is supplied as an input to the framework. This goal

specification is translated to a B specification. The B specification is used to calculate

the trap properties that are supplied with the B specification to perform model checking.

The model checker violates the trap properties and generates the counterexamples [150].

Detailed steps of the proposed framework are shown in Figure 4.7. A generic goal spec-

ification in the WSML language is supplied as an input to the proposed framework. Since

WSML does not support model checking tools, the WSML goal specification is translated

to some other specification language that supports model checking. We translated WSML

goal specifications to B notation for model checking. The main reasons for selecting B for

translation are given below.

• The dynamic part of the goal specification, i.e., the interface specification [151] is

based on the abstract state machine (ASM) model [152]. Similarly, the B specifica-

tion is based on the ASM. Therefore, to translate the WSMO goal specification to

B is feasible, as the two languages are semantically and conceptually similar.
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Figure 4.7: Proposed test case generation framework using model checking
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• B has good tool support for verification and testing, such as model checking tools,

ProB [52] and ProTest [51] and other testing and verification tools, such as BZTT [95].

To perform this translation, the set of mapping rules for translation from a WSML goal

specification to B notation are proposed, in Section 4.2.1. To the best of our knowledge, no

such translation mechanism has been proposed before. We believe that this translation can

be helpful in providing a platform for web service testing using B verification tools [149].

After the translation process, we obtain the goal specification in B format, as shown

at step 3 in Figure 4.7. From the B representation of the goal specification, we calculate

the trap properties or assertions. Calculation of trap properties is based on the test

coverage criteria. A trap property is the negation of the test predicate that is calculated

according to a coverage criterion. The coverage criteria that we use for this purpose

are, the robust boundary condition coverage and the MCDC coverage. Trap properties

are inserted into the B specification in the form of assertions using the ASSERTIONS

clause as shown in Figure 4.7 at step 7. A trap property is selected and is supplied to

the model checker as a challenge to find the states that violate the assertion. The model

checker exhaustively visits the state space and finds a counterexample trace that violates

the particular assertion, as shown in Figure 4.7 at step 10. The counterexample trace

is a sequence of operations from initial state to the final state, where the assertion is

violated. From this counterexample, the test case is extracted by considering the final

violation state. The B representation of the test case is converted to WSML, using the B

to WSML conversion rules. This gives the concrete instances in WSML that can be used

for semantic web service testing purposes. The converted WSML instance represents a

concrete test case and is added to the test suite, as shown in Figure 4.7 in step 13.

The process is repeated for each trap property, until all the trap properties are covered.

Thus, all trap properties are violated one by one using the model checker and a set of test

cases is produced, as shown in Figure 4.7 at step 13.

The advantages of using model checking for generating test cases from WSMO goal

specifications, are that model checking is a flexible and automated approach for generating

test cases, it is easily applicable to WSML goal specifications. In order to generate the

test cases according to a particular coverage criterion, only the trap properties need to be

calculated and supplied to the model checker along with the original specification. The

flexibility of the approach lies in the fact that to change the coverage of test cases for any

change in the testing requirements, only the trap properties are changed and the rest of

the process remains the same.
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4.2.1 Mapping of WSMO goal specification to B notation

Since, the WSMO goal specification is based on the ASM model like the B specification,

it is likely to be transformable. Secondly, B is also based on First Order Logic (FOL),

which is compatible to the WSML-Full variant of WSML. Since the B language has more

expressiveness, it is maintained in the translation process. For the translation framework,

we assume that the goal specification is described at a concrete level along with the

complete capability and interface specifications.

A goal specification G is defined as a 3-tuple G = {H, I, Cp}, where, H is a goal

header, I is a goal interface specification and Cp is a goal capability [151]. The mapping

of a goal specification is also described in the same order.

Mapping of goal header to B

The header of a WSMO goal specification consists of goal declaration, importsOntology

statement, the non-functional properties and usesMediator statement. However, since the

non-functional properties and usesMediator statement are not considered, we only map

the goal declaration and importsOntology statements in the mapping process.

R1. Rule for mapping goal name: The goal declaration is mapped to a B machine

declaration by the MACHINE statement, as shown in Equation 4.1. Note that the symbol

“'” denotes the “is mapped to” statement.

goal < goalName > ' MACHINE << goalName > Machine > (4.1)

This means that the goal declaration is mapped to the machine declaration in the

translated B machine. The naming convention is to use the name of goal specification,

with a suffix “Machine”.

R2. Rule for mapping importsOntology statement: An ontology imported in a

goal specification using the importsOntology makes all the ontology concepts and instances

visible to the goal specification as if they were included. Therefore, the importsOntology

statement in goal specification is mapped using the INCLUDES statement in the B ma-

chine that also makes the included machine visible and accessible in the including machine.

The B machine representing the ontology, is imported using the INCLUDES statement

in the B machine representing the goal specification. This is shown in Equation 4.2.

importsOntology < ontologyName >' INCLUDES < ontologyNameMachine >(4.2)

The includes relationship maps the imports relationship in the same way. Although,
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B also specifies some other relationship types between B machines, e.g., USES and SEES

relationships, they do not map the imports relationship exactly.

For example, the goal declaration and importsOntology statements from the running

example, the DiscountGoal, Section 2.3, are mapped to B machine statements as shown

in the following code segment:

MACHINE DiscountGoalMachine

INCLUDES DiscountOntologyMachine

Mapping of goal interface specification to B

The interface I, in a goal specification can be expressed as a 3-tuple as shown in Equa-

tion 4.3.

I = {C(O), T, Σ} (4.3)

where, C(O) is the set of the state ontology concepts, i.e., the set of n ontology concepts

involved in the state transitions, given by C(O) = {Ci}, where , i = 1, .., n. T is a set

of m transition rules given by T = {trj}, where j = 1, ..,m, and Σ a state signature

function that associates every concept in the state ontology C(O) to a mode from the set

of modes M given by, M = {in, out, controlled, shared, static}. Therefore, the function

Σ can be represented as shown in Equation 4.4.

Σ = C(O)→M (4.4)

The jth transition rule trj ∈ T , is represented as a 2-tuple, trj = (Gj, Rj), where

Gj is a guarded condition that imposes constraint(s) on the subset of the state ontology

concepts C(O) used in the condition. Now let C(Gj) = {Cj}, where j = 1, ..,m be

a set of the concepts on which the guarded condition Gj applies, then by description,

{Cj} ⊂ {Ci}, where, i = 1, .., n , j = 1, ..,m, m <= n. Therefore, for every concept

Cj in the guarded condition, we can also determine the operating mode “mode′′, where,

mode ∈M , using the relation, as shown in Equation 4.5.

Σ (Cj) = mode (4.5)

where, Cj ∈ C(Gj) ⊂ C(O),mode ∈M, j = 1, ..,m

This means that for every concept used in a guarded condition, we can also determine

the type of mode for the concept using the Σ function.

Rj in the transition rule trj contains the set of p rules to be executed, i.e., Rj = {rk},
where, k = 1, .., p , j = 1, ..,m. Whereas, a rule, rk can itself be a transition rule or an
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update rule. There are three types of transition rules if, for and choose and three types

of update rules, add, update and delete. Let Tr be a set of transition rules and Ur be a

set of update rules, then rk ∈ Tr = {if, for, choose} || rk ∈ Ur = {add, update, delete}.
A basic update rule is of the form {add || update || delete ( V rk memberOf CUk)},

where, V rk is the variable used in update rule and CUk is a concept which defines the

type of variable V rk in the update rule rk. This means that a transition rule trj adds an

instance or a set of instances in the state ontology from the set of state ontology concepts,

C(O). For this, we define CUk ⊂ C(O) as the set of the concepts updated in the state

ontology by the rule rk of the transition rule trj.

Mapping of state signature: The state signature Σ in a WSMO goal specification is

based on the ASM model. It represents the states of a machine in the same way as

variables do in B. The only difference is that, in B a machine state is represented by

the state variables and their types are defined in the INVARIANT clause, whereas, in

an abstract state machine, the machine state is represented by the types only. There are

five types of modes for variables in a state signature Σ, given by the set M , described in

Section 2.3.2.

The mapping of WSMO state signature to B is shown in Table 4.4.

Types of concepts in state signature Mapping to B

in out, shared and controlled con-
cepts

State variable types in INVARIANT
clause

static Constant types in PROPERTIES clause

Table 4.4: Mapping from WSMO goal state signature to B

R3. Rule for mapping state signature to B variable names: Let G be a goal

specification, µ be a B machine and V (µ) represent a set of B machine variables. The

mapping of the state signature to B variables is shown in Equation 4.6.

C(O) ' V (µ) | name(Vi) = Ci (4.6)

where, Σ(Ci) 6= “static′′, Ci ∈ C(O), i = 1, .., n

The Equation 4.6 states that the state ontology concepts are mapped to the set of B

variables, such that the ith concept Ci in the state ontology is mapped to the ith variable

in B machine. This is true for all those, except the static states are mapped to constants

not variables.

R4. Rule for mapping state signature to B variable types: The type of the

ith variable in the B machine corresponds to the set representing the ith concept Ci in

the state ontology C(O). This type is denoted by “<:” subset operator of B notation, as
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shown in Equation 4.7.

C(O) ' V (µ) | type(Vi) = cap(Ci) (4.7)

where Σ(Ci) 6= “static′′, Ci ∈ C(O), i = 1, .., n

Note that as the naming convention, the ith variable in B, i.e., Vi should be mapped

with the same name as the ith concept Ci in the state signature of the goal specification,

however, the set representing the ith concept in the state ontology, should be mapped in

capital letters in the B machine. This is shown by the function cap(x) in Equation 4.7.

For example, the state signature for the running example, the DiscountGoal is given

in the following code segment:

stateSignature discountGoalStateSig

in disc#purchaseReq

//dependent concepts

in disc#customer

in disc#item

in disc#creditCard

out disc#purchaseRes

//dependent concepts

out disc#invalidCreditCard

out disc#insufficientBalance

out disc#discount

controlled disc#tempReceipt

The above code segment shows that the state signature of the running goal speci-

fication, contains various input data types, defined by the in types, output data types

defined by out and the internal states, defined by controlled types. It can be seen that

the state signature also lists the dependent concepts in the in and out categories. This

code segment is converted to the B specification using the above mapping rules R3 and

R4. This mapping is shown in the following code segment.

VARIABLES

purchaseReq, customer, item, creditCard,

purchaseRes

discount, tempReceipt,

INVARIANT
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purchaseReq <: PURCHASEREQ & purchaseRes <: PURCHASERES &

invalidCreditCard <: INVALIDCREDITCARD &

insufficientBalance <: INSUFFICIENTBALANCE &

tempReceipt <: TEMPRECEIPT & customer <: CUSTOMER &

item <: ITEM & creditCard <: CREDITCARD &

discount <: DISCOUNT

Using the mapping rule in R3, the variable names in the B machine in the VARIABLES

section, are mapped from the concept names such that the state signature concept cor-

responds to the B variable names. Similarly, the type of variables in the INVARIANT

section are mapped using mapping rule R4.

The state of a machine in WSMO goal specification is based on the WSMO state

signature, which is the set of the ontology concepts or data types. Whereas, the state

machine in B needs both the variables names and their associated types as the SETS. To

resolve the mismatch, the variables in B are declared with the lower caps letters, whereas,

the types in B are created as SETS with the same name but capital letters. This is to

resolve the name and type problem. Whereas, to resolve the namespace we use an ad-

hoc approach. The data types in WSMO can have the namespaces associated, whereas

B does not have any notion of namespaces, this may create the problem of the variable

uniqueness. To resolve this, we extend the variable names with the appropriate suffixes,

e.g., customer itemSeach defines the variable, customer in the itemSearch namespace,

and customer itemLookup defines the variable inside the itemLookup type.

Mapping of goal transition rules: Let µ be a B machine, OP (µ) = {opi}, where, i = 1, .., n,

be a set of the operations of the B machine µ, given by OP (µ) = {opi} where, i = 1, .., n,

and T (G) be a set of transition rules of the goal specification G. The transition rules are

mapped to B operations. This mapping is shown in Equation 4.8.

T (G) ' OP (µ) (4.8)

where, arg(opi), retype(opi) and opName(opi) are the input arguments, return type and

the name of the operation opi, respectively.

The mapping of transition rules to B is challenging for two reasons. Firstly, the WSMO

goal is an unstructured specification. In a WSMO goal specification the machine state

space is defined by the state ontology concepts. Whereas, a B specification is structured

with the state defined as the state variables in the VARIABLES clause and the constraints

inside the INVARIANT clause. Secondly, the transition rules can be nested and complex,

whereas, B operations are usually simple and not nested. Therefore to define a complete

mapping we consider both a structure wise and syntax-wise mapping of the transition rules

to B operations. The structure-wise mapping defines, which transition rules are mapped

to which operations in B, whereas, the syntax-wise mapping defines how the operation
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names, arguments and return types are mapped. We identify two cases of transition rules

for mapping, i.e., simple or disjoint transition rules and nested transition rules.

simple transition rules. A transition rule whose guarded condition applies on the

concepts of type “in” and that adds an instance(s) of type “out” or “controlled” to the

state ontology. In other words the transition rule of the simple input and outputs is called

a simple or disjoint transition rule. Formally, it is defined as:

Definition 1. A transition rule tri is called a simple transition rule, if it satisfies the

definition given in Equation 4.9.

tri = (Gi, Ri) | ( Σ(C(Gi)) = “in′′ ∧ (Σ(Cui) = “out′′ ∨ Σ(Cui) = “controlled′′))(4.9)

where, i = 1, ..,m,C(Gi) = {Ci}, Cui ∈ C(O)

Equation 4.9 states that a transition rule tri, is a simple disjoint transition rule, such

that, the the given guarded condition Gi and the rule Ri, of the transition rule are specified

in such a way that, mode of the concept used in the guarded condition, are of input types,

i.e., Σ(C(Gi)) = “in′′ and the mode of concepts added in the state ontology are “out”

type or of “controlled” type.

R5. Rule for mapping of simple transition rules: A simple transition rule is

directly mapped to a single operation in the corresponding B machine. Formally, it is

shown in Equation 4.10.

tri ' opi | arg(opi) = C(Gi) ∧ retype(opi) = Cui ∧ opName(opi) = get < Cui > (4.10)

where, tri is the ith transition rule that is mapped to the ith operation of B, i.e., opi and

Cui is a concept in the update rule whose instance is added in the state ontology.

In simple words, the rule R5 states that a simple transition rule tri is directly mapped

to a B operation opi, such that the argument of the operation is mapped from the con-

cept(s) in the guarded condition Gi of the transition rule, tri, i.e., C(Gi) and the concept

added in the add update rule is mapped to the return type of the operation. Because such

an operation is an accessor of the concept added in the add rule, it is also called a getter

function.

For example, tr1 in the running example, DiscountGoal can be directly mapped to B

operations according to mapping rule R5, as shown in the code segment below:

OPERATIONS

response <-- getPurchaseResponse (pReq, cc) =

PRE pReq:PURCHASEREQ THEN

IF cc: CREDITCARD THEN
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//operation body

END

//... other operations

Nested transition rules. The nested transition rules refine outer rules and add

specific types of concepts in the state ontology according to nested guards. Formally, it

is defined as:

Definition 2. A transition rule tri = (Gi, Ri) is said to be a nested transition rule, if

it does not belong to the basic update rules, Ur = {add, update, delete}. In other words, a

transition rule tri is said to be a nested transition rule, if ri ∈ Tr , where Tr = { if, forall,
choose }. This means the update rule is another transition rule.

R6. Structure wise mapping of nested transition rules: For mapping nested

transition rules to B operations, we propose the following approach.

1. Combine the guard of the inner-most transition rule with that of the outer transition

rule, i.e., flatten the nested transition rules. This is done using the conjunction

operator, i.e., “and” operator of WSML. The condition of the inner guard is joined

by conjunction with the condition of the outer guard. This process is followed until

the outer-most guard is reached. This will flatten the nested transition rule to a

simple disjoint transition rule, with one guard only and a basic update rule.

2. Map the flattened transition rule to a single B operation according to mapping rule

R5, i.e., syntax-wise mapping of the simple transition rule.

R7. Syntax wise mapping of nested transition rules: Once the nested transition

rule is transformed to the simple transition rule, it is mapped to a single B operation

according to following rule.

tri ' opi | arg(opi) = C(Gi) ∧ retype(opi) = Cs ∧ opName(opi) = get < Cs >(4.11)

where, C(Gi) is the set of concepts used in the guard of the transition rule tri and Cs is a

generic or super concept of all those added in the update rules of nested transition rules

before it was flattened. Note that the concept Cs should be explicitly introduced in the

state signature, if it does not exist. For example, in the running example, DiscountGoal

the concept discount exists in the state signature as a generalized form of the concept

seniorDiscount, seniorSpecialDiscount, juniorDiscount, juniorSpecialDiscount. The above

rule R7 states that the flattened transition rule tri is mapped to a single B operation, as

a getter function of the generic concept in the state ontology.

For example, the transition rule tr2 in the example, DiscountGoal, is a nested transi-

tion rule. This nested transition rule is reduced to a simple transition rule by applying
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the mapping rule R6. The condition in the tr2.1.1 is conjuncted with the condition of the

outer transition rule tr2.1. Similarly, the condition of transition rule tr2.1.2 is joined by

the conjunction operator with the condition of tr2.1. Similarly, the transition rules nested

inside transition tr2.2 are also flattened. The flattened transition rule is listed below:

forall {?tr, ?pAmt, ?cAge} with

(?tr [disc#tpAmt hasValue ?pAmt, disc#cAge hasValue ?cAge]

memberOf disc#tempReceipt) do

if (?cAge < 60 and ?pAmt < 500) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#juniorDiscount)

endIf

if (?cAge < 60 and ?pAmt >= 500) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#juniorspecialDiscount)

endIf

endIf

//tr2.2:

if (?cAge >= 60 ?pAmt < 500) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#seniorDiscount)

endIf

//tr2.2.2

if (?cAge >= 60 and ?pAmt >= 500) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#seniorspecialDiscount)

endIf

endForall

This transition rule can now be mapped to the following B operation, using mapping

rule R5.

OPERATIONS

discountType <-- getDiscount(pReq, cust) =

PRE pReq:PURCHASEREQ & cust: CUSTOMER THEN

//operation implementation

END

//... other operations

Mapping of state ontology to B

Ontology is a basic building block in WSMO that is used to model the terms and their

relationships used in WSMO components. Therefore, it is important to define a mapping

of the WSMO ontology to a B specification.
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R8. Rule for the mapping of WSMO concepts from an ontology to B: The

concepts in a WSMO ontology are mapped to sets in a B machine in SETS section [153].

The sets are named in capital letters. The sets are usually declared by the deferred sets in

B. A deferred set is one that is not initialized at the time of the set declaration. However,

the explicit initialization of a set is represented by the initialized set. The set initialization

can also be used to map the inheritance of the concepts. A concept with multiple sub

concepts can be mapped as the initialized set with elements representing its sub concepts.

For example, the concepts in the running example, DiscountGoal are declared as sets

in the SETS clause of the B machine.

SETS

PURCHASEREQ={pReq1};

PURCHASERES={pResponse1, invalidCreditCard,

insufficientBalance, sufficientBalance};

CUSTOMER={customer1}; ITEM={item1, item2};

CREDITCARD={cc1};

DISCOUNT = {discount1, juniorDiscount,

juniorSpecialDiscount, seniorDiscount,

seniorSpecialDiscount}; TEMPRECEIPT={tr1}

R9. Rule for mapping the attributes of concepts: The attributes of a concept

in a WSMO ontology are mapped using the B relations. An attribute of a concept is

mapped as a relation over the set representing the concept and the set representing the

type of the attribute. Such relations are defined in the INVARIANT section of the B

machine. The attribute of a concept is defined as a variable for defining this relation-

ship. These relationships become different types of functions based on the type of the

multiplicity associated with the attribute [153]. However, we do not consider this for the

sake of clarity and we use simple B relations for this. For example, the attributes cName

and cAge representing the customer name and customer age respectively, are mapped

as the relationship over the set CUSTOMER and STRING and CUSTOMER and INT

respectively, as shown below.

SETS CUSTOMER

VARIABLES cName, cAge, cCard

INVARIANT cName: CUSTOMER <-> STRING &

cAge: CUSTOMER <-> INT &

cCard: CUSTOMER <-> CREDITCARD

Mapping goal capability and logical expression to B

The capability parts of the goal specification, such as, the precondition, postcondition,

assumption and effects are defined using WSML logical expressions. Therefore, to define
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the mapping of a capability we need to define the mapping of the logical operators from

WSML to B.

R10. Rule for mapping WSML logical operators to B: WSML contains a rich

set of logical operators. The mapping from WSML logical operators to B is shown in

Table 4.5.

Description WSMO Operators B Operators

Conjunction and &
Disjunction or or
Negation neg, naf not
Universal quantifier forall !x
Exist quantifier exists #x
Equality =, :=: =
Inequality != /=
Implication implies, impliedBy =>
Reverse implication impliedBy =>
Membership memberOf :
Typing ofType, impliesType :
Inheritance subConceptOf :>

Table 4.5: Mapping logical operators from WSML to B

Because of the similarity between WSMO and B, this translation of logical expressions

is mostly straight forward, especially the translation of logical expressions from WSML

to B. Furthermore, B is based on set theory and First Order Logic (FOL) as the under-

lying logic formalism [154], which is compatible with the most expressive WSML variant,

i.e., WSML-Full. Thus with this similarity of expressiveness between WSML and B the

semantics between the two languages is maintained and no information will be lost dur-

ing the translation mechanism. For example, the credit card type is defined using the

following axiom in the ontology definition.

axiom ccTypeDef

definedBy ?cc [ccType hasValue ?cType] memberOf creditCard and

(?cType="Visa" or ?cType="MasterCard").

This axiom definition can be converted to the logical predicate as the part of the

INVARIANT clause in the corresponding B machine. This is shown below:

INVARIANT

#(cc, ccType).(cc:CREDITCARD & ccType:CREDITCARD <-> STRING

& ccType(cc)="Visa" or ccType(cc)="MasterCard")
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While performing the transformation between two types of specifications, it is im-

portant to know about the formal correctness and completeness of the transformation.

With regard to the transformation from a WSMO goal to a B specification, there is a

conceptual similarity between the two languages. Both specification languages are based

on the abstract state machine. This conceptual similarity motivates the transformation

process between the two specifications. Since abstract state machines usually have sim-

ilar structures, i.e., a set of the states and the set of operations for transition from one

to another, the transformation between two state machine based languages can mainly

be a syntax-based mapping. Due to these similarities and characteristics, the translation

mechanism between WSMO goals and B specifications is mostly straight forward.

Due to these similarities and characteristics, the translation mechanism between WSMO

goal and B specification is mostly simple and straight forward and this mapping is mostly

like a syntax mapping from one language to another language.

4.2.2 Test case generation using ProB model checker

Model checking is an important formal verification technique to verify finite-state systems.

We use the assertion violation capability of model checkers [155] to automatically generate

test cases from goal specifications. The B representation of a goal specification is given

as an input to the model checker along with the set of assertions.

Calculating trap properties from B specification

A trap property is the negation of a test predicate derived according to a test coverage

criterion to achieve an acceptable adequacy of the test cases. Two coverage criteria,

i.e., the Modified Condition Decision Coverage (MCDC) [53], and boundary condition

coverage [8] were used for test case generation. The MCDC coverage criterion tests a

logical predicate effectively whereas the boundary condition coverage tests the boundary

conditions effectively. We believe that these two coverage criteria are enough to be used

for test case generation purposes. It should be noted that trap properties are derived from

the B specification of goal, since it is given as an input to the model checker along with the

B representation of the goal specification translated from the WSML goal specification.

Trap properties for boundary conditions: The boundary value testing technique tests

the behavior of a program on the boundaries of a variable. Whereas, the robust boundary

coverage criterion is used to produce a set of test cases that test the system boundaries

effectively and robustly. The steps involved in this process are shown in the Figure 4.8.

These steps are listed below.

1. Determine the boundary conditions from the translated B specification. These con-

ditions are found by looking at the relationship operators in the specification.
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Figure 4.8: Steps in boundary condition based trap property calculation

To explain this, let us take a look at the B specification of the running example,

DiscountGoal. The code snippet for the B operation guard is listed below:

OPERATIONS

discountType <-- getDiscount(pReq, cust) =

PRE pReq:PURCHASEREQ & cust: CUSTOMER THEN

IF cAge(cust) < 60 & pAmount(pReq) < 500 THEN

discount:=discount \/ {juniorDiscount}

ELSE IF cAge(cust) < 60 & pAmount(pReq)>=500 THEN

discount:=discount \/{juniorSpecialDiscount}

ELSE IF cAge(cust) >= 60 & pAmount(pReq) < 500 THEN

discount:=discount\/{seniorDiscount}

ELSE IF cAge(cust) >= 60 & pAmount(pReq) >= 500 THEN

discount:=discount\/{seniorSpecialDiscount}

END

END

END

END ||

discountType := discount

END

From this specification the boundary conditions can be easily determined by looking

at the B relational operators in the B operations guards. The boundary conditions

determined are the same as those listed in Table 4.2.

2. Calculate the robust boundary test predicates for identified boundary conditions

by assigning the variable on which the boundary condition is applied, to different
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values on boundary and near boundary condition [8]. The robust boundary testing

values are shown in Table 4.6.

SNo. test predicate values

1. cAge=61 & pAmount=350
2. cAge=60 & pAmount=350
3. cAge=59 & pAmount=350
4. cAge=45 & pAmount=350
5. cAge=45 & pAmount=501
6. cAge=45 & pAmount=500
7. cAge=45 & pAmount=501

Table 4.6: Calculating Robust Boundary Value Test Predicates

Note that Table 4.6 shows only the values of the variables in test predicates. However

to write it as a proper test predicate, we need to write it as a valid B logical

expression, that can be used as the valid B assertion. For example,

cAge(customer1)= 61 & pAmount(pReq1)=350) & discount/={}

3. Calculate the trap properties negating the test predicates.

Following this procedure the trap properties or assertions calculated for equivalence

class 1 in Table 4.2 for running example DiscountGoal are shown below:

ASSERTION

not (cAge(customer1)= 61 & pAmount(pReq1)=350) & discount/={})

not (cAge(customer1)= 60 & pAmount(pReq1)=350) & discount/={})

not (cAge(customer1)= 59 & pAmount(pReq1)=350) & discount/={})

Similarly, we can calculate the trap properties for other simple boundary conditions

and equivalence class conditions from Table 4.2.

Trap properties for logical conditions: Modified Condition Decision Coverage (MCDC)

coverage is a logic based coverage criterion that is used to test individual conditions and

complete decisions effectively in a given specification. Trap properties for this coverage

criterion are determined by the steps as shown in Figure 4.9.

These steps are listed below in detail.

• Determine the logical conditions from different parts of the B specification.
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Figure 4.9: Steps in trap property calculation for logical expressions

• Calculate the MCDC coverage based test predicates for the logical expressions using

the existing algorithms, such as [53, 54]. We used the tabular method [53] to cal-

culate MCDC based test predicates. The procedure to calculate the MCDC based

trap properties is reproduced below.

The logical expressions can be determined from different parts of the B specification,

e.g., the INVARIANT clause of a B machine. One such logical expression is shown

in the following code snippet:

#x.(x:CREDITCARD & ccType(x)="Visa" or ccType(x)= "MasterCard")

Then for each logical expression, we determine the atomic clauses. An atomic

clause is the part of a logical expression concatenated by some logical connectives,

e.g., and, or etc. There are two atomic clauses in the above expressions, i.e., cc-

Type(x)=”Visa” and ccType(x)=”MasterCard”. To simplify this, we assign the val-

ues to the atomic clauses. Let A = {ccType(x) = ”V isa”} and B = {ccType(x) =

”MasterCard”}.

• Negate the complete expression of the test predicate to produce the trap property.

Using the tabular method as described in Section 2.5.2, we calculated three trap

properties using the MCDC-based coverage criteria for the logical expressions of the axiom

definition cardType. These trap properties are listed below:

ASSERTIONS

not (ccTyp(cc1) = "Visa" & purchaseRes/={})

not (ccTyp(cc1) = "MasterCard" & purchaseRes/={})

not (ccTyp(cc1) = "invalid CardType" & purchaseRes/={})
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These trap properties or assertions can be given input to the model checker for the

assertion violation.

Using ProB model checker

Once a set of trap properties is calculated according to the above coverage criteria, it

is supplied to the model checker along with the translated B specification of the goal

description. ProB [52], a model checking and animation tool for B, is used for this

purpose.

We recorded the trap properties using the simple B syntax and listed them in the

ASSERTIONS section of the B machine. The set of the trap properties are listed as

assertions in the ASSERTIONS clause separated by semicolons. ProB visits all the states

and tries to reach the state where an assertion is violated. This sequence of operations

from the initial state to the state where the assertion is violated is called a counterexample.

The assertions are violated one by one using ProB and the set of counterexamples are

generated representing the concrete set of test cases for a particular coverage criterion.

ProB has a very simple and friendly user interface, as shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: ProB user interface for model checking and assertion violation message

The assertion violation is done using the Model Check button in the Verify menu of

ProB top menu bar. On pressing the Model Check button, the popup window Model

Check is displayed that shows different options of model checking tasks that a user can

perform. This includes finding deadlocks, finding invariant violations and finding assertion
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violations. The ProB user interface and the assertion violation error message is shown in

Figure 4.10.

When the Verify → Model Check button is pressed, the Model Check dialog box is

shown. The option Find ASSERTION Violations is selected and Model Check button is

pressed. ProB visits all possible states and finds the assertion violation if possible. If any

state that violates the error message is displayed. ProB also provides the facility to view

the trace of the counterexample in a graphical way.

The trace produced by ProB is called the counterexample trace, which represents the

sequence of states from the initial state and the set of the operations called till the final

state. The final state of such a counterexample trace, represents the assertion violation

state. This final state represents the test case that can be mapped to WSML to produce

a concrete test case.

Consider the assertion:

not((cAge(customer1) = 61 & pAmount(pReq1)= 350) & discount/={})

This assertion is violated using the ProB model checker. Part of the counterexample

trace for the assertion violation for condition 1 in Table 4.6 is shown in the Figure 4.11.

This counterexample shows all states from the initial state to the final state, where the

assertion is violated. ProB starts from the initial state, which is the initialization state

and calls different operations to reach this state.

Although we did not conduct extensive measurements of the performance aspects of

our proposed framework for test case generation, we believe that our proposed framework

is reasonably performance efficient, since it is based on the performance aspects of the

ProB model checker. Our proposed framework for test case generation contains two main

parts, 1) translating the WSMO goal specification to B notation, and 2) generation of

counterexamples using the ProB model checker. Although the translation from a WSMO

goal to B is currently a manual process, it can easily be automated as the translation

is straight-forward and the mapping rules are clearly specified. The generation of the

counterexamples by ProB is an efficient process. Since the constraint checking mechanism

of the ProB model checker is based on a symbolic approach, which makes use of Prolog

co-routines and constraint solving facilities. Prolog’s co-routines are usually very fast

and efficient [52]. For the small and medium scale state machines, ProB can calculate an

assertion violation in a few seconds. For large sized state machines, such as the Amazon E-

Commerce Service (ECS) example, which involves more than 100 state variables, including

the included machine, it can search all the state space in a few minutes. According to

Michael Butler, et. al. [52], in an experiment to check its performance, ProB was able

to compute 1360 states and 25696 transitions within a few minutes on a 1GHz system,

which is reasonably an efficient performance measure. With these facts, it can be said
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Figure 4.11: Graphical view of the partial counterexample for the assertion violation
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that the proposed framework for test case generation using a model checker is reasonably

performance efficient.

Regarding the scalability of the proposed framework, we also believe that the proposed

framework is reasonably scalable. It is based on the ProB model checker, which is reason-

ably scalable. As stated by Michael Butler, et. al. [52], the ProB model checker has been

applied and tested on the reasonably large-sized industry scale examples, which revealed

that ProB has no computation problems with solving the state space and finding coun-

terexamples. The industry scale examples on which ProB has been applied and tested

include Volvo Vehicle function and the E-Travel Agency, which involves a few hundred

lines of code of B specification. ProB was able to traverse through the complete state

space and transitions easily. The only issue is a user interface related issue around how

to display the large number of the state variables and operations. Due to these reasons,

we selected to use the ProB model checker tool.

4.2.3 Mapping WSML test cases from ProB output

The test cases can be executed against the particular SWS only if they are specified in

WSML format. Thus, it is very important to convert the counterexamples generated by

ProB in B format to WSML. Therefore, the counterexamples are finally converted from

B to WSML concrete test cases. This is the last step of the framework as shown in

Figure 4.7.

A counterexample generated by ProB represents the sequence of states from initial

state to final state where the given assertion is violated. The state violating the assertion

in fact satisfies the test predicate and represents a concrete test case. The test case

generated in this way, is the set of pairs of variables and their values representing the

state of the machine. There are two types of variables in a ProB generated test case, i.e.,

the B primitive data types and custom defined types or set types.

Converting ProB output to WSML data types

Since the B specification has a limited number of primitive data types, they can be easily

converted to WSML data types directly. This conversion is very straight forward and

therefore we do not define any mapping rules for this. This is shown in Table 4.7.

Mapping custom data types to B:

The complex data types in B are represented by sets and the relation mechanism [153].

A test case containing complex data in B is represented by two things, i.e., an initialized

set, e.g., A = {ai}, where, i = 1..n and the attributes of the elements. For example, an

initialized set is represented by A = {a1}. Whereas, an attribute attri of this element is

represented by a function of the element to which this attribute belongs, over the value
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S#. Data types (in B) Data types (in WSML)

1 INTEGER, NATURAL, NATU-
RAL1, INT, NAT, NAT1

integer

2 STRING string
3 BOOL boolean

Table 4.7: Conversion from B to WSML primitive data types

of the attribute. For example, attribute attr1 of the element a1 with the value V can be

represented by the function attr1(a1) = V . In general, attri(aj) = V is the ith attribute

of the element aj with the value V .

R11. Rule for mapping an initialized B set to WSML: A set is mapped to

a concept in WSML and the initialized elements are mapped to the instances of that

set. For example, an initialized set A having values a1 and a2 will be represented in

the ProB output as A = {a1, a2}. The set A is mapped to the concept A in WSML

and the elements a1 and a2 are mapped to the instances in WSML. These instances are

concatenated to the concepts using the memberOf clause. For example, a1 memberOf A

and a2 memberOf A, as shown in Equation 4.12.

A = {ai} ' ai memberOf A where i = 1, .., n (4.12)

R12. Rule for mapping of an attribute value: An attribute of a set data

type in B is represented as a function of the element which it belongs to, over the value

of the attribute. For example, fName(shaban) = “Shaban”, defines that value of the

attribute fName for the element shaban is “Shaban”. This is converted to WSML using

the hasValue keyword for the specified attribute of that element. In general, this can be

shown in Equation 4.13.

attri(x) = “val1′′ ' attri hasV alue “val1′′ (4.13)

To summarize, a set in B is mapped to a concept type in WSML, whereas the elements

of the set are mapped to the instances and the attributes are mapped to hasValue state-

ments in WSML, with the attribute name on the left side and the attribute value on the

right side. For example, the B statements A = {a1} and attri(a1) = Vi, where, i = 1, .., n

can be mapped to the following WSML code.

instance a1 memberOf A

attr1 hasValue V1
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attr2 hasValue V2

...

attrN hasValue Vn

Figure 4.12: The assertion violation state for running example

The final state for the running example is reproduced in Figure 4.12. It shows the

values of the state variables of the machine, i.e., DiscountGoalMachine, in which the

current assertion is violated. It shows the values of the variables from the imported or

included machine as well. This ProB output represents the B specification of the concrete

test case.

The ProB output shown in Figure 4.12 can be translated into WSML using the map-

ping rules of converting ProB output to WSML. Consider the statement, purchaseReq =

{pReq1}. This statement can be mapped using R11, the rule to map the initialized to

WSML instance of the concepts. Using this rule, this statement is converted to WSML

as instance pReq1 memberOf purchaseReq. Now, to define this instance completely

along with the values of the attributes, we look at the functions over the element pReq1

in the ProB output in Figure 4.12 and their values. We can see that the ProB output

also contains the functions shown in the following code segment:

cust(pReq1)=customer1,

itm(pRe1)= item1,

qty(pReq1)=1,

pAmount(pReq1)=350

This can be mapped to WSML as a complete instance along with the attributes and

its values, as shown in the following code. This is done using rule R12, the rule to map

attribute values from B to WSML.
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instance pReq1 memberOf purchaseReq

cust hasValue customer1

itm hasValue item1

qty hasValue 1

pAmount hasValue 350

We can also see that the customer1 is an instance of the concept customer, as can

be seen from the statement customer = customer1 in Figure 4.12. This is mapped to

an instance of customer as instance customer1 memberOf customer. Similarly, to map

the attributes we check for the functions over this elements. We can find the following

functions from the output shown in Figure 4.12.

cAge(customer1)=61,

cName(customer1)="Shaban",

cCard(customer1)=cc1

This can be mapped to the WSML as below:

instance customer1 memberOf disc#customer

cAge hasValue = 61

cName hasValue = "Shaban"

cCard hasValue = cc1

The complete ProB output shown in Figure 4.12 can be converted to WSML easily,

using the mapping rules R11 and R12 for converting B to WSML. The complete instance

of the input instance is shown below.

instance pReq1 memberOf purchaseReq

cust hasValue customer1

itm hasValue item1

qty hasValue 1

pAmount hasValue 350

instance customer1 memberOf customer

cName hasValue "Shaban"

cAge hasValue 61

cCard hasValue cc1

instance item1 memberOf item

iName hasValue "iPhone4s"

iPrice hasValue 1000
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instance cc1 memberOf creditCard

cHolderName hasValue "Shaban"

ccNo hasValue 12343

cBalance hasValue 5000

ccType hasValue "Visa"

To determine the expected output, we look at the instances of the concepts originally

mapped from WSML to B, belonging to the out type. We know that such concepts are

purchaseRes which represents the response type and the discount which represents the

expected type of the discount obtained. The expected output of the above test case is

listed in the following code segment:

instance sufficientBalance memberOf purchaseRes

instance seniorDiscount memberOf discount

Note that the functions, e.g., tAmt(tr1) = 400 and tcAge(tr1) = 55 are not converted

to WSML. The reason being, the instance tr1 is an instance of an internal or controlled

state, that is only used in the state transitions.

In this way, we violated all the assertions one by one and generated the counterexam-

ples. The ProB output was converted to WSML using the B to WSML conversion rules.

The complete set of the test cases generated for the running example, DiscountGoal using

the proposed framework are listed in Table 4.8.

The first column in Table 4.8 refers to the test case identifier, columns 2, 3 and 4

comprise the input data for each test case, that has been generated with the boundary

condition and MCDC coverage criteria using the proposed framework. Column 5 lists the

expected output as obtained from the ProB output. It must be noted that the test cases

listed in Table 4.8 are only the simplified format of the test cases. However, to execute

the test cases on the SWS in practice, we converted them to the proper WSML format

as discussed in this Section.

While translating ProB output to B, it is also important to consider two aspects,

1) correctness and completeness and 2) efficiency of this part of the translation. With

regard to the first aspect, we stated earlier that the B language is more expressive than

the WSML language. This means that translation from WSML to B can be done easily,

whereas the translation from B to WSML can be more complex. However, this limitation

does not have any impact on our framework because the ProB counterexamples that we

translate back to WSML, do not any expressions that cannot be translated directly to

WSML. The counterexamples contain simple data values and instances of concepts, as

shown in this section.

Regarding efficiency, it should be noted that that although at present, the conversion

from ProB output to WSML test cases is a manual process, however, since the ProB
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Test Id cAge pAmount Credit Card Type Expected output

t1 -1 200 Visa Error
t2 0 200 Visa Error
t3 1 200 Visa juniorDiscount
t4 25 99 Visa Error
t5 25 100 Visa juniorDiscount
t6 25 101 Visa juniorDiscount
t7 25 200 Visa juniorDiscount
t8 59 350 Visa juniorDiscount
t9 60 350 Visa seniorDiscount
t10 61 350 Visa seniorDiscount
t11 45 350 Visa juniorDiscount
t12 45 499 Visa juniorDiscount
t13 45 500 Visa juniorSpecialDiscount
t14 45 501 Visa juniorSpecialDiscount
t15 59 650 Visa juniorSpecialDiscount
t16 60 650 Visa seniorSpecialDiscount
t17 61 650 Visa seniorSpecialDiscount
t18 45 650 Visa juniorSpecialDiscount
t19 75 499 Visa seniorDiscount
t20 75 500 Visa seniorSpecialDiscount
t21 75 501 Visa seniorSpecialDiscount
t22 75 350 Visa seniorDiscount
t23 75 650 Visa seniorSpecialDiscount
t24 45 600 Visa seniorSpecialDiscount
t25 45 600 MasterCard seniorSpecialDiscount
t26 45 600 invalid Card invalidCreditCardError

Table 4.8: Test cases generated for the DiscountGaol example

counterexample output contains only the simple data instances of B, that can easily be

converted WSML. The conversion is simple and straight forward. It can be automated

easily by writing a program that can convert the ProB counterexamples to WSML in-

stances. Programmatically, this can be done by writing a translator program that should

take into account the data type conversion as shown in Table 4.7. Besides this, it can also

have some method to perform mapping using the conversion rules given as R11 and R12.

Thus, we can say that this translation part can be automated easily and made efficient.

The test cases proposed by our approach can detect two broad types of errors, i.e.,

errors related to the boundary values and the errors related to logical expressions. We

believe that these two coverage criteria are enough to demonstrate the test case generation

methodology. The proposed approach can easily be extended by incorporating other

coverage criteria.
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4.3 Summary

This chapter mainly presents the framework for generating test cases from a WSMO

goal specification for testing SWS using formal methods. The first part of the chapter

discusses the proof of concept work on how test cases can be generated from WSMO goal

specifications using the standard software testing techniques. Since the goal specification

is a high level specification which hides the technical details from the user, we applied

black box testing techniques, i.e., boundary condition testing and equivalence class testing

for the test case generation from a WSMO goal specification. The proposed algorithms

for parsing the goal specification to identify the boundary conditions and equivalence

classes from different parts of the goal specification, and generating the concrete test

cases are discussed in detail. To generate more complete test cases in an automated way,

we investigated the application of formal methods on goal specification.

The second part of the chapter, presents the actual framework for generating test

cases from goal specification using the model checking technique. To use model checking,

the WSMO goal description is transformed to the B notation. We selected to use the B

language for this purpose instead of the other specification languages, such as SMV or

Z, for two reasons. The first reason is that like the WSML language, the B language is

based on an abstract state machine. The second reason is thatthe B language has good

tool support, especially for testing and verification. A set of transformation rules are

described in detail along with the demonstration on the running example, DiscountGoal.

The trap properties based on the coverage criteria used were calculated and included in

the specification and the ProB model checker was used to violate the trap properties

to generate the counterexamples. Finally, the counterexamples were converted to the

concrete test cases in WSML using the B to WSML data conversion rules. The framework

is illustrated with the help of the running example, DisountGoal.

Finally, it should be noted that since WSMO provides the goal specification for defin-

ing user requirements, we use the WSMO framework to implement our proposed approach.

However, the proposed framework can also be adapted to other standards for web ser-

vices, e.g., OWL-S framework, if these standards provide a way to define user require-

ments. Since, the OWL-S profile and OWL-S process models are also based on a state

machine [4], it is possible to transform OWL-S to a B specification, using transformation

rules. Although these transformation rules may differ from those we defined, once the

web service state model is transformed to the B representation, it is possible to use the

proposed framework for test case generation using model checking to generate test cases.

The model checker can be used to generate test cases in the same way using the cover-

age criteria and assertion violations. The counterexample results can be converted back

to OWL ontology instances to generate concrete test cases that can executed, using an
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execution environment for OWL-S. Similarly, the proposed framework has also potential

to be adapted and applied to other standards, such as SA-WSDL.



5
Evaluation

This chapter proposes a framework to evaluate the test cases generated from goal specifi-

cation using the proposed approach. The evaluation framework is based on the mutation

based technique. Mutation based evaluation is all about the explicit fault injection and

retrieval. In this technique, the errors are seeded into the system under test (SUT) using

a set of mutation operators, to create a set of faulty programs. The set of faulty programs

are then executed with the given set of test cases to discover the injected faults. The

effectiveness of test cases is evaluated based on the fault detection score.

We have implemented a tool to automate several steps of the framework. The proposed

tool automates the steps including mutant generation, mutant execution, collecting exe-

cution results, and performing analysis of the collected results. The proposed framework

is discussed in detail along with the set of the mutation operators used and illustrated

with the help of the running example, DiscountGoal, throughout the chapter.

5.1 Introduction

To perform the testing of a given software system, test cases are generated using different

techniques based on the availability of information, e.g., white box testing [156], black

box testing[96], model based testing [157, 158] and specification based testing [159] etc.

Generating the test cases is a relatively easy process, however the quantity of test cases

does not add value to the testing instead it may only increase the testing cost [160]. The

105
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quality of software testing depends on the effectiveness of test cases in a test suite [160]. A

test suite with fewer effective test cases is preferred over a test suite which has redundant

and ineffective test cases. Therefore, once a set of test cases are generated using a test

case generation technique, it is important to evaluate their quality. The quality of the set

of test cases is measured in terms of the effectiveness.

There are two general approaches used to evaluate the quality of test cases. The first

one is based on coverage and the other is based on fault detection approach.

In this thesis we have concentrated on the fault detection approach to evaluate the

effectiveness of the test cases because it is independent from our test case generation

method. We give a broad picture of coverage based evaluation for completeness, however

we do not use this evaluation approach because our test case generation approach is based

on coverage, and evaluation based on coverage would be dependent on the coverage we

chose in test case generation.

5.1.1 Coverage based evaluation

The coverage of a test suite can be measured at different levels including the specification

coverage, program coverage, statement coverage etc. Coverage based evaluation is an

efficient and cost effective method for evaluating the quality of test cases, since measuring

the coverage of a specification is an easy task and does not involve much time and effort.

It is also proved that if a test suite provides more coverage of a program or specification,

it is likely to detect more faults and is more effective. However, the limitation of the

approach is that it is not possible to ensure that a test suite providing full coverage can

detect all the potential faults in the program.

As a preliminary assessment of the quality of generated test cases, we proposed dif-

ferent criteria on WSMO goal specifications for measuring the coverage of the generated

test cases.

Boundary condition coverage criteria

There are four types of boundary condition coverage criteria, i.e., simple boundary con-

dition, robust boundary condition, worst case boundary condition and robust worst case

boundary condition coverage criteria as discussed in Section 2.5.1.

Our proposed algorithm always generates the set of test cases that are adequate ac-

cording to the robust boundary condition coverage criterion. Since the simple boundary

condition coverage criterion is subsumed by the robust boundary coverage criterion the

test cases also meet the simple boundary condition coverage criterion.

For the running example, the test cases generated by the proposed algorithm, as

shown in Table 4.8 are complete according to the robust boundary coverage criteria. All
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the identified boundary conditions and equivalence classes are tested thoroughly by this

criterion. The test cases from t1 to t7 in Table 4.8 test the boundary conditions completely,

where as the test cases from t8 to t23 test all the identified equivalence classes. We use the

robust boundary testing technique because it tests boundary conditions in a reasonable

and effective way.

Transition rules path coverage criterion

Similar to an abstract state machine (ASM), the transition rules in WSMO goal spec-

ification are defined in terms of state transitions using conditional constructs, such as

if, forAll and choose. Each transition rule produces different execution path(s). This

criterion specifies the number of transition rule paths covered by the set of test cases.

Transition rules path coverage criterion: A set of test cases is said to be adequate

according to this criterion, if it covers every path in the set of paths of transition rules in

the goal specification at least once.

The test cases generated by the proposed algorithm for the DiscountGoal example

as shown in Table 4.8 are complete test cases according to the transition rules path

coverage criterion. There are five independent paths of execution of transition rules for

the DiscountGoal example as shown in Figure 5.1. These paths are also shown in Table

5.1. It can be easily seen that every transition path is covered more than once by the test

cases shown in Table 4.8.

SNo. Execution path Expected output

1. A-B-D invalidCreditCard
2. A-B-C-E-G juniorDiscount
3. A-B-C-E-H juniorSpecialDiscount
4. A-B-C-F-I seniorDiscount
5. A-B-C-F-J juniorSpecialDiscount

Table 5.1: Transition rules execution paths for running example

Service level coverage criterion

The coverage of test cases generated from goal specifications can also be measured on the

web service specification level. A WSMO web service specification, has similar structure

to the WSMO goal specification, such as, the capability and interface specification, which

define the provider’s view of the available functionalities and behavior of a web service

respectively. The web service capability is defined in terms of the precondition, postcon-

dition, assumption and effect. They have similar meaning as in the goal specification

but with the provided views of the capability and interface, unlike the requested view.
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Figure 5.1: Transition rules execution paths

The web service interface is defined by choreography and orchestration. The web service

choreography describes the interaction pattern of the service with its clients in terms of

state signature and transition rules and the orchestration defines how the web service can

use other web services to perform the composite tasks, in the case of a composite web

service.

As shown in Figure 5.2, a web service specification can potentially strengthen or loosen

its preconditions or post conditions compared to a goal definition. For example, the web

services related to a particular goal could impose more conditions on their input space or

remove some of them. Similarly, a web service specification can have a different interface

specification than the goal specification. For example, it can have more or less transition

rules. For example, in the running example DiscountGoal, a web service can change the

boundary conditions from goal specification or add the new transition rules. Both the
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goal and web services are connected through the mediator, called the web service goal

mediator or WG mediator in short. This is shown by the vertical bar in Figure 5.2. The

mediator resolves any mismatches, if they occur at the data or behavioral levels.

Figure 5.2: The WSMO goal versus the web service specification

Therefore, using the web service level specification could provide an additional means

for evaluating the adequacy of the test cases. For example, a test set is said to be

adequate at the service level if it satisfies the boundary condition coverage and transition

rule path coverage criteria at the web service specification level. The coverage of the test

cases at the web service level varies from one web service specification to another web

service specifications, since different web services can have different specifications. A set

of test cases generated from the goal specification may not be complete at the web service

specification level, if the web service adds more boundary conditions or transition rules

as compared to the goal specification.

5.1.2 Mutation based evaluation

Another approach that we investigated and used to evaluate the quality of the generated

test cases is the mutation based approach. The mutation based evaluation of test cases is

an approach for evaluating the effectiveness of test cases in terms of their ability to detect

the injected faults. Mutation based evaluation is discussed in detail in Section 2.5.1.

The importance of the mutation based approach is that it evaluates the quality of test

cases in terms of a mutation score, which is a ratio of faults discovered vs. total faults

injected, which is independent of the test case generation process.

It must be noted that the mutation score may not necessarily be 100%. This means

that it is possible that one or more faults are never discovered by a given test suite.
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This can be for two reasons. Firstly, the test suite does not contain a test case that

can detect such a mutant. Secondly, that the mutant is logical equivalent to the original

program and hence its output on all test cases will always be the same as the output of

the original program. This is called an equivalent mutant. To cope with this, the mutants

are generated in such a way as to avoid the generation of the equivalent mutants.

Pros and cons: Mutation based evaluation is an effective approach used for measuring

the effectiveness of a set of test cases. It injects faults systematically using mutation

operators that represent the potential real faults. This means that the real faults can be

detected, if the injected faults are detected successfully. Also the approach is independent

of the test case generation process.

However, the limitation of the approach is that it is a costly and time consuming

approach because the mutation operators usually generate a large number of mutants. A

single mutant represents a single atomic change in the program. Applying one mutation

operator may result into the multiple mutants and hence multiple mutation operators

results in the large number of mutants. Although there are several techniques for reducing

the number of mutants, the number of the mutants generated is high. The process of

executing all of the generated mutants on all test cases is a time consuming process.

Also, comparing the output of each mutant on every test case with the output of the

original program is a time consuming task [58].

We prefer to use the mutation based approach to evaluate the effectiveness of the

generated test cases for the following reasons:

1. Using the mutation based approach provides independence of evaluation from the

test case generation process. We generated the test cases from user requirements,

called a goal specification using the MCDC and boundary condition coverage cri-

teria. Therefore, using the coverage based approach to evaluate the quality of test

cases would be similar to the process of test case generation. On the other hand,

evaluating test cases generated from goal specifications using the mutation based

approach by mutating a SWS implementation that entails the goal specification,

separates the evaluation from the test case generation process.

2. Our main objective is to evaluate the quality of test cases in terms of effectiveness.

The effectiveness can be measured in terms of fault detection capability which can

be determined by the mutation based evaluation. The mutation score depicts how

good a test suite is in terms of finding the potential faults in the program. The

higher mutation score shows that the test suite is able to detect more faults.
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5.2 Mutation based evaluation of test cases for SWS

The mutation based approach can be used for the evaluation of test cases generated for

semantic web services. We used the approach to evaluate test cases generated using the

proposed framework.

5.2.1 Overview of the approach

An overview of the proposed approach for evaluating test cases for SWS is shown in

Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Overview of the proposed approach of evaluating test cases for SWS

Consider a semantic web service S with the specification Φ and implementation ∆,

and a test suite T , generated using the proposed approach of test case generation, our

objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of test suite T . From the given semantic web

service S, a set of mutant versions of SWS S, i.e., M(S) = {S1, S2, .., Sn} are generated
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using a mutant generation process. The test cases T are executed one by one on the

original semantic web service S and on the set of mutant semantic web services M(S),

selecting one mutant semantic web service at a time. For the execution of every test case,

the original and the mutants outputs are compared and the comparison results are stored

in some format, e.g., a flag showing the result of the comparison. We store these results in

a binary format, i.e., 0 and 1. The value 0 represents that the outputs are equal, whereas,

1 denotes the outputs are not equal.

Finally, we perform the evaluation of the of the mutation results to produce the eval-

uation results, which shows that effectiveness of the test suite, in terms of the number of

faults discovered and the overall mutation score. It should be noted that unlike the tra-

ditional mutation based approach, we also analyze the mutation results in detail, besides

the simple evaluation, as shown in Figure 5.3. This is done by a further analysis, that is

separate from the evaluation phase. This determines the effectiveness of the individual

test cases and a reduced set of test cases.

Note that in Figure 5.3, the double rectangle boxes, e.g., generating mutants, running

test suite, comparing outputs and performing analysis of the results are the main pro-

cessing steps in the mutation based approach. All these steps are time consuming and

costly, especially for semantic web services. This will increase the overall effort and cost of

the proposed approach of mutation based evaluation of test cases. To cope with this, we

implemented a tool to automate all these steps. The tool is called the MUtation based

Evaluator of Test cases for Semantic Web Services (MUET4SWS) and plays the central

role in the evaluation. The tool is discussed in Section 5.4.

A high level block diagram of the approach and tool is shown in Figure 5.4.

The overall approach is divided into four main steps or phases, i.e., 1) mutant genera-

tion, 2) mutants execution and output comparison 3) mutation evaluation and 4) analysis

of results. Given the URI of the original semantic web service as an identifier the mutants

generation process generates the mutants of the given original semantic web service, us-

ing the MutantsGenerator component of the tool. This component is built on top of the

MuJava tool that generates mutants of the Java programs. The original and generated

mutant semantic web services are supplied for mutant execution and output comparison in

the next phase. The mutant execution is performed by executing the original and mutant

semantic web services on all test cases one by one using the Test case executor component

of the tool. The test case executor, executes a single test case and is built on top of the

WSMX invoker component of the WSMX execution environment. Once all the test cases

are executed on the original and a mutant SWS, the outputs are compared using the

output comparison component of the tool, that compares the output of the original and

mutant semantic web services.

The Evaluation component calculates how many of the injected mutants were detected.
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Figure 5.4: A high level overview of proposed automation of the mutation based evaluation

Based on this it calculates the overall effectiveness of the test suite in terms of the mutation

score. Whereas, the Analysis component performs a deeper analysis of the test cases,

determining which are more effective and which ones are less effective. Based on this

information, it calculates the reduced test suite, which is as effective in killing the mutants

as the original test suite.

5.2.2 Mutant generation

The overall process of generating mutants of a given semantic web service is shown in

Figure 5.5.

Given a SWS S consisting of a specification Φ and an implementation ∆, the objec-

tive is to generate mutants of S. By the terms specification we mean any specification of

semantic web service and implementation means implementation of semantic web service

in any language. First of all the WSML specification of a semantic web service Φ, is

parsed to obtain the grounding information. The grounding information is used to obtain

the WSDL specification of the web service. The WSDL specification is further parsed to

obtain the web service name and the implementation of the SWS, i.e., ∆. The implemen-

tation of the SWS, is used for generating mutants. The mutants generation is based on

the mutation operators proposed by J. Offut et al., [161, 162]. Based on these operators,

A set M of the n mutant versions of the web service implementation ∆ are generated,
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Figure 5.5: Overview of mutants generation process for SWS

given by, M(∆)={∆1,∆2,∆3, ..,∆n}, by injecting n faults. The mutant programs are

generated automatically using MuJava, a tool for generating mutants of Java programs.

The mutant programs are combined with the SWS specification, Φ, to make a complete

semantic web service. In this way, a set of the mutant semantic web services are gener-

ated. The mutant generation involves two logical steps, i.e., the Mutant SWS generation

and the mutant program generation, as described in this Section.

In the evaluation we considered the Java-based implementation of a given semantic

web service and used the MuJava tool to generate mutants. This evaluation would work

on semantic web services that are implemented in different languages, such as C++ or

C# if there were a suitable tool for generating mutant web services.
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Generating mutant SWS

The process of generating mutant semantic web services is automated using the Mutants-

Generator component of the proposed tool. Steps of generating mutant SWS by the

MutantsGenerator component of the tool, are shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Detailed steps of MutantsGenerator component of the tool

The process starts with the string representation of the URI as an identifier of the

original SWS. This identifier has two parts, i.e., the namespace and the name of the web

service, separated by the # sign. Using the web service name, the WSML specification

of the SWS is located from the semantic web service repository and the grounding infor-

mation is obtained. With the help of the grounding information the WSDL specification

of the web service is located as shown in Step 3, Figure 5.6. The WSDL specification is

further parsed to locate the name of the web service from the <service> tag of WSDL.

Using the web service name, the web service implementation file and the related files are
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obtained from the web service working directory. The naming convention of web ser-

vice implementation class in the AXIS2 framework is XWebServiceSkeleton.java, where

XWebService is the name of web service in the WSDL description.

The web service implementation class and the related web service files are copied and

are given as input to the MuJava tool as shown in step 6 in Figure 5.6. The MuJava tool

generates the mutants for the implementing class. Finally, the web service implementation

class, WSDL and other files are combined to build the complete standard web service.

The web service is then linked to the original WSML specification with the name of the

mutant file to make a complete mutant SWS, as shown in steps 9 and 10 in Figure 5.6.

Generating program mutant

Although mutant programs can be generated manually using the mutation operators,

however generating them manually could be very time consuming. To cope with this,

MutantsGenerator uses the APIs of muJava tool to automatically generate mutants for

the implementation class. The tool generates the set M of n mutant versions of the web

service implementation class ∆, i.e., M(∆)={∆1,∆2,∆3, ..,∆n} by injecting n faults.

The generation of the mutants of the web service program is based on the method level

traditional mutation operators proposed by Offutt. J., et al., [161, 162], briefly described

in this Section. The mutation operators proposed by Offutt. J., et al., are classified

into six categories, based on the type of the language operators used i.e., arithmetic,

relational, conditional, shift, logical and assignment operators. All are basically binary

type of operators. Whereas, some of them have also unary versions of operators, e.g.,

arithmetic, conditional and logical operators, and some of them are shortcut type of

operators, e.g., arithmetic and assignment operators.

The mutation operators bring different types of atomic changes called mutations on

the statements in the program which involve these operators. There are three types of

mutations, i.e., replacement, insertion and deletion mutation. Based on this there are

three generic types of mutation operators, i.e., replacement operator, insertion operator

and deletion operator. A replacement operator replaces a language operator of its category

with another one, insertion operator inserts a legal operator, whereas a deletion operator

deletes an existing language operator. For a unary and shortcut type of operator all

three types of mutations are allowed, whereas, for a binary operator only the replacement

mutation is allowed. Thus in total there are 16 mutation operators from the six categories

of language operators, as proposed by Offutt et al. listed in Table 5.2. This set of

mutation operators is a sufficient set of mutation operators for generating mutants that

can represent enough faults in a program. Offutt et al., reduced the original set of 22

mutants proposed by Mathur [163] and proved experimentally that instead of using 22

mutation operators, which generate a large number of mutants and increase the mutation
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cost, using 5 mutation operators was sufficient [164]. This is proved by showing through

various experiments that a test suite that killed all the mutants generated from 5 types of

mutation operators as proposed by Offutt. J., et al., were enough to kill all the mutants

generated from 22 mutation operators. This approach of reducing the mutation cost is

called selective mutation.

Example:

The process of mutant generation is discussed with the help of the running example, Dis-

countGoal. The eclipse view of the mutants generation is shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Eclipse view of the Mutants Generator component

From a given identifier of a semantic web service, the WSML file that describes

that semantic web service is located in the WSMX deployment directory for seman-

tic web services. For example, for the running example the identifier of the original

SWS is: http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountWS#DiscountWS. There are two

parts of this identifier, separated by the # symbol. The first part of this identifier,

i.e., http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountWS defines the namespace of the se-

mantic web service, whereas, the second part, i.e., DiscountWS, defines the name of the

web service. The WSML file is located using the name part of the SWS identifier. Once

the WSML file of the original SWS is located from the repository, it is parsed to obtain
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Operator type Mutation op-
erator

Short
name

Description

Arithmetic Operator Replacement Bi-
nary

AORB Replaces an arithmetic bi-
nary operator with an other
one

Replacement
Unary

AORU Replaces an arithmetic
unary operator with an-
other one

Replacement
Shortcut

AORS Replaces an arithmetic
shortcut operator with
another one

Insertion Unary AOIU Inserts basic arithmetic
unary operators

Insertion Short-
cut

AOIS Inserts basic arithmetic
shortcut operators

Deletion Unary AODU Deletes basic arithmetic
unary operators

Deletion Short-
cut

AODS Deletes basic arithmetic
shortcut operators

Relational Operator Replacement ROR Replaces a relational opera-
tor with another valid rela-
tional operator

Conditional Operator Replacement COR Replaces a conditional oper-
ator with another valid con-
ditional operator

Insertion COI Inserts a basic conditional
operator

Deletion COD Deletes a conditional opera-
tor

Shift Operator Replacement SOR Replaces a shift operator
with another valid shift op-
erator

Logical Operator Replacement LOR Replaces a logical operator
with another valid logical
operator

Insertion LOI Inserts basic logical opera-
tors

Deletion LOD Deletes basic logical opera-
tors

Assignment Operator Replacement
Shortcut

ASRS Replaces an assignment
shortcut operator with
another one

Table 5.2: Offutt. J., et al.’s proposed set of mutation operators
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the grounding information of the web service. For example, for the running DiscountGoal

example, the grounding string is http://sws-challenge.org/shipper/v2/discount.wsdl. The

grounding of the WSML file to a WSDL description is given by different entries in the

groundings.properties file in the WSMX directory using this grounding string. The XML

element describing this grounding for the running example is shown in the following:

<entry key="http://sws-challenge.org/shipper/v2/discount.wsdl">

DiscountWSDL.sawsdl

</entry>

Thus the WSDL file associated with this SWS is DiscountWSDL.sawsdl. Note that,

the extension .SAWSDL stands for semantically annotated WSDL, which uses the at-

tributes of the namespace “sawsdl” to define the lifting and lowering schemas. This

SAWSDL file, which is almost the same as the WSDL file, is parsed to get the name of

the web service, from the name attribute of the service element of the WSDL description,

as shown in following code segment.

<service name="DiscountWebService" >

<wsdl:port name="...">

...

</wsdl:port>

</service>

Parsing the WSDL file the name of the web service is found to be DiscountWebService.

Using this name the web service implementation class and related files can be obtained

from the working directory. The implementation class derived for the running discount

example was DiscountWebServiceSkeleton.java as described. The web service implemen-

tation class and the related web service files are copied and given input to the MuJava

tool as shown in step 6 in Figure 5.6. The MuJava tool generates the mutants for the

web service implementation class only.

The mutant generation using MuJava GUI tool is shown in Figure 5.8. The Mutants

Generator tab is selected for generating the mutants in MuJava GUI. The appropriate web

service implementation class is selected and all the method level mutation operators are

selected from the pane on the right side using the All button. The MuJava tool generates

the mutants for selected implementations using the method-level mutation operators.

The generated mutants can be seen by selecting the Traditional Mutants Viewer tab and

selecting the appropriate class and method.

It can be seen from the screen shot in Figure 5.8 that a mutant represents a single

syntax change in the program. A mutant is represented with the name of the mutation

operator followed by the index number of the mutant. For example, the mutant ROR 1
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Figure 5.8: Mutant generation for the running example by muJava tool

represents the first mutant generated by the ROR mutation operator. A mutant represents

a single syntax change. For example, the mutant ROR 1 generates the mutants that

changes line 22 in the program by changing the relational operator from > to >=,

if (cAge >0 && pAmt >= 100)

is replaced with

if (cAge > = 0 && pAmt >= 100)

This seeds an atomic error into the program. In this way, mutants are generated by

the MuJava tool for the implementation of the web service. The summary of mutants

generated is listed in Table 5.3.

Finally, MutantsGenerator component of the tool, combines the web service imple-

menting class and other related files to build a web service and links it with the original
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S#. Mutation operator types No. of mutants generated

1. Arithmetic Operator Insertion Unary (AOIU) 2
2. Arithmetic Operator Insertion Shortcut (AOIS) 48
3. Relational Operator Replacement (ROR) 35
4. Conditional Operator Replacement (COR) 12
5. Conditional Operator Insertion (COI) 17
6. Logical Operator Insertion (LOI) 13

Total 127

Table 5.3: Number of mutants generated by different mutation operators for running example- Dis-
countGoal

WSML specification, with the name of the mutant file to make a complete mutant seman-

tic web service. For example, for the running example DiscountGoal, the tool generated

a total of 127 mutants, as shown in Figure 5.7 and Table 5.3.

5.2.3 Mutants execution and output comparison

The mutant execution part combines executing original and mutant SWS and comparing

the outputs. The overview of the mutant execution is shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: A high level overview of mutants execution and test oracle

The mutant execution is based on the original SWS and the given test suite. The test

suite is executed on the original SWS and the original outputs are recorded. From the

given original swsId, the set of mutant SWS are generated and the test suite is executed

on those, using the mutant execution process. The two sets of outputs, i.e., the original
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and mutant SWS are compared to produce the mutation results, which are further used

in the next component.

Mutants and original SWS execution

To perform the mutation based evaluation of test cases, there should be a suitable way

to execute all the mutants on the given test suite. The proposed approach combines the

mutants execution and output comparison steps together for the sake of simplicity. It

executes all the test cases one by one, on the original semantic web service and on a

mutant semantic web service and compares the output using the TestOracle component

of the proposed tool. The result of the comparison is stored and the process is repeated

for all mutant SWS one by one. The overview of the process for the mutants execution is

shown in Figure 5.10.

The process of the execution of mutants starts with an identifier of the original se-

mantic web service, swsId and the test suite T . All the test cases in the given test suite

are executed on the original semantic web service one by one and the output is stored

in the one dimensional string array, originalOutputs. The output of the semantic web

service is always a String representation of the output ontology. The originalOutputs

array contains the outputs of the test cases. For example, at the index i, the output

of the test case ti is stored. Once all the test cases are executed on the original SWS,

the mutants are generated using the proposed approach. This is done by invoking the

GenerateMutants component which generates mutants based on the original swsId, as

described in Section 5.2.2. A mutant is picked and for each mutant all the test cases are

executed and the output is stored in the array of strings called mutantOutputs.

Output comparison

The OutputOracle is a component that compares the outputs of the original semantic

web service and the mutant semantic web service on a particular test case and returns

the comparison result.

The output of the execution of mutant mi on test case ti is compared with the output

produced by the same test case on the original SWS. If two outputs are not equal then

it initializes the location of the results array results[i][j], to “1”. A value of “1” indicates

that the output of the mutant on the test case is different than the output of the original

SWS on same test case and hence a fault is detected. Otherwise, if the output is the

same no fault is detected and the value “0” is stored in the results array at the location

results[i][j].

The output of the execution of the semantic web service is a string representation of

the output ontology instance. For instance for the running example DiscountGoal the
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Figure 5.10: A high level flow chart of the process of mutants execution with output comparison

output of a test case execution is an ontology instance showing an instance of the output

concept. For example the output of test case t1 from the Table 4.8.

wsmlVariant

_"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-core"

namespace

{ _"http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountOnto#",

dc _"http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#",

wsml _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax#",

rdf _"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#",

rdfs _"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"

}
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ontology GENID1326081703456

concept purchaseRes

respMsg ofType _string

instance _"http://example.com/resp"

memberOf purchaseRes

respMsg hasValue "Error: Invalid Request!"

This output is parsed to get the instance of the output concept and extracts the

value(s) of the attribute(s) of the output instance. For example, in the above code segment

the output type is purchaseRes with one instance and the value of the attribute respMsg is

the string value “Error: Invalid Request!”. In this way, the output instances are compared

to determine whether the values are equal or not.

All the mutants were executed on the generated test suite in Table 4.8 and the outputs

were compared with the outputs of the original SWS using the tool that returns the two

dimensional results array. For the running example, DiscountGoal the output of the

results array is shown in the Appendix E. For the running example, the array is of size

127 ∗ 26, since there are 127 mutants and 26 test cases in total.

Executing single test case

The mutants execution step involves executing a mutant on several test cases. Usually

there are many mutants and test cases, therefore it is important to have a suitable way

to execute a single concrete test input. We investigated following different approaches

to come up with the most suitable method for executing the test cases on semantic web

services for our approach.

A. Test case execution by WSMX tool:

From the list of the available entry point methods in WSMX, the invokeWebService

entry point method is used for concrete test execution. However unfortunately, the stable

versions of WSMX available, i.e., WSMX 0.5 [165] did not implement this entry point 1.

Since WSMX is still emerging and under construction, the WSMX nightly build versions

were investigated. These versions are under construction in DERI research labs known

as WSMX-reshape version, and are available at sourceforge SVN repository [166]. This

version of WSMX implements the required entry point, i.e., invokeWebService completely.

We built this WSMX version using the Apache Maven [167] and Ant tools.

Before explaining how this entry point is invoked, let us have a look on how it works.

This entry point invokes a SWS on the concrete goal instance. A concrete goal instance

1invokeWebService is included in the communication manager as a stub method only and is not
implemented in this version
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represents a user request or a concrete test case that can be executed. The signature of

this entry point is shown in the following code snippet.

public String invokeWebService(String wsmlWebService, String wsmlOntology){

//invokes WebService execution

}

This entry point accepts the string representation of URI identifier of the SWS to

be executed and the string representation of WSML ontology instance representing the

concrete goal request. It returns the result of response by executing the semantic web

service on the given concrete goal instance. The execution of the entry point is depicted

in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Overview of test case execution using WSMX invokeWebService() entry point

A concrete goal instance or request Gi and a URI of the SWS Wi are given as input

to WSMX and handled by the execution semantics of the WSMX core. WSMX core also

triggers execution of the WSMX invoker, which invokes the low level web service including

the requested grounding and returns the response or actual output, which is ultimately

returned to the SWS user or tester.

To use the WSMX invokeWebService entry point, open a web browser and type http://

localhost:8050/ in URL and select the Server View, which lists different components, e.g.,

CommunicationManager, Invoker, SecurityManager, ResourceManager etc.

Select the Components view, the CommunicationManager component is selected to

invoke the functionality of WSMX through its entry points. The screen shot of the entry

points of WSMX CommunicationManager are shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: View of entry points to access functionality of WSMX

The invokeWebService() needs two string parameters as inputs as shown in Figure 5.12.

The first parameter is an ontology instance representing a concrete goal. This ontology

instance is the instance representing the test case input on which the web service is invoked

and the second parameter is the URI of the semantic web service to be called. These two

parameters are copied into the appropriate field and the Invoke button is pressed to

call the invokeWebService entry point. This entry point triggers the relevant execution

semantics and returns the user friendly environment.

B. Other possible approaches for executing a test case: We also investigated some other

approaches for the test case execution for semantic web services. We present those and

highlight the major limitations of those options.

i. Using standard non-semantic web service execution environment: Standard non-

semantic web service execution engines could also be used to execute test cases on semantic

web services. In these approaches, a web service execution engine is deployed with a web

server that receives SOAP requests via the HTTP protocol. Commonly used examples

include AXIS2 engine with Apache Tomcat, Java Web Service Development (JWSDP)

pack with Glassfish and .net framework with IIS web server. The typical scenario of using

such approaches is shown in Figure 5.13.

In this case, the test cases must be converted from ontology instance (e.g., in WSML)

to test cases in XML format, using the grounding lowering process. This can be done

manually or using an XSLT transformation language [168]. Once an ontology instance
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Figure 5.13: Test case execution using WSMX invokeWebService() entry point

is transformed to an XML instance it can be sent to a standard web service execution

environment as a SOAP request. The SOAP request is received by the HTTP web server,

which gets handled and executed by the web service execution engine. The web service

execution engine returns the response to the HTTP web server and returns it as an XML

instance to the user. This response should again be lifted up to the WSML ontology

instance.

Limitations of the approach:

1. It involves a trade-off of grounding ontology instances from WSML format to in-

stances in XML format and vice versa each time the test input is executed. This

may cause loss of information.

2. To execute a test case on a web service involves a lot of configuration, e.g., generating

client-side stubs and skeletons, configuring them, installing WSDL and invoking the

web service each time. Although there are many tools available, some manual

configuration is still required.

ii. Using IRS-III execution environment: Internet Reasoning Service (IRS-III) [169]

is another framework for developing and executing WSMO based SWS. It is an initiative

from the Knowledge Media Institute (KMI) at the Open University, UK.

Limitations of using IRS-III:
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• The IRS-III does not implement WSMO concepts in exactly the same way as de-

scribed in the WSMO framework at the conceptual level. For instance, IRS-III uses

its own service ontology to represent the webservice and goals which differs from

WSMO’s top level element goal [169]. Similarly, it uses OCML as the underly-

ing reasoning language, instead of the WSML family of languages. This imposes

limitations on using the IRS-III.

iii. Using achieveGoal() entry point: The stable version of WSMX version 0.5 [165],

that we investigated at the start, fully implements the achieveGoal entry point method.

Thus, while using the WSMX communication manager we also investigated the achieve-

Goal() entry point method for the test case execution.

The signature of the entry point is described below.

public String achieveGoal(String wsmlMessage){

//invokes WebService execution

}

It accepts the WSML representation of the goal description along with the concrete goal

instance as input and returns the response as a string output. However, this entry point

aims at achieving a concrete goal rather than executing a particular SWS. The execution

semantics of the achieveGoal() entry point is shown in Figure 5.14.

Limitations of using achieveGoal() entry point: The achieveGoal() entry point impose

the following limitations on executing the test cases as required.

• It is not possible to execute all semantic web services for a goal specification on a

given test suite T (G). This is because the entry point fulfills the goal by executing

a SWS that is selected by the WSMX. A test input representing a concrete goal

request along with the generic goal specification G is given as an input to the

communication manager. The execution environment selects and ranks a set of

SWS specific to the concrete goal Gi using a given ranking parameter. A SWS that

is ranked higher is selected automatically and invoked by the execution environment

to fulfill the concrete goal request Gi. This means that the selection of the SWS to

be executed on a concrete test input Gi is not in the hand of the tester but is done

by the execution environment itself. This makes the SWS tester unable to execute

all SWS related to a goal G, on all test cases.

• The steps of design time discovery and runtime discovery are executed each time a

concrete test case is executed. This causes the redundancy in the process.

C. Our approach and automatic execution of test case: We used the method described

in part A of this subsection, i.e., using the invokeWebService() entry point of the WSMX

tool for execution of test case. However, since it is not possible to go through all the steps
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Figure 5.14: The achieveGoal() entry point in WSMX communication manager

for execution of multiple test cases manually, we automated the process of test case exe-

cution. This was automated using the TestCaseExecuter component of the implemented

tool.

The automation of the process is described below. The WSMX distribution provides

the web service view of the entry points, i.e., the entry points are exposed by WSMX as

the web service and its methods, by the WSMXEntryPoints web service. The TestCase-

Executer component uses the WSMX communication manager as a web service, exposed

on the local host URL, i.e., http://localhost:8050/axis/services/WSMXEntryPoints. This

is shown in Figure 5.15.

The TestCaseExecuter takes the same types of inputs as those of WSMX invokeWeb-

Service entry points. It creates the stub of the WSMXEntryPoints web service and the

client of the stub as shown in Figure 5.15. It then creates and adds the authentication

or security header block to the client, so that the request can be approved by WSMX.

The request parameters, i.e., sws identifier and wsmlOntology pay load are set to re-

quest parameters on the proxy stub and the invokeWebService operation is called on the
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Figure 5.15: Overview of TestCaseExecuter component on the top of WSMX

stub. This invokes the communication manager’s invokeWebService() entry point, which

is executed and finally the output is returned to the tool.

For the running example, DiscountGoal, the output of TestCaseExecuter component

is shown in Figure 5.16.

5.2.4 Mutation evaluation

After the execution of mutants and test cases, the analysis of the mutation results is

performed. In the tradition approach, only the effectiveness of the test suite is evaluated

as a whole by calculating the mutation score. The mutation score is a ratio of faults

discovered versus the total number of the faults injected into the program. We carry out a

further analysis step which reduces the size of the test suite that performs detailed analysis

of test cases present in the test suite. This is done by component ResultsAndAnalysis of

the proposed tool. The overview of the approach is shown in Figure 5.17

The ResultsAndAnalysis component is based on the results produced by executing mu-

tants. The mutant execution and comparison results are in the form of a two dimensional

array, as described in Section 5.2.3. Based on these results the evaluation of the test cases

is performed by the evaluation component and the further analysis of the component is

performed using the analysis component. The evaluation phase evaluates the effectiveness

of the test suite as a whole, including calculating the number of mutants killed, number
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Figure 5.16: Eclipse view of TestCaseExecuter component

of mutants not killed and the overall mutation score. Whereas, the analysis of results

present a few parameters. This includes the most effective test case, the least effective

non redundant test case, number of the faults detected by a test case and the set of the

redundant test cases. Finally, based on these results, it also calculates the reduced test

suite, which does not contain any redundant test cases.

Evaluation of results

The evaluation phase is based on the mutants execution and comparison results. It

evaluates the test suite as a whole, by calculating the following parameters: 1) total

number of faults injected 2) number of faults discovered 3) number of faults undiscovered

4) the list of undiscovered faults and the overall mutation score.

These parameters are calculated in the following way:

1. Number of faults injected: is returned by calculating the total number of mutants

generated. Each generated mutant represents a single atomic fault that is injected in the

web service implementation.

2. Number of faults discovered: The number of faults discovered is determined by cal-

culating the total number of mutants detected. The total number of the mutants detected
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Figure 5.17: Overview of the evaluation and analysis of mutation results

is calculated based on the mutants execution and the comparison results, which produces

a two dimensional integer array. An example of such array is shown in Appendix E.1 for

the running example, DiscountGoal. This is done by counting the number of rows which

have at least one occurrence of “1”s in a particular row. This show that the particular

mutant is detected by some test case. Note that the mutants are shown by the rows in

the results array.

3. Number of faults undiscovered: The number of faults undiscovered are calculated

by calculating the number of mutants undetected. This calculation is also based on

the mutant execution and comparison results array. The number of mutants undetected

is calculated by counting the number of rows in the results array returned by mutant

execution, which do not have any occurrence of “1”s. This means that the particular

mutant is still not detected.

4. List of faults undiscovered: The list of faults undiscovered is determined by return-

ing the list of alive mutants. It is also based on the mutant execution and comparison

results array. This is done by returning the rows of the results array that do have all

“0”s in all columns. This means that it will return all those rows, where the fault is not

detected by any test case. It is important to perform further analysis of why such mutants

were not killed by any test case. This can help in adding the test cases explicitly if the

mutation score is not satisfied.

5. Mutation score: The mutation score is calculated as the ratio the faults detected

vs. total number of faults injected. The mutation score represents the fault detection

capability. The mutation score is given by Equation 5.1.

M = ( fd / n ) ∗ 100 (5.1)

where, fd represents the number of faults detected by a test suite T and n is the total

number of faults injected in the SWS. It can be seen from Equation 5.1 that the effec-
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tiveness of a test suite is the ratio of the number of the faults detected versus the total

number of the faults injected.

The mutation score M shows the effectiveness of a whole test suite. Effectiveness of

a test suite measures how good it is in terms of detecting the potential faults in a SWS

implementation. The higher the value of the ratio in Equation 5.1, more effective is the

test suite. If all of the the injected faults are detected by the test suite T , i.e., fd = n,

the test suite is said to be 100% effective.

Example: The experiment was conducted on the running example DiscountGoal and

the execution results were run through the ResultsAndAnalysis component of the tool.

The overall evaluation results for the running example, is shown in Table 5.4.

S. No. Parameter Value

1 No of test cases executed 26
2 No of faults injected 127
3 No of faults discovered 104
4 No of faults undiscovered 23
5 Effectiveness of complete test suite 81.889%

Table 5.4: Basic analysis of the running example, DiscountGoal

The list of the mutants that were not killed is given in Table 5.5.

A look into these mutants, reveals the reasons why these mutants were not killed. The

main reason of why the mutants were not killed was that the mutants were equivalent

mutants. An equivalent mutant is a mutant that is logically equivalent to the original

code, though it is different syntactically.

It should be noted that the mutation based evaluation result for running example, as

shown in Table 5.4, are the results including the equivalent mutants. If the equivalent mu-

tants are removed from the list of the mutants, the mutation score increases to (125/127),

i.e., 98.5%, which is a very good mutation score. Thus, the results can be improved if the

equivalent mutants are detected and removed.

The mutant generation in our evaluation approach is based on the Offutt’s muta-

tion operators, which does do some processing to reduce the number of equivalent mu-

tants [164]. However, an investigation of the results indicates that there are still some

equivalent mutants that have not been killed in the test suite. Currently the equivalent

mutants are determined manually after the mutation experiment is performed and the

mutation results are collected. A program could be written to detect the language opera-

tors that result in the generation of the equivalent mutants. Such language operators can

be identified as a pre processing phase of the mutation experiment. A mutant generated

as a result of such a language operator can be marked as a possible equivalent mutant

and can be removed from the results on the fly. A list of language operators that can
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S.No. Mutant
Id

Mutants
Name

Mutant description

1 m116 LOI 3 line 24:pAmt replaced by pAmt
2 m14 AOIS 13 line25:cAge replaced by cAge++
3 m15 AOIS 14 line 25:cAge replaced by cAge−−
4 m16 AOIS 15 line 25:pAmt replaced by pAmt++
5 m17 AOIS 16 line 25:pAmt replaced by pAmt−−
6 m24 AOIS 23 line 48:pAmount replaced by pAmount++
7 m28 AOIS 27 line 48: pAmount replaced by pAmount++
8 m30 AOIS 29 line 52:pAmount replaced by ++pAmount
9 m32 AOIS 31 line 52:pAmount replaced by pAmount++
10 m33 AOIS 32 line 52:pAmount replaced by pAmount−−
11 m34 AOIS 33 line 56:cAge replaced by ++cAge
12 m36 AOIS 35 line 56:cAge replaced by cAge++
13 m40 AOIS 39 line 56:pAmount replaced by pAmount++
14 m42 AOIS 41 line 60:cAge replaced by ++cAge
15 m44 AOIS 43 line 60:cAge replaced by cAge++
16 m45 AOIS 44 line 60:cAge replaced by cAge−−
17 m46 AOIS 45 line 60:pAmount replaced by ++pAmount
18 m48 AOIS 47 line 60:pAmount replaced by pAmount++
19 m49 AOIS 48 line 60:pAmount replaced by pAmount−−
20 m60 ROR 11 line 24:cc.getCurrentBalance() >= pAmt replaced by

cc.getCurrentBalance() > pAmt
21 m64 ROR 15 line 24:cc.getCurrentBalance() >= pAmt replaced by

cc.getCurrentBalance() != pAmt
22 m88 COR 4 line 23: replace conditional OR with logical OR operator
23 m95 COR 11 line 60: replace conditional double and with double OR

operator

Table 5.5: The list of the alive mutants for the running example, DiscountGoal

result in equivalent mutants is given below:

1. post increment operator inside a method argument: The value is substituted in

method call and incremented after the method is invoked. Therefore, the method

returns the same result. For example, the method call calculateDiscount(cAge +

+, pAmt++) will lead to a mutant that is equivalent to the original program method

call, calculateDiscount(cAge, pAmt), since the post increment is performed after

the method is called.

2. post decrement operator inside a method argument: Similarly, the post decrement

operator change on the argument of a method call also results in a mutant that

is logically equivalent to the original program. For e.g., calculateDiscount(cAge−
−, pAmt−−), will return same value as the method call, calculateDiscount(cAge, pAmt)
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S.No. Mutant Id Reason S.No. Mutant Id Reason

1 m116 No such test case 13 m40 Equivalent Mutant
2 m14 Equivalent Mutant 14 m42 Equivalent Mutant
3 m15 Equivalent Mutant 15 m44 Equivalent Mutant
4 m16 Equivalent Mutant 16 m45 Equivalent Mutant
5 m17 Equivalent Mutant 17 m46 Equivalent Mutant
6 m24 Equivalent Mutant 18 m48 Equivalent Mutant
7 m28 Equivalent Mutant 19 m49 Equivalent Mutant
8 m30 Equivalent Mutant 20 m60 No such test case
9 m32 Equivalent Mutant 21 m64 No such test case
10 m33 Equivalent Mutant 22 m88 Equivalent Mutant
11 m34 Equivalent Mutant 23 m95 Equivalent Mutant
12 m36 Equivalent Mutant

Table 5.6: The reasons of why mutants were not killed for the running example, DiscountGoal

3. Replacing the conditional OR operator with the conditional XOR: If the values in

the test cases are mutually exclusive, i.e., always different, then the conditional

XOR, will behave same as conditional OR and thus result in a logically equivalent

mutant.

4. Replacing an logical operator with short-circuit operator: If a logical operator, e.g.,

— and & is replaced with their short-circuit versions, all test cases will result into

the same behavior of the original and the mutant program. Although this type of

the mutant is not included in Jeff’s operators, however, using some other mutation

operators set, this could be one possible equivalent mutant.

An example of the equivalent mutant could be following:

1. public PurchaseResponse purchase(PurchaseReq pReq){

2. if(cAge $>$ 0 && pAmt $>=$ 100) {

3. if (cc.getCcType().equals("Visa") || cc.getCcType().equals("Master")){

4. if (cc.getCurrentBalance() $>=$ pAmt) {

5. Discount discountType=calculateDiscount(cAge, pAmt--);

6. }else{

7. }

8. }

...

9. return pResp;

10. }

11. private Discount calculateDiscount(int cAge, int pAmt){
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12. // implementation of method

13. return discountType;

14. }

15. }

In the above code example, the method calculateDiscount is called on parameters,

cAge and pAmt. A mutation operator arithmetic operator insertion short-cut (AOIS)

can change the parameters in the method call on line number 5. This arithmetic operator

insertion can be a post increment or post decrement operator as well. In the case of the

post increment or post decrement, the method calculateDiscount is called on the same

values and the values of parameters are increased later. Thus, the method call calculate-

Discount will always return the same result on the post decrement operator, as shown in

the above code segment at line number 5. As a consequence, we can programmatically

determine if a statement is a call to a method with parameters, then shortcut increment

or decrement operators may cause the equivalent mutants.

5.3 Further analysis

The analysis phase aims at performing more detailed analysis of the test suite as a whole

and the individual test cases as well. It calculates the following parameters. 1) The most

effective test case 2) Least effective test case 3) Redundant test cases and 4) Reduced test

suite.

1) The most effective test case:

The most effective test case is the one that discovers the most faults. The most effective

test case is determined by counting the number of faults discovered by all test cases and

comparing those to determine which one is more effective. The list of the mutants killed

by the most effective test case is also returned. The steps involved in determining most

effective test case is almost same to determining the maximum number in a given array.

The procedure initializes the most effective test case to null value and the maximum

number of test cases killed to 0. It then gets the number of the mutants killed by each

test case in the given test suite and compares that with the maximum number of mutants

killed to reset the value of the most effective test case. If the value is higher than the

value of the most effective test case is reset.

2) Test case killing least mutants:

A test case that discovers the least number of the mutants is returned

The least effective test case is determined by counting the number of faults discovered

by all test cases and comparing those to determine which one is least effective. The steps

involved in determining the test case killing the least mutants is the same as determining

the smallest number in a given array. The procedure initializes the test case killing least
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test cases to the null value and the least number of test cases killed to some arbitrary

high value, e.g., 100. Note, that the value 100 is just an arbitrary value, we can initialize

the least number of test cases killed with any non-zero value. It then gets the number of

the mutants killed by each test case in a given test suite and compares that with the least

number of mutants killed. If the value is less than the least number of mutants killed, the

least effective test case is reset to that particular test case.

3. Redundant test cases:

The tool also determines the list of redundant mutants. A redundant mutant is a mu-

tant that either discovers no fault or discovers those faults that are already discovered by

some other more effective test case. This is done by determining the test case subsuming

the other test case in terms of the faults discovered. For example, if a test case t1 kills the

mutants, m1, m2 and m3, whereas, another test case kills two mutants, m1 and m3, then

the test case t2 is said to be the redundant test case because it kills the same mutants as

t2 and more. This helps in producing a reduced test suite.

5. Reduced test suite:

A reduced test suite is one which kills the same number of mutants as the original test

suite with the smallest number of test cases. We call this test suite as the reduced, since

the test suite has fewer tests than the original test suite. This differs from a minimal

test suite which has the minimal test cases according to a coverage criterion. We have

proposed an algorithm to calculate the reduced test suite from the given original test suite

based on further analysis. The high level flow chart of the algorithm for discovering the

reduced test suite is shown in Figure 5.18.

The algorithm for calculating the reduced test suite starts with the input of mutant

execution and comparison. The mutant execution and comparison results, as a two di-

mensional array are given as an input argument to the procedure for determining the

reduced test suite.

Let T be the original test suite, TR be the reduced test suite which is initially an

empty set φ and K be the set of the mutants killed by all test cases and α be the most

effective test case, i.e., one which kills the largest number of unique mutants. The original

test suite T and the set of the mutants killed K, is obtained from the execution results

results. The most effective test case α is determined from results and it is added to the

reduced test suite TR and at the same time, it is also removed from the original test suite

T as shown in Figure 5.18 step 4 and 5. Since, the most effective test case α is processed,

the set of test cases that are subsumed by α are determined and then removed from the

original test suite T , as shown in Figure 5.18 at steps 6 and 7. In this way, the set of test

case T is being updated. The set of the mutants killed by α, i.e., Kα is determined and

also removed from the set of mutants killed by all test cases, i.e., K as shown in Figure

5.18 at steps 8 and 9. As a stopping criterion it is checked whether all the mutants killed
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Figure 5.18: A High level flow chart of the algorithm for calculating the reduced test suite

by all test cases have been covered. For each iteration the most effective test case, i.e., the

one which kills most mutants is picked. In each iteration the set of mutants killed by the

most effective test case, Kα, are removed from the set of mutants killed by all test cases,

K. This means that when all mutants killed are covered the set K, will be an empty set.

In this case, the reduced test suite, TR is returned, otherwise, the execution results array,

i.e., results is updated and the process is continued from step 3, i.e., it determines the

most effective test case α in the next iteration and mutants killed by that and so on.

Example: To demonstrate the calculation of various parameters in the further analysis

steps on the running example, DiscountGoal, an experiment was conducted. The experi-

ment was conducted by executing the 127 mutants generated in Section 5.2.2 on the test

cases generated in Section 4.2. The experiment executed successfully and returned the two

dimensional results array. Further analysis was conducted on the results obtained from

the experiment of the running example, DiscountGoal to perform the advanced analysis

by the ResultsAndAnalysis component of the tool. The further analysis for the running

example, the DiscountGoal is shown in Table 5.7.
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S. No. Parameter Value

1 The most effective test case t16
2 Number of mutants killed 54
3 The least effective test case t1
4 Number of mutants killed 7
5 Number of redundant test cases 13

Table 5.7: Advance analysis for the running example DiscountGoal

It can be seen from Table 5.7 that the test case which killed most mutants is, t16,

killing 54 unique mutants, i.e., 42% of all mutants, whereas, the test case the least (non-

zero) number of mutants is t1, which killed 7 mutants. The reduced test suite generated

for the running example contained only 10 test cases.

The further analysis of the test cases also calculates the number of the mutants killed

by each test case. The number of mutants killed by different test cases is shown in the

graph in Figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19: Analysis of mutants killed by various test cases for the running example emphDiscount-
Goal

Note that Figure 5.19 shows the overall number of mutants killed and not the unique

number of the mutants. The graph also shows that test case t16 is the most effective test

case, which kills a total of 54 mutants. Similarly, test case t1 is the least effective test

case, which kills 7 mutants. The test cases which are subsumed by other test cases are

not shown in Figure 5.19.

The algorithm for generating the reduced test cases was also executed on the running

example. Different iteration of the reduced test suite generated by the algorithm is shown

in the Table 5.9. From the Table 5.9, we can see that the test case t26 is a redundant test
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S. No Test case Id

1 t1
2 t2
3 t5
4 t9
5 t12
6 t13
7 t15
8 t16
9 t19
10 t20

Table 5.8: Reduced test suite for the running example DiscountGoal

case, as it is subsumed by the most effective test case t16 in the first iteration. Some test

cases, e.g., t13, t1, and t19 do not subsume any other test case. A subsuming test case is

the one that kills the mutants that are already killed by some test case, that kills more

test cases.

Iter
No

Most effective
test case
picked α

No of
faults dis-
covered by
α

No of test
cases sub-
sumed by
α

List of test cases
subsumed α

1 t16 54 1 t26
2 t13 16 0 nill
3 t19 12 6 t3, t6, t7, t10,

t11, t22
4 t15 7 5 t8, t14, t18, t24,

t25
5 t20 7 3 t17, t21 ,t23
6 t1 2 0 nill
7 t5 2 1 t4
8 t9 2 0 nill
9 t20 1 0 nill
10 t12 1 0 nill

total 104

Table 5.9: Iterations of reduced test suite generation for the running example DiscountGoal

Finally, it might be interesting to calculate the reduction in the reduced test suite over

the original test suite. Let δ denotes the amount of reduction in the reduced test suite

TR over the original test suite T , then the reduction in the reduced test suite over the

original test suite is calculated according to Equation 5.2.
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δ =
η(T ) − η(TR)

η(T )
∗ 100% (5.2)

where, η(T ) is the number of test cases in the original test suite, and η(TR) is the

number of test cases in the reduced test suite. For the running example, the number of

test cases in the original test suite is 26, whereas in the reduced test suite, it is 16. Using

Equation 5.2the reduction in the reduced test suite for the running example, DiscountGoal

is recorded to be a 61.54% reduction, which is a substantial reduction in the original test

suite.

5.4 Tool implementation

To automate the process of mutation based evaluation as described in this chapter, we

implemented a tool. The tool was implemented in Java and supports the following func-

tionalities.

1. Executes a test case given on a particular semantic web service. The test case is

given as the string representation of the ontology instance, whereas, the semantic

web service is given by the string identifier that represents the unique identifier of

the semantic web service.

2. Generates the mutant semantic web service from the given original one. This is done

by the MutantsGenerator component of the tool, that generates the mutant with the

help of the MuJava tool. The MuJava tool generates the mutants of the underlying

implementation of the web service. The tool parses the given SWS specification

and separates the WSML, WSDL specification, underlying implementation of the

web service. It generates the mutants using the MuJava tool and then wraps the

WSDL and WSML specification around and performs the redeployment to generate

the complete mutant semantic web service.

3. The tool can execute the original semantic web service and a mutant one on a given

test case and collects the outputs of execution. It can compare the execution results

to determine that whether the mutants are detected by the given test case or not.

Similarly, it can execute multiple test cases in a given test suite on the set of mutants

and see which test cases detected which mutants.

4. Performs mutation based evaluation, based on the mutants execution results. This

includes determining how many mutants were detected and how many were not

detected and finally calculates the mutation score.
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5. Performs further analysis based on the mutants execution results. This includes

determining the most effective test case, the number of mutants killed by the most

effective test case, the least effective test case, the redundant test cases and others.

6. Finally, it can also calculate the reduced test suite, by filtering the redundant test

cases and including only those test cases that contribute in detecting the unique

mutants in each iteration. The reduced test suite is a test suite that kills the same

number of the mutants as killed by the given original test suite.

A view of the tool is shown in Figure 5.4. It contains three main components, i.e.,

Mutants Generator, Mutant execution and Results and Analysis as shown in Figure 5.4.

The Mutants Generator component generates the mutant semantic web services. It uses

the MuJava tool to generate mutants of the web service implementation and wraps it

with the WSDL and other specifications and packages them as a deployable semantic

web service, that can be executed. Mutant execution component, executes the mutants

and original semantic web services and compares the output of the original semantic web

service with the mutant, one by one. The component stores the comparison results as

binary values, in a file on disk. Finally, the component Results and Analysis performs the

simple mutation based evaluation and the further analysis based on the execution results.

In simple mutation based evaluation it determines the number of the mutants killed and

hence calculates the mutation score. In further analysis it mainly calculates the reduced

test suite. Different screen shots in the chapter, e.g., Figure 5.7 and 5.16 show the screen

shots of the different functionalities of the tool.

The conceptual architecture of the tool is shown in Figure 5.20.

The test case executor is the basic component of the tool, which uses the WSMX

execution semantics to execute test cases on a semantic web service. On top of the test

case executor, the mutants execution component is built, that executes all mutants with

the given test suite and the original semantic web service. On the top of this, is the output

comparison and execution results, which stores the results in binary format and further on

top of this is the component mutation based evaluation and further analysis. In parallel

to the execution processes, the Mutants Generator is built on top of the MuJava tool.

5.5 Summary

The mutation based evaluation is an effective approach for evaluating the quality of test

cases. This chapter presented the framework for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the

test cases generated by the proposed approach, i.e., goal based testing of SWS proposed in

this thesis. The evaluation is based on a mutation based technique and is supported with

the help of the our implemented tool. The standard mutation operators were applied
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Figure 5.20: Conceptual architecture of the proposed tool

on the SWS implementation to inject the faults using the MuJava tool and test cases

generated by the proposed approach were executed to discover the faults. Since the test

cases generated cover all the faults injected by the standard mutation operators, the test

cases generated from the goal specification are supposed to detect all the types of basic

faults. The evaluation is illustrated with the help of the running example DiscountGoal.
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6
Case study

This chapter presents a case study to show the viability of the approach for test case

generation and evaluation frameworks presented in this thesis. The case study used in

this chapter is Amazon E-Commerce Service (ECS). The user goal specification for this

service is written in WSMO. The proposed framework for test case generation is applied

on the goal specification and the set of test cases were generated. The generated test

cases are evaluated using the proposed mutation based approach for evaluation. Finally,

the results and findings while applying the proposed frameworks on the case study are

discussed.

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Case study overview

Amazon E-Commerce Service (ECS), also known as the Amazon Associate Web Service is

a web service that exposes Amazon’s product data and E-Commerce functionality. It con-

tains all the functionalities related to E-Commerce tasks, including searching catalog by

different parameters, searching items, creating and managing shopping carts, looking up

customers wish lists and registries and getting help for using an Amazon operation [170].

In fact the Amazon ECS is one of the many web services that Amazon Inc. [171] pro-

vides to allow developers and researchers across the world access to Amazon’s technology

145
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platform, e.g., Alexa Web Information Service for accessing information about web sites

rankings and Amazon Historical Pricing for accessing historical information about sales

for website owners. The Amazon ECS is the only service that leverages the E-Commerce

functionality of Amazon and is one of the more complicated web services of Amazon.

Amazon ECS allows developers, web site owners and merchants to leverage the data

and functionality that Amazon uses to power its own E-Commerce business and build

their own web stores. It consists of the following functionality:

• Searching and looking up items from the Amazon products catalogue

• Searching information about customers that is made public on Amazon by the

customer

• Searching the information about the seller and their listings

• Searching information about the customers review and list, e.g., wish lists, wedding

registry, baby registry

• Creating or setting the shopping carts

• Adding items or modifying a shopping cart

• Check out by credit card payment

• Getting help for using different Amazon operations

The list of all the operations are shown in Table 6.1.

6.1.2 Case study methodology

The case study evaluation process is shown in Figure 6.1.

The process starts with the original WSDL specification of the Amazon ECS service.

The original WSDL specification was simplified to produce a version that can be easily

used for further implementation. This version of WSDL was translated to the WSML

using the WSDL to WSMO translation guidelines [172]. The XSLT lifting and lowering

schemas were written to convert the input and output data types between the WSML on-

tology and XML instance and vice versa. The Amazon ECS web service was implemented

in Java using the Apache AXIS2 framework. The web service related artifacts were de-

ployed in Tomcat, whereas, the semantic web service and grounding related artifacts were

deployed in WSMX execution engine. With this, the Amazon ECS as a complete seman-

tic web service is implemented. The goal specification, Amazon E-Commerce Goal was

written to use Amazon ECS service. After that the test cases were generated using the
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Figure 6.1: An overview of case study methodology and steps

proposed framework in Section 4.2, as shown in Figure 6.1 at step 8. From the imple-

mentation of the Amazon ECS service, we generated the set of mutants for Amazon ECS

semantic web services. The mutants were generated with the help of the proposed tool

and framework as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.2. The test cases were executed on

the mutants using the proposed tool and the execution results were analyzed. Finally,

further analysis of the execution results was done using the tool.

A high-level WSMO specification of Amazon ECS is available [173]. However, we did

not use this specification for our evaluation purpose because it was important that we had

a deep understanding of the specification and that the user requirements were complete.

We took the publically available standard WSDL specification of Amazon ECS, simplified

it and converted it to the WSMO specification. We truncated the un-necessarily attributes

for the sake simplicity so our version contains fewer sub-elements in the data types.

To summarize, a high level overview of the case study methodology is shown in Fig-
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ure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: A high level overview of case study methodology and steps

The case study evaluation contains four major steps. The first step is to write the

relevant specifications and implement Amazon ECS as a complete semantic web service.

This also includes writing a goal specification for using Amazon ECS. The second step is

to generate test cases using the proposed framework for the Amazon ECS case study. The

third is to perform the mutation based evaluation of the test cases using the proposed

framework and tool. Finally, further analysis of the execution results is performed with

the help of the proposed tool. The rest of the chapter is organized in the order shown in

Figure 6.2.

The case study methodology for Amazon ECS case study, only describes the set of the

steps that are followed to apply the proposed approach. This does not means that every

case study will have different methodology. This methodology is one of the generic way

of applying the proposed approach. This means that any other case study of any size can

be worked out using this methodology steps.

6.1.3 Case study specifications and implementation

Amazon WSDL specification

We started the case study implementation with the original WSDL specification of the

Amazon ECS service given at [174]. However, we simplified the original WSDL specifica-

tion for implementation and further evaluation. The simplification is made in such a way

that it follows the original Amazon specification [170].

The simplification includes reducing the large number of WSDL elements in the origi-

nal specification to fewer. This makes it practical to handle in implementation and further

steps. We removed the optional WSDL elements specified by the attributeminOccurs = 0

of the WSDL element tag, since this does not change the original Amazon case study spec-

ification. For example, the WSDL element ItemAttributes in the original WSDL specifi-

cation contains nearly 300 subelements as Item attributes, instead of which, we kept only

a few attributes for the sake of simplicity. Secondly, we removed the WSDL operation

MultiOperation that is related to the internal working mechanism of web service. Finally,

we included another operation PurchaseByCreditCard to perform the payment options.
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This operation helped produce the boundary condition based test cases. The simplified

WSDL specification can be found at this URL [175].

A short description of all WSDL operations of the Amazon ECS case study is given

in Table 6.1.

Id operation Name description

1 Help Returns the help info about how to use the different Ama-
zon Web Service operations

2 ItemLookup Looks up a particular item from Amazon catalogue
3 ItemSearch Searches an item using the search crieteria
4 ListSearch Searches the customer lists using the customer name that

are available on Amazon
5 ListLookup Given a customer id it finds the customer list
6 customerContentSearch For a given customer name this operation returns the

matching customer information
7 customerContentLookup Given a customer id, this operations returns the info that

a customer has made public on Amazon for themselves
8 sellerLookup Given a seller id, it searches the seller from the list of Ama-

zon sellers
9 cartGet Given a cart id and other information returns an existing

Cart
10 cartAdd Given the CartAdd request, adds an item or items to an

existing Cart
11 cartCreate Given a CartCreateRequest, creates a shopping cart
12 cartModify Given a CartModify request, modify the content of a cart,

e.g., deletes an item or change the quantity
13 cartClear Removes all the items in a shopping cart including those

SavedForLater
14 similarityLookup Lookups for the similar items in the Amazon catalogue
15 transactionLookup Given a transaction id, finds a particular transaction
16 sellerListingSearch Given a seller name, searches info of seller’s listing
17 sellerListingLookup Given a seller id, finds info about a particular sellers listing
18 browseNodeLookup Given a browse node id it looks up the info related to an

Amazon category browse node
19 purchaseByCreditCard Check out operation by credit card payment method

Table 6.1: Operations implemented in Amazon E-Commerce web service

Since, it is not possible to present all operations of Amazon ECS case study here, we

discuss the specification, methodology and results of the Amazon ECS case study, with

the help of one operation only, i.e, ItemLookup operation. We selected this operation

since it is neither very simple nor too complicated to be presented.

It must be noted that we start the Amazon ECS case study description, by presenting

the simplified WSDL specification for Amazon ItemLookup operation. In later sections, we
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present the simplified WSML specification for this operation. The WSML specification

is then translated to B specification and the generation of test cases using the model

checking framework is discussed. Finally, the evaluation of test cases using the proposed

framework and tool is presented. This is exactly accordingly to the case study methodolgy

as shown in Figure 6.2.

The WSDL specification for the ItemLookup operation is shown in the following code

segment.

<portType name="AWSECommercePortType">

<operation name="ItemLookup">

<input message="tns:ItemLookupRequestMsg"/>

<output message="tns:ItemLookupResponseMsg"/>

</operation>

</portType>

The WSDL port for the Amazon ECS web service is AWSECommercePortType. For

operation ItemLookup, the WSDL input message is ItemLookupRequestMsg and the output

message ItemLookupResponseMsg. The input and output messages for these operations

are shown in the following code segment.

<message name="ItemLookupRequestMsg">

<part name="body" element="tns:ItemLookup"/>

</message>

<message name="ItemLookupResponseMsg">

<part name="body" element="tns:ItemLookupResponse"/>

</message>

The input type ItemLookup is listed in the following code segment:

<xs:element name="ItemLookup" type="tns:ItemLookup"

sawsdl:loweringSchemaMapping="itemLookup-lowering.rdfxslt"/>

<xs:complexType name="ItemLookup">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="AWSAccessKeyId" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="Request" type="tns:ItemLookupRequest" minOccurs="0" />

...

<xs:complexType name="ItemLookupRequest">

<xs:sequence>

...

<xs:element name="IdType" minOccurs="0">

<xs:simpleType>
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<xs:restriction base="xs:string">

<xs:enumeration value="ASIN"/>

<xs:enumeration value="UPC"/>

<xs:enumeration value="SKU"/>

<xs:enumeration value="EAN"/>

<xs:enumeration value="ISBN"/>

</xs:restriction>

</xs:simpleType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name="ItemId" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

The above code shows that input type ItemLookup contains two elements, i.e., AWSAc-

cessKeyId of type string and the element Request of type ItemLookupRequest. The el-

ement ItemLookupRequest has three elements, i.e., the complex types, Condition and

DeliveryMethod and the simple type IdType. The IdType element of the ItemLookupRe-

quest is constrained by the enumeration, which defines the set of valid values for IdType

of an item for item lookup. This means that the IdType can only have the valid values

ASIN, UPC, SKU, EAN and ISBN.

The output type ItemLookupResponse is given in the following code segment.

<xs:element name="ItemLookupResponse" type="tns:ItemLookupResponse"

sawsdl:liftingSchemaMapping="itemLookupResponse.lifting.xslt" />

<xs:complexType name="ItemLookupResponse">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element ref="tns:Items" minOccurs="0" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="Items">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element ref="tns:Item" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

...

<xs:element name="Item">

...

</xs:element>

The output type of operation ItemLookup is ItemLookupResponse. It contains an el-

ement Items, which is a collection of Amazon items, as defined by the Items element in

the above code segment. The Items element in turn contains three elements TotalResults,

TotalPages and Item. The Item element has the maxOccurs attribute value of unbounded,
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which means that multiple instances of Item can occur in an instance of Items. Whereas,

the Item contains four elements, i.e., ASIN, ItemAttributes, RelatedItems, BrowseNodes,

not shown here. The complete WSDL description for the elements related to the Item-

Lookup operation is shown in Appendix D.1.

Implementing Amazon ECS as a semantic web service

To implement Amazon ECS as a semantic web service from the given WSDL specifica-

tion, we need to associate certain specifications and implementation with it, as shown in

Figure 6.3. Figure 6.3 shows the steps we performed to implement a Amazon ECS as a

semantic web service. The steps included:

Figure 6.3: Amazon ECS case study as a semantic web service

1. Wrote the Amazon ontology specification in WSML, defining all the data types that

are defined in the WSDL specification;

2. Wrote the Amazon web service specification in WSML, defining the web service

operations;

3. Implemented Amazon ECS as an executable web service;
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4. Wrote the lifting and lowering schemas in XSLT language for converting the Amazon

XML data types to WSML and vice versa respectively;

5. Performed the deployment as a semantic web service.

Although the Amazon ontology and web service specifications are given in the WSMO

working drafts [173], we wrote our own WSML specification according to the simplified

version of Amazon WSDL specification using WSDL to WSMO translation and grounding

rules [172]. We now describe each of the steps in more detail.

1. WSML specification for Amazon ontology: The WSDL of Amazon ECS case study

was translated to WSMO using the WSDL to WSMO grounding rules [176]. The WSDL

data types are mapped to the WSML ontology and the operations and messages are

mapped to the web service specification [176]. For example, the data types related to

ItemLookup operation, i.e., ItemLookup and ItemLookupResponse are converted to the

WSML concepts. The concept ItemLookup is described in the WSML as shown in follow-

ing code segment.

concept ItemLookup

AWSAccessKeyId_iLookup ofType _string

itemLookupRequest ofType ItemLookupRequest

The above code is a direct mapping from the WSDL ItemLookup element. It can

be noted that the element ItemLookup contains two attributes, AWSAccessKeyId ilook of

type string and the itemLookupRequest of type ItemLookupRequest. We follow the naming

convention of using the suffix of abbreviated name of concept with attribute name, to

achieve naming space and avoid the ambiguity of mapping to B in the later stages. The

concept ItemLookupRequest is defined below:

concept ItemLookupRequest

itemId_ilookup ofType _string

idType_ilookup ofType _string

nfp dc#relation hasValue ItemIdTypeDef endnfp

condition_ilookup ofType _string

nfp dc#relation hasValue ConditionDef endnfp

deliveryMethod_ilookup ofType _string

nfp dc#relation hasValue DeliveryMethodDef endnfp

The concept ItemLookupRequest has four attributes of type string as listed in the

above code segment. A few attributes have non functional property associated with them,

declared with the keywords, nfp and endnfp. The non function property is dc#relation

is used to relate a constraint to the attribute values. The value of this non functional
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property defines the name of the constraint, e.g., ItemIdTypeDef is a constraint related

to the idType values. This constraint is described below:

axiom ItemIdTypeDef

nfp

dc#description hasValue "An axiom defining

the valid values the types of Items Id"

endnfp

definedBy

?x memberOf ItemLookupRequest :-

?x[idType_iLookup hasValue ?id] memberOf ItemLookupRequest

and (?id = "ASIN" or ?id="UPC" or ?id="SKU"

or ?id="EAN" or ?id="ISBN").

A constraint is declared using the keyword axiom and defined using the keyword

definedBy followed by the logical expression. The logical expression in the axiom ItemId-

TypeDef as listed in the above code, can be phrased as, “a variable x is of type Item-

LookupRequest, and that the idType iLookup attribute must have one of the valid values,

as listed in the above logical expression”.

We mapped the output type as the ItemContainer instead of ItemSearchResponse

type. Using this approach, we can reuse it, as the output type for both ItemLookup and

ItemSearch operations, i.e., ItemSearchResponse since the types ItemSearchResponse and

ItemLookupResponse are exactly identical. This reusability approach was taken from the

translation mechanism given at [114].

concept ItemContainer

items_itmcont ofType Items

concept Items

totalResults_itms ofType _integer

totalPage_itms ofType _integer

item_itms ofType Item

concept Item

...

The concept ItemContainer contains an element or attribute items itmcont of type

Items. The concept Items, Item and other concepts are shown as a direct mapping

from WSDL specification respective types. The concept Items contains the attributes

totalResults itms of type integer, totalPages itms of type integer and an element item itms

of type Item.
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2. WSML specification for Amazon web service: The Amazon web service specification

was defined in WSML. The following code segment shows the web service header.

wsmlVariant _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-full"

namespace { _"http://sws.amazon.com/ECommerceWS#",

amOnto _"http://sws.amazon.com/ECommerce#",

dc _"http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#",

wsml _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax#"

}

webService AmazonWS

importsOntology

amOnto#AmazonOntology

The above code segment shows that the variant of WSML used to describe the Amazon

web service specification is WSML-Full. This variant provides the full expressiveness as

compared to other variants. The next lines in the code segment declares the namespaces,

with the namespace keyword declaration. The webService keyword declares the name of

the web service, as the AmazonWS, followed by the optional non functional properties.

The web service specification imports the AmazonOntology, using the importsOntology

keyword.

capability ECommerceGoalCap

sharedVariables {?req, ?res}

precondition

definedBy

?req[amOnto#itemLookupRequest hasValue ?iLookupRequest]

memberOf amOnto#ItemLookupRequest and

iLookupRequest [amOnto#itemId_iLookup hasValue ?reqItemId]

memberOf amOnto#ItemLookupRequest

implies

?res[amOnto#item hasValue ?itms]

memberOf amOnto#ItemContainer

and

?itms[amOnto#item hasValue ?itm]

memberOf amOnto#Items

and

?itm[amOnto#ItemId hasValue ?reqItemId]

memberOf amOnto#Item

...

postcondition

?res memberOf amOnto#HelpResponse or
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?res memberOf amOnto#ItemContainer or

...

The above code shows part of precondition for the Amazon web service ItemLookup

operation. The precondition is a list of the valid values of request types that the Amazon

web service can receive and process. If a request of type amOnto#ItemLookupRequest,

is received it is considered to be a valid request and is processed. The postcondition

axiom says that after successful execution of the web service the amOnto#ItemContainer

response is returned.

Part of the interface specification for Amazon web service is shown in the following

code segment.

interface AmazonWSInterface

choreography AmazonWSChor

stateSignature

in amOnto#ItemLookup withGrounding {

_"http://amazon.com/E-Commerce.wsdl#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference

(AWSE-CommerceServicePortType/ItemLookup/ItemLookup)"

out amOnto#ItemContainer withGrounding {

_"http://amazon.com/E-Commerce.wsdl#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference

(AWSE-CommerceServicePortType/ItemLookup/ItemLookupResponse)" }

transitionRules

forall {?req} with (?req memberOf amOnto#ItemLookup) do

add (?res memberOf amOnto#ItemContainer)

endForall

The interface of the Amazon case study web service AmazonWSInterface is declared by

the interface keyword. Whereas, the type of the interface is choreography interface. The

choreography declares that the interface is to define how web service will be used by outside

world. The choreography interface defines the state space by the keyword stateSignature.

It contains the in and out types of variables along with the associated grounding. The

grounding is declared by the withGrounding keyword. The grounding shows how the

values map to the underlying WSDL specification. The transition rules declared with the

transitionRules keyword, define the mapping of the web service operations. The above

transition rule states that for all instances of request, as long as they are valid instances

of ItemLookup, an instance of the ItemContainer is added to the state space.

3. Implementation of Amazon ECS web service:

To perform the evaluation using the mutation based approach, we needed the source

code implementation of the Amazon ECS service. To the best of our knowledge, the
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complete source code implementation of Amazon ECS service is not available on the

Amazon portal or anywhere else. Therefore, we implemented the Amazon ECS service

ourselves according to the simplified WSDL specification. We implemented the simplified

prototype of the Amazon case study to serve our purpose.

We implemented the Amazon ECS service as a Java web service using AXIS2 web

service development framework. To perform the searching and storing of the items, regis-

tered users, customers and sellers and other Amazon ECS related data, we a volatile data

structure, e.g., Hashtable instead of the persistent database storage. We believe that this

does not have a negative impact on the specification.

The partial implementation of the ItemLookup operation is listed in the following code

segment.

public ItemLookupResponse itemLookup(ItemLookup iLookup) throws Exception {

ItemLookupResponse iLookupResp = new ItemLookupResponse();

Item[] itemSearched = null;

Items items = new Items();

String awsId = iLookup.getAwsAccessKeyId();

ItemLookupRequest req = iLookup.getItemLookupRequest();

String idType = req.getIdTypeStr();

String itemId = req.getItemId();

Condition itemCond = req.getItemCondition();

DeliveryMethod req_DelMethod = req.getDeliveryMethod();

if (amRegUsers.contains(awsId)){

if (idType.equals("ASIN") || idType.equals("SKU")

|| idType.equals("UPC")|| idType.equals("ISBN") ||

idType.equals("EAN")) {

itemSearched = searchById( itemId );

items.setItemArray( itemSearched );

iLookupResp.setItems( items );

if (req_DelMethod != null) {

itemSearched = searchByDeliveryMethod(itemId);

...

...

return iLookupResp;

}

The above code segment presents part of the simplified implementation of the item-

Lookup operation. It can be seen that this operation takes the ItemLookup type as an

input argument and returns the ItemLookupResponse as the output. The ItemLookup

that encapsulates the request message for web services is parsed to get the actual request

parameters for item look up functionality. Before the actual item lookup operation, it is
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checked whether the request is received from a registered Amazon user. The item lookup

is performed only for the valid types of the item Ids, i.e., ASIN, SKU, UPC, ISBN and

EAN etc.

4. Lifting and lowering schemas

In order for a semantic web service to execute, it needs a grounding mechanism. The

grounding defines how the data in the ontology are converted to the standard XML types

and vice versa. To convert a request defined in an ontological way to an XML data type,

is called the lowering. Whereas, to convert the response of the web service from XML

data to the ontology, is called the lifting. WSMO recommends writing an XSLT schemas

for this purpose.

For each request, we need to define a lowering schema to convert the ontology request

instance to XML. The schema to be used to do this lowering is declared in the WSDL

document. For example, for the ItemLookup operation input, the WSDL specification

contains the following line:

<xs:element name="ItemLookup" type="tns:ItemLookup"

sawsdl:loweringSchemaMapping="itemLookup-lowering.rdfxslt"/>

The attribute sawsdl:loweringSchemaMapping defines the file name for the lowering

schema. For each request a different lowering schema is used. The ItemLookup data type

to convert from ontology to XML, the lowering schema is itemLookup-lowering.rdfxslt is

listed in the following code segment.

<xsl:stylesheet version="2.0"

xmlns:am="http://webservices.amazon.com/AWSE-CommerceService/2010-12-01"

xmlns:amOnto="http://sws.amazon.com/ECommerce#"

...

exclude-result-prefixes="#all" >

...

<am:ItemLookup>

<am:AWSAccessKeyId>

<xsl:value-of select="amOnto:AWSAccessKeyId_iLookup"/>

</am:AWSAccessKeyId>

<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:Description[rx:references(current()

/amOnto:itemLookupRequest, .)]">

<am:Request>

<am:Condition>

<xsl:value-of select="amOnto:condition_ilookup"/>

</am:Condition>

...

</am:Request>
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</xsl:for-each>

</am:ItemLookup>

</xsl:template>

</xsl:stylesheet>

The above code segment defines the declaration part of the XSLT schema. It defines

the namespaces used in the schema. The namespace, am, define the namespace of the

Amazon WSDL specification, whereas the namespace amOnto defines the namespace of

the Amazon ontology. The rest of the tags in the above code segment dictate how the XML

type ItemLookup is derived from the ontology. The value of AWSAccessKeyId attribute

in ItemLookup is taken by selecting the value of AWSAccessKeyId iLookup attribute,

declared by the xsl:value-of tag. Similarly, the other tags describe how the Request and

other subelement values are selected by different values of the ontology element parts.

The complete lowering schema is defined in Appendix D.3.

Similarly, the lifting schema used to lift the data types from XML to an ontology

instance is also declared in Amazon WSDL specification with the help of the following

line of code.

<xs:element name="ItemLookupResponse" type="tns:ItemLookupResponse"

sawsdl:liftingSchemaMapping="itemLookupResponse.lifting.xslt" />

The part of the lifting schema, itemLookupResponse.lifting.xslt is shown below:

<xsl:stylesheet version="2.0"

xmlns:amOnto="http://sws.amazon.com/E-Commerce#"

xmlns:am="http://webservices.amazon.com/

AWSE-CommerceService/2010-12-01"

...

exclude-result-prefixes="#all">

<rdf:RDF>

<rdf:Description about="http://amazon.com/response">

<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://sws.amazon.com/E-Commerce#itemContainer"/>

<amOnto:items_itmcont rdf:datatype="http://sws.amazon.com/E-Commerce#items">

<xsl:value-of select="./am:Items"/>

</amOnto:items>

</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

</xsl:template>

</xsl:stylesheet>
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In the above code segment, the namespace prefixes amOnto and am declares the

namespace of the Amazon ontology and Amazon WSDL respectively. The rest of the

schema defines how the value amOto:items itmcont is constructed from the values of the

am:Items type. The schema shows that the ontology type items itmcont is constructed

by selecting the value of am:Items. The complete lifting schema for ItemLookup operation

is given in Appendix D.3.

5. Deployment and configuration

After writing all the artifacts, the Amazon ECS can be deployed as a semantic web

service. We deployed it inside the WSMX execution server. The deployment and config-

uration of the Amazon ECS as the semantic web service in WSMX is show in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Overview of Amazon ECS case study deployment as a semantic web service

The WSMX server distribution by default comes in the folder named as wsmx-dist.

Inside this distribution folder there is a list of files, e.g., start.bat to trigger the WSMX

execution semantic, wsmx.log for writing log and config.properties for configuration prop-
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erties of the WSMX. Other than these files, the WSMX components, as the .wsmx pack-

aged files are also located in the WSMX server root, e.g, communicationmanager.wsmx,

invoker.wsmx, grounding.wsmx.

The resources directory in the server root is the location for deploying any artifacts

related to the semantic web service. This contains two folder, the resource-manager and

grounding. The WSML related artifacts for any semantic web service are deployed into

the appropriate subfolders under the folder resource-manager. For Amazon ECS, the

WSML description of web service is deployed in the SWS subfolder, WSML description

of Amazon ontology is deployed in the ontologies subfolder and goal specification is de-

ployed in the Goals subfolder. Once the artifacts are deployed, they are also included in

the config.properties, so that WSMX can upload them to memory, while uploading the

resource at startup. The artifacts related to the grounding are described in the grounding

folder under the resources folder. The grounding folder contains the file, called ground-

ing.properties, which defines the runtime configuration for grounding. This file contain

the grounding string that links the WSML description of Amazon to the SAWSDL type

description. The SAWSDL is exactly the same as the original WSDL, except that it

associates the lifting and lowering schemas with the input and output complex types so

that the type conversion can be performed at runtime. The actual lifting and lowering

is performed with the help of the lifting and lowering schemas written for Amazon, also

deployed in the same folder.

To execute the actual web service, we need to deploy the actual web service and its im-

plementation on a web server, e.g., Tomcat. The URL location, e.g., http://localhost:8080/

axis2/services/AmazonECommerceService of the web service is specified in the SAWSDL

file. With the help of this URL the service is executed in Tomcat. The actual service

is deployed in Tomcat inside the axis2 folder in the Server-root → web-apps directory,

which defines the axis2 web application that handles the web service execution semantics.

The deployment is done by dropping the packaged file with the .aar extension inside the

services subdirectory of the axis2 web application directory. Complete specifications and

artifacts related to the Amazon ECS semantic web service implementation are available

at URL [175].

6.1.4 Amazon E-Commerce goal specification

We wrote a user goal specification for using the Amazon ECS service. This is given

at the URL [175]. Although structure wise this looks similar as the Amazon ECS web

service specification, conceptually there is a difference between the two specifications. The

Amazon ECS web service specification is a provider view of how the functionality of the

Amazon is achieved, whereas, the goal specification is a view from the users perspective

only. The Amazon E-Commerce service specification contains the detailed description of
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the capability specification, whereas the goal specification gives only an overview of the

capability, i.e., what is required by the user overall.

An example of a goal description is given in the following code segment.

goal AmazonECommerceGoal

nfp

dc#creator hasValue "M Shaban"

dc#title hasValue "Amazon E-Commerce Goal"

endnfp

capability AmazonGoalCapability

sharedVariables {?req, ?res}

precondition

definedBy

?req memberOf amOnto#ItemLookup or

...

postcondition

definedBy

?res memberOf amOnto#ItemContainer

...

interface AmazonGoalInterface

choreography AmazonGoalChoreography

stateSignature

//Required input space

in amOnto#ItemLookup

...

//Required responses:

out amOnto#ItemContainer

...

transitionRules

if (?req memberOf amOnto#ItemLookup) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#ItemContainer)

endIf

other transition rules

....

The goal specification does not describe how the functionality is achieved. It describes

only what functionality is required. The above code segment shows part of the goal

description relevant to the ItemLookup operation only. The generic goal specification

is declared with the goal keyword followed by the name of the goal specification and

non functional properties. The capability of the goal specification describes the required
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inputs and outputs in terms of the precondition and postcondition. It can be noted that

from the user view, the description of the capability is much simpler and at a high level.

The interface of the goal specification describes input and output space. It can also be

noted that the goal description does not specify any grounding mechanism. Also, the

description of the transition rules is defined using the if construct which is different than

the transition rules with the for-all construct given in the web service specification. The

complete goal specification for Amazon ECS case study is listed in Appendix D.4.

6.2 Test case generation

The Amazon E-Commerce goal represents the user requirements for using the Amazon

ECS web service. The steps of generating test cases from the Amazon E-Commerce goal

specification are shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Overview of test case generation for Amazon ECS case study
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To generate the test cases using the proposed approach, the goal was translated to the

B specification using the proposed set of translation rules. This produces an equivalent

version of goal specifications in B format. The set of the trap properties were calculated

from the goal specification in B format and the model checking was applied on it to gen-

erate the counterexample traces. Finally, the counterexamples were converted to WSML

to produce the concrete test cases.

6.2.1 Translation of WSMO goal to B specification

The Amazon E-Commerce goal was translated to the B specification using the proposed

set of translation rules. The translation mechanism was almost straightforward. The

overview of the translation is shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: Overview translation of WSML to the B machines.

Figure 6.6 shows that two artifacts of Amazon ECS case study, i.e., the Amazon Goal

and ontology are mapped to the B Machines separately. Firstly, the AmazonOntology was

mapped to the B machine, the AmazonOntologyMachine and then the AmazonGoal was

mapped to the AmazonGoalMachine. Since, the AmzonGoal imports the AmazonOntol-

ogy, to reuse the concepts and types defined in the AmazonOntology. This relationship is

mapped to the INCLUDES relationship between the two machine

The machine for AmazonOntology is shown in the following code segment.

MACHINE AmazonOntologyMachine

SETS

ITEMLOOKUP={iLookup1};

ITEMLOOKUPREQUEST={iLookupReq};

ITEMCONTAINER={iContainer1};

ITEMS={collection1}; ITEM={item1};

ITEMATTRIBUTES={item1Attr}
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VARIABLES

/* concept ItemLookup */

AWSAccessKeyId_iLookup, itemLookupRequest,

/* concept ItemLookupRequest */

condition_ilookup, deliveryMethod_ilookup,

idType_ilookup, itemId_ilookup,

/* concept ItemContainer */

items_itmcont,

/* concept Items */

totalResults_itms, totalPage_itms, item_itms,

/* concept Item */

ASIN_item, parentASIN_itms, itemAttributes_itms,

/* concept ItemAttributes */

title_iAttrib, description_iAttrib,

actor_iAttrib, Artist_iAttrib,

...

The AmazonOntology from the WSML, representing the definition of different con-

cepts, is mapped to AmazonOntologyMachine. This is according to mapping rule R1 of

the proposed translation from WSML to B specification, as described in Section 4.2.1.

The AmazonOntology is named AmazonOntologyMachine. The SETS section in the above

code defines the sets that represent different concepts in the WSML ontology. The sets

in the above code are only related to the ItemLookup operation. The set ITEMLOOKUP

represents the SOAP request envelope for operation ItemLookup, whereas, the set ITEM-

LOOKUPREQUEST represents the concrete request for this operation. The SETS sec-

tion also lists the sets representing the output data types for the operation ItemLookup.

The set ITEMCONTAINER mapped from the WSML concept itemContainer models the

output response of the operation is listed along with other sets that represent aggregated

types in WSML.

The VARIABLES section in the above code segment presents the list of variables to

map the attributes of the concepts. This is according to rules R8 and R9 of the proposed

translation from WSMO to B, as described in Section 4.2.1. The attributes in a WSMO

ontology are mapped using relations in the B specification. An attribute of a concept

is mapped as a relation over the set representing the concept and the set representing

the types of the attributes. Such relations are defined in the INVARIANT section of a

B machine. For example, the attribute definition of ItemLookup and related types are

shown in following code segment:

INVARIANT

/* concept ItemLookup */
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AWSAccessKeyId_iLookup:ITEMLOOKUP <-> STRING &

itemLookupRequest: ITEMLOOKUP <-> ITEMLOOKUPREQUEST &

/* concept ItemLookupRequest */

condition_ilookup: ITEMLOOKUPREQUEST <-> STRING &

deliveryMethod_ilookup: ITEMLOOKUPREQUEST <-> STRING &

idType_ilookup: ITEMLOOKUPREQUEST <-> STRING &

itemId_ilookup: ITEMLOOKUPREQUEST <-> STRING &

/* concept ItemContainer */

items_itmcont: ITEMCONTAINER <-> ITEMS &

/* concept Items */

totalResults_itms: ITEMS <-> INT &

totalPage_itms: ITEMS <-> INT &

item_itms: ITEMS <-> ITEM &

/* concept Item */

ASIN_item: ITEM <-> STRING &

parentASIN_itms: ITEM <-> STRING &

itemAttributes_itms: ITEM <-> ITEMATTRIBUTES &

/* concept ItemAttributes */

title_iAttrib: ITEMATTRIBUTES<-> STRING &

description_iAttrib: ITEMATTRIBUTES <-> STRING &

...

&

#x.(x:ITEMLOOKUP & idType_ilookup(x)="ASIN" or

idType_ilookup(x)="UPC" or idType_ilookup(x)="SKU" or

idType_ilookup(x)="EAN" or idType_ilookup(x)="ISBN") &

...

The variables are initialized in the INITIALISATION block of the B MACHINE as

shown in the following code segment.

INITIALISATION

/* concept ItemLookup */

AWSAccessKeyId_iLookup :={iLookup1 |-> "shaban"} ||

itemLookupRequest :={iLookup1 |-> iLookupReq } ||

/* concept ItemLookupRequest */

condition_ilookup := {iLookupReq |-> "New"} ||

deliveryMethod_ilookup := {iLookupReq |-> "Used"} ||

idType_ilookup :={iLookupReq |-> "ASIN"} ||

itemId_ilookup := {iLookupReq |-> "UPC001"} ||
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...

...

The above code segment initializes the variables declared in the VARIABLES section,

by associating them with attributes of the sets defined in the SETS section. For example,

the AWSAccessKeyId for the item look is initialized with the value “shaban”, using the

initialization relation, as AWSAccessKeyId iLookup := {iLookup1 7→”shaban”} . The

INITIALISATION section uses the symbol ‖ to perform parallel initialization.

The Amazon E-Commerce goal specification was translated to a separate B machine,

including the previously defined ontology machine, AmazonOntologyMachine in the IN-

CLUDES statement. A part of the goal specification is shown in the following code

segment:

MACHINE AmazonGoalMachine

INCLUDES AmazonOntologyMachine

PROMOTES

setItemIdValue1, setItemIdValue2, setItemIdValue3,

...

ASSERTIONS

/*Trap properties derived from axiom definitions*/

not(idType_ilookup(iLookupReq)="UPC")

/* not(idType_ilookup(itemLookupReq)="SKU");

not(idType_ilookup(itemLookupReq)="EAN");

not(idType_ilookup(itemLookupReq)="ISBN");

not(idType_ilookup(itemLookupReq)="Invalid Id Type");

.... */

VARIABLES

/*Input type of variables */

ItemLookup,

...

/* Output type of variables */

ItemContainer,

...

INVARIANT

/* Types of input variables */

ItemLookup <: ITEMLOOKUP &

ItemContainer <: ITEMCONTAINER &

...

INITIALISATION

ItemLookup:= {iLookup1} || ItemContainer:= {iContainer1} ||

...
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OPERATIONS

resp <-- getItemLookupResponse(req)=

PRE req:ITEMLOOKUP THEN

ItemContainer:=ItemContainer \/ {iContainer1}

|| resp:=ItemContainer

END;

...

//other operations

The B machine representing the goal is named with the goal name and the suffix word

Machine, as according to rule R1 of mapping rules and it includes the already existing

machine representing the ontology using the INCLUDES statement as according to the

rule R2 of the mapping rules. The goal specification promotes certain operations from

the included machine that perform the state transitions, e.g., setItemIdValue1, setItemId-

Value2 etc. This mechanism in B is similar to as the operation overriding in programming

languages. The operation promotion is performed in the goal specification so as to help

the model checker find the violation state defined in the assertions or invariant violation.

The ASSERTIONS section lists the trap properties in the simple B syntax. A few of

the trap properties are shown in the above code segment. The assertions are violated

one by one. The uncommented assertion in the above code states that the id type for

the item lookup can not be equal to the value “UPC”. The VARIABLES section in the

goal specification declares the input and output space variables of the goal specification

mapped from the state signature. The types of the variables are defined in the INVARI-

ANT section, whereas, the INITIALISATION section initializes the declared variables.

Finally, the operations are defined in the OPERATIONS section.

Trap properties calculation

The trap properties were calculated from the goal specification invariant part using the

MCDC and boundary condition coverage criteria. The step of trap property calculation

was mostly simple, except a few trap properties of the MCDC coverage that had large

number of the atomic predicates, e.g., for the atomic predicate AudienceRating type and

ItemIdType that contain 12 and 5 atomic predicates respectively. A list of trap properties

calculated from the Amazon E-Commerce Goal specification is shown in Table 6.2.

It can be seen from Table 6.2 that we used the boundary condition coverage and the

MCDC coverage criteria for generating test cases. However, we used only one of them

to generate test cases from a given logical or relational expression, at a time. It is also

observed from Table 6.2 that most of the test cases for this particular case study have

been generated using the MCDC coverage criterion, since the invariant of the specifica-

tion contained more logical expressions than relational expressions. We used the MCDC
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S# Axiom name Related operation Atomic
predi-
cates

MCDC
trap
prop-
erties

Boundary
trap
proper-
ties

1 helpType Help 2 3 -
2 conditionType ItemLookup 5 6 -
3 DeliveryMethod ItemLookup 2 3 -
4 ItemIdType ItemLookup 5 6 -
5 Availability type ItemSearch 1 2 -
6 AudienceRating type ItemSearch 12 13 -
7 conditionType ItemSearch 5 6 -
8 DeliveryMethod ItemSearch 2 3 -
9 listType ListSearch 4 5 -
10 listType ListLookup 4 5 -
11 SimilarityType SimilarityLookup 3 3 -
12 CartModify action CartModify 2 3 -
13 creditCardType PurchaseByCreditCard 2 3 -
14 SellerListingIdType SellerListingLookup 4 5 -
15 Payment Method type PurchaseByCreditCard 1 2 -
16 ExpiryDate range PurchaseByCreditCard 2 - 11

Total 56 68 11

Table 6.2: Number of trap properties and test cases generated for the Amazon ECS case study

coverage to calculate trap properties for the logical expressions because MCDC coverage

criterion generates the minimal number of test cases for a logical expression. However,

for a relational expression, we used the robust boundary condition coverage to test any

boundary faults robustly to ensure the fault are tested.

The total number of logical expressions or axioms found from the case study are 16 as

shown by the number of rows in Table 6.2. Whereas, the total number of atomic clauses is

56. Out of which, 54 atomic clauses were related to MCDC coverage, which generated 68

trap properties, whereas, 11 trap properties were generated using the boundary condition

coverage. Thus, the total of 79 trap properties were generated using the two coverage

criteria that we used.

Consider the part of the invariant defining the constraint on the value of item id type

for ItemLookup operation, i.e., constraint on the values of idType ilookup:

#x.(x:ITEMLOOKUP & idType_ilookup(x)="ASIN" or

idType_ilookup(x)="UPC" or idType_ilookup(x)="SKU" or

idType_ilookup(x)="EAN" or idType_ilookup(x)="ISBN")

The trap properties were calculated for this using the MCDC coverage criterion using

the tabular method, as discussed in Section 2.5.1. The list of trap properties calculated
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for this axiom using MCDC is given in the following lines:

ASSERTIONS

/* Trap properties derived from axiom definitions */

not(idType_ilookup(iLookupReq)="UPC")

not(idType_ilookup(itemLookupReq)="SKU");

not(idType_ilookup(itemLookupReq)="EAN");

not(idType_ilookup(itemLookupReq)="ISBN");

not(idType_ilookup(itemLookupReq)="Invalid Id Type");

6.2.2 Generating counterexamples using ProB

Using the ProB model checker’s Verify 7→Model Check menu, the assertions were violated

one by one. Consider the trap property, not (idType ilookup (iLookupReq) = ”UPC”). The

ProB model checker visits the state space from the initial state and finds a state where

the given trap property is violated. It displays an error message as soon as the violation

state is reached as shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7: Assertion violation for case study using ProB model checker
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Although, it is not possible to show complete state space, a shorter view of the coun-

terexample trace from the initial state to the current state can be viewed using the history

to the current state in ProB as shown in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Counterexample trace view for assertion violation for case study

The final state of counterexample that violates the given assertion is shown in Fig-

ure 6.9.

It must be noted that for a counterexample, we derive the concrete test cases only from

the last state of the counterexample trace, which is the violation state rather deriving test

cases from each state of the counterexample trace. This means that each trap property

violation will produce one concrete test case.
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Figure 6.9: Violation state for an assertion case study

Deriving concrete test cases

The state shown in Figure 6.9 is a state that violates the given assertion by assigning

those values to the state variables which are asserted not to occur anywhere in the state

space. This violation state is translated to a concrete WSML test case using the B to

WSML translation rules. The concrete test case in WSML is shown in Table 6.3, the

mapping from B is also shown in parallel.

B staement in ProB Mapping to WSML state-
ment

ItemLookup = iLookup1 instance iLookup1 memberOf
ItemLookup

AWSAccessKeyId iLookup
(iLookup1)=”shaban”

AWSAccessKeyId iLookup has-
Value ”shaban”

itemLookupRequest
(iLookup1)=itemLookupReq

itemLookupRequest hasValue
iLookupReq

itemLookupRequest
(iLookup1)=itemLookupReq

instance iLookupReq mem-
berOf ItemLookupRequest

condition iLookup (iLookup1)=”New” condition iLookup hasValue
”New”

deliveryMethod iLookup(iLookup1)=”ISPU” deliveryMethod iLookup has-
Value ”ISPU”

idType iLookup (iLookup1)=”UPC” idType iLookup hasValue ”UPC”
itemId iLookup (iLookup1)=”UPC001” itemId iLookup hasValue

”UPC001”

Table 6.3: Deriving concrete WSML test case from ProB output

Table 6.3 shows the mapping of a few statements from ProB output to a WSML

concrete statement. The mapping is performed using the B to WMSL mapping rules, i.e.,
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Rule R11 and Rule R12, as described in Section 4.2.3. For example, the first statement

in Table 6.3 is converted to WSML using rule R11, i.e., the element iLookup1 is mapped

to an instance of the type ItemLookup. The second statement in Table 6.3 is converted

to B using rule R12, i.e., the rule for mapping an attribute value. The complete concrete

test case in WSML is shown in the following code segment.

instance iLookup1 memberOf ItemLookup

AWSAccessKeyId_iLookup hasValue "shaban"

itemLookupRequest hasValue iLookupReq

instance iLookupReq memberOf ItemLookupRequest

condition_iLookup hasValue "New"

deliveryMethod_iLookup hasValue "Ship"

idTyp_iLookup hasValue "UPC"

itemId_iLookup hasValue "UPC001"

instance iContainer1 memberOf ItemContainer

items_icont hasValue collection1

instance collection1 memberOf Items

totalResults_itms hasValue 5

totalPages_itms hasValue 1

item_item hasValue item1

instance item1 memberOf item

ASIN_item hasValue "asin001"

parentASIN_item hasValue "asin002"

itemAttributes_item hasValue item1Attr

instance item1Attr memberOf ItemAttributes

...

Similarly, other test cases are generated for the operation ItemLookup from axiom 2, 3

and 4 in Table 6.2. The total test cases generated for ItemLookup operation were 15. The

summarized set of test cases for ItemLookup operation is shown in Table 6.6. It should be

noted that the test cases can be repeated since at one time, we only test the value of one

variable, e.g., for the test cases from t3 to t8, we test only the value of item condition,

regardless of the values of other attributes, i.e., the delivery method and item id. This

might produce few redundant test cases. However, we are not concerned with this at the

time of generation. In the evaluation process, we filter the redundant test cases in a more

systematic way.
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6.2.3 Summary of test cases

The total number of test cases generated for the Amazon ECS case study is shown in

Table 6.4.

operation Number of test
cases generatee

Coverage criteria
used

Test Id(s)

Help 3 MCDC t1-t3
ItemLookup 15 MCDC t4-t18
ItemSearch 24 MCDC t19-t42
ListSearch 5 MCDC t43-t47
ListLookup 5 MCDC t48-t52
SimilarityLookup 3 MCDC t53-t55
CartModify 3 MCDC t56-t58
SellerListingLookup 5 MCDC t59-t63
PurchaseByCreditCard 5 MCDC t64-t68
PurchaseByCreditCard 11 Robust boundary t69-t79
Total test cases 79

Table 6.4: Summary of test cases for Amazon ECS case study

Thus using the MCDC and boundary condition coverage a total of 79 test cases were

generated, with the test Ids, from t1 to t79. It can be seen from Table 6.4 that the

majority of the test cases are generated using the MCDC coverage, i.e., 68 test cases.

Whereas, using the robust boundary coverage we generated only 11 test cases for the

operation PurchaseByCreditCard of the Amazon ECS case study. For the remaining 10

operations, since there was no trap property, we generated 1 simple test case to represent

the valid input for an operation. In this way we test all operations. Thus, there are a total

of 89 test cases for the complete Amazon ECS case study, generated using the proposed

approach.

6.3 Test case evaluation

To evaluate the test cases generated for the case study, we used the mutation based

approach as presented in Section 5.2 using the proposed tool to automate the process of

mutant generation and execution.

6.3.1 Mutant generation

For the Amazon ECS web service specification, we wrote a prototype implementation in

Java. This prototype implementation is a simplified version of the Amazon ECS specifi-

cation and is used for the purpose of test case evaluation. The prototype implementation
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test Id about helpType

t1 ItemLookup Operation
t2 ItemAttributes ResponseGroup
t3 ItemAttributes Invalid value

Table 6.5: Summary of test cases for operation Help

test Id condition iLookup delivery iLookup idType iLookup
t3 All Ship ASIN
t4 New Ship ASIN
t5 Used Ship ASIN
t6 Collectable Ship ASIN
t7 Refurbished Ship ASIN
t8 Invalid condition Ship ASIN
t9 All Ship ASIN
t10 All ISPU ASIN
t11 All Invalid shipment ASIN
t12 All Ship ASIN
t13 All Ship SKU
t14 All Ship UPC
t15 All Ship EAN
t17 All Ship ISBN
t18 All Ship Invalid Id Type

Table 6.6: Summary of test cases for operation ItemLookup
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test
Id

availabilitysearch
Index

brand title condition delivery
Method

audience
Ratings

t19 Available Electronics Dell Dell
Laptop

null null null

t20 Not
Available

Electronics Dell Dell
Laptop
XPS

null null null

t21 Available Movies null Avatar null null G
t22 Available Movies null Avatar null null PG
t23 Available Movies null Avatar null null PG-13
t24 Available Movies null Avatar null null R
t25 Available Movies null Avatar null null NC-17
t26 Available Movies null Avatar null null NR
t27 Available Movies null Avatar null null Unrated
t28 Available Movies null Avatar null null 6
t29 Available Movies null Avatar null null 12
t30 Available Movies null Avatar null null 16
t31 Available Movies null Avatar null null 18
t32 Available Movies null Avatar null null Family

Viewing
t33 Available Movies null Avatar null null Invalid

Ratings
t34 Available Electronics Dell null All null null
t35 Available Electronics Dell null New null null
t36 Available Electronics Dell null Used null null
t37 Available Electronics Dell null Collectable null null
t38 Available Electronics Dell null Refurbished null null
t39 Available Electronics Dell null Invalid

condition
null null

t40 Available Electronics Dell null New Ship null
t41 Available Electronics Dell null null ISPU null
t42 Available Electronics Dell null null Invalid

delivery
null

Table 6.7: Summary of test cases for operation ItemSearch

test Id email fName lName ListType nickname

t43 mjok002@aucklanduni.ac.nz Muhammad Shaban WishList shaban
t44 mjok002@aucklanduni.ac.nz Muhammad Shaban ListMania shaban
t45 mjok002@aucklanduni.ac.nz Muhammad Shaban WeddingRegistry shaban
t46 mjok002@aucklanduni.ac.nz Muhammad Shaban BabyRegistry shaban
t47 mjok002@aucklanduni.ac.nz Muhammat Shaban Invlaid List type shaban

Table 6.8: Summary of test cases for operation ListSearch
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test Id list Id ListType

t48 l004 ListMania
t49 l003 BabyRegistry
t50 l002 WishList
t51 l001 WeddingRegistry
t52 l005 Invalid List type

Table 6.9: Summary of test cases for operation ListLookup

test Id itemId similarityType

t53 ASIN001 Intersection
t54 ASIN002 Random
t55 ASIN003 Invalid similarity

Table 6.10: Summary of test cases for operation SimilarityLookup

test Id cartId actionType cartItemId qty

t56 cart001 MoveToCart asin001 1
t57 cart002 SaveForLater asin001 1
t58 cart003 Invalid action asin001 1

Table 6.11: Summary of test cases for operation CartModify

testId id sellerId IdType

t59 listing001 shaban Listing
t60 listing001 shaban Exchange
t61 listing001 shaban ASIN
t62 listing001 shaban SKU
t63 listing001 shaban Invalid listing

Table 6.12: Summary of test cases for operation SellerListingLookup
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test
Id

tran
Id

payment
Method

cardNo expiry
Month

expiry
year

card
type

card
Bal-
ance

t64 t001 credit
card

21052012 7 2013 Visa 1000

t65 t001 credit
card

21052012 7 2013 MasterCard1000

t66 t001 credit
card

21052012 7 2013 Invalid
type

1000

t67 t001 credit
card

21052012 7 2013 Visa 1000

t68 t001 Invalid
Pay-
ment

21052012 7 2013 Visa 1000

t69 t001 credit
card

21052012 1 2013 Visa 1000

t70 t001 credit
card

21052012 0 2013 Visa 1000

t71 t001 credit
card

21052012 2 2013 Visa 1000

t72 t001 credit
card

21052012 7 2013 Visa 1000

t73 t001 credit
card

21052012 11 2013 Visa 1000

t74 t001 credit
card

21052012 12 2013 Visa 1000

t75 t001 credit
card

21052012 13 2013 Visa 1000

t76 t001 credit
card

21052012 7 2011 Visa 1000

t77 t001 credit
card

21052012 7 2012 Visa 1000

t78 t001 credit
card

21052012 7 2013 Visa 1000

t79 t001 credit
card

21052012 7 2020 Visa 1000

Table 6.13: Summary of test cases for operation PurchaseByCreditCard
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was used to generate the mutants. An overall summary of mutants generated by different

categories of mutant operators is shown in the Table 6.14.

Mutation operator No of mutants generated

AORS 22
AOIU 50
AOIS 200
ROR 34
COR 90
COD 1
COI 89
LOI 112

Total 598

Table 6.14: Number of mutants generated for the Amazon ECS case study

Table 6.14 shows that the mutant operator AOIS (Arithmetic Operator Insertion

Shortcut) generated the most mutants, i.e., 200 mutants out of 598 mutants, which is

34% of the total mutants. The reason behind this is that the prototype implementation

of the specification contains a large number of the variables. AOIS mutation operator

replaces each variable with the arithmetic shortcut increment or decrement operator.

The mutants generated for each operation are listed in Table 6.15.

SNo operation No of mu-
tants

SNo. operation No of mu-
tants

1 help 3 11 cartCreate 39
2 itemLookup 32 12 cartModify 41
3 itemSearch 223 13 cartClear 13
4 listSearch 29 14 similarityLookup 3
5 listLookup 31 15 transactionLookup 17
6 customerContentSearch 17 16 sellerListingLookup 17
7 customerContentLookup 19 17 sellerListingSearch 17
8 sellerLookup 17 18 browseNodeLookup 17
9 cartGet 0 19 purchaseByCreditCard 50
10 cartAdd 4 Total 598

Table 6.15: No of mutants generated for each operation for Amazon ECS case study

Table 6.15 also shows that the operation itemSearch of the Amazon ECS generated

the most mutants, i.e., 223 out of the 598 mutants, because it is the most complicated

operation in the Amazon ECS case study. There are other operations which also generated

a large number of mutants, including the operations itemLookup, listLookup, cartCreate,

cartModify and purchaseByCreditCard, each added more than 30 mutants.
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6.3.2 Mutants execution

We executed all the mutants, using the proposed tool for mutation based evaluation as

described in Section 5.2.3.

For an operation the relevant set of mutants are selected from the set of generated

mutants, similarly, the test cases relevant to that operation are selected from the set of

given test cases. After the relevant mutants and test cases are selected for an operation,

the test cases are executed on the mutants one by one as described in Section 5.2.3. Once

the mutants are executed, the execution and comparison results are collected as a two

dimensional integer array. In this way, the test cases are executed for all the operations

one by one. Thus, the mutant execution produces a two dimensional integer array of

values 1s and 0s, that represents the mutant execution and output comparison results.

The execution results for the ItemLookup operation are shown in Table E.2 in Appendix E.

In Table E.2, the value 1 in the array denotes that the mutant is killed or detected

by the test case. Whereas, the value 0 shows that the mutant is not detected by the test

case. The test cases are executed on a mutant for a selected operation and on the original

web service to produce the mutant and the original output respectively. The original and

the mutant outputs are compared and the 1s or 0s are inserted in the two dimensional

array accordingly. This array is called the execution results and is written to a text file,

so that the analysis of the results can be performed in the results and analysis phase.

Table 6.16 is derived from the results in Table E.2. It shows clearly which mutant is

killed by which test case. The mutant m7 is a mutant that is killed by all 15 test cases.

Such mutants that are killed by all test cases, can be marked as the easily detectable

mutants. Similarly, the mutants that are detected by a smaller number of test cases can

be marked as difficult or important mutant. It can be easily determined from Table 6.16

that there are some mutants that are not killed by any test cases. Such mutants are called

undetected or alive mutants.

This table also shows the total number of the test cases detecting a particular mutant

(denoted by symbol β) and number of the mutants detected by a particular test case,

denoted by symbol, γ. The β can be seen in the last column. For example, the mutant

m1 is killed by 4 test cases, whereas, the mutant m32 is killed by 11 test cases. Similarly,

the last row in Table 6.16 shows, how many mutants in total are detected by a particular

test case, i.e., γ . Note that these are not necessarily unique mutants. For example, the

test case t4 detects 20 mutants in total, whereas, the test case t17 detects 7 mutants in

total.
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β
m1 t4 t5 t6 t9 4
m2 t4 t5 t6 t7 t9 5
m3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 6
m4 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t18 12
m5 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t16 t18 13
m6 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 t18 14
m7 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 t18 15
m8 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 14
m9 t10 t11 t12 3
m10 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 11
m11 t4 t5 t9 3
m12 0
m13 t10 t11 2
m14 0
m15 t4 t5 2
m16 0
m17 t4 t5 t6 3
m18 0
m19 t4 t5 t6 t7 4
m20 0
m21 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 5
m22 0
m23 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 11
m24 0
m25 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t16 12
m26 0
m27 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 13
m28 0
m29 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 14
m30 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 5
m31 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 14
m32 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 11
γ 20 20 18 16 14 16 12 12 11 13 13 9 11 7 4

Table 6.16: Table showing mutant killed by different test cases for ItemLookup operation
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6.4 Evaluation of results and further analysis

The evaluation of the execution results for the case study is done with the help of the

ResultsAndAnalysis module of the tool.

The evaluation of the test cases is performed by selecting different operations one by

one and selecting the set of related test cases for that operation. The evaluation of the

test cases is based on the previous step, i.e., mutant execution and output comparison

results that are store in a text file. An operation is selected from the list of operations

of the Amazon ECS case study. For the selected operation, the execution result file is

obtained. The execution result file for a particular operation exists under the execution-

Results directory with the name of <operationName.txt>. Once the execution results

file is picked the evaluation and further analysis is performed by the module of the tool,

ResultsAndAnalysis. This is repeated until all the operations of the case study are covered.

The evaluation and the further analysis of results for operationItemLookup is discussed

here. The basic evaluation of the results for the operation ItemLookup is discussed in

Table 6.17.

SNo parameter value
1 No. of test cases executed 15
2 No. of mutants generated 32
3 No. of mutants killed 23
4 No. of mutants alive 9
5 Mutants detection capability (mutation score) 71.88%

Table 6.17: Evaluation results for the case study operation ItemLookup

The number of test cases related to the operation ItemLookup is 15, whereas the

number of the mutants generated for this operation is 32. The test cases in the test suite

were able to detect 23 out of 32 mutants. This results in a mutation score or the mutants

detection capability of the test suite for the operation ItemLookup of 71.88%. There were

9 mutants that were not killed by the test cases for this operation. The list of the mutants

that remained alive are shown in the Table 6.18.

It must be noted that the mutants not detected, as listed in Table 6.18 are equivalent

mutants with respect to MCDC coverage criterion. Such mutants will always produce

the same output as the original program and hence cannot be detected or killed by the

present set of test cases generated with MCDC based coverage criterion.

The reason of this is that such mutants are basically the replacement of OR (‖)
conditional operator with the EXclusive OR (∧) conditional operator. From the basic

truth table concepts, we know that the behavior of the logical operator, OR and the

logical operator, Exclusive OR is exactly the same, except the values which evaluate
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S.No. Mutant Id Mutant Name Mutant description Reason of why not killed

1 m12 COR 10 replace ‖ with ∧ operator Equivalent Mutant
2 m14 COR 12 replace ‖ with ∧ operator Equivalent Mutant
3 m16 COR 14 replace ‖ with ∧ operator Equivalent Mutant
4 m18 COR 16 replace ‖ with ∧ operator Equivalent Mutant
5 m20 COR 18 replace ‖ with ∧ operator Equivalent Mutant
6 m22 COR 20 replace ‖ with ∧ operator Equivalent Mutant
7 m24 COR 4 replace ‖ with ∧ operator Equivalent Mutant
8 m26 COR 6 replace ‖ with ∧ operator Equivalent Mutant
9 m28 COR 8 replace ‖ with ∧ operator Equivalent Mutant

Table 6.18: List of the mutant not killed for the case study operation ItemLookup

both atomic predicates to true. It is not possible to have any test cases that result

in both atomic predicates being true. For example, consider the mutant COR 10, the

original statement deliveryType.equals(”Ship”) ‖ deliveryType.equals(”ISPU”) is replaced

with the statement deliveryType.equals(”Ship”) ∧ deliveryType. equals(”ISPU”). To test

such expressions we generated test cases using the MCDC coverage criterion. The reason

to use MCDC is that it tests a logical expression effectively with the fewer test cases. The

test cases generated using MCDC for testing this expression are listed in Table 6.20.

SNo. A= (deliveryType = ”Ship”) B= (deliveryType = ”ISPU”) A ‖ B A ∧ B

1 TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE
2 FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE
3 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE

Table 6.19: MCDC test cases for testing the logical expression statement

There can not be a test case that can evaluate both atomic predicates of the logical

expression to true values at the same time. For example, it is not possible that the

shipment type can be both of type “ISPU (In Store Pick Up)” and “Ship” for one user at

a time. This means that a user can not order to pick the item up from the store and be

deliver to his address at the time. There can not be a test case that can evaluate both

atomic predicates of the logical expression to true. This means that if such mutants are

not counted, almost all of the mutants are killed or detected.

The overall mutation scores for all the operations of the Amazon ECS case study are

shown in Table 6.20.

We also performed further analysis of the execution results for each operation of the

Amazon ECS case study. For example, the further analysis of the execution results for

the ItemLookup operation is shown in Table 6.21.

The test case killing most mutants is t4 which kills 20 mutants in the first itera-
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Operation Name No of test
cases

No of mu-
tants

No of
mutants
detected

mutation
score (%)

help 3 3 2 66.67%
itemLookup 15 32 23 71.88%
listSearch 5 29 18 62%
listLookup 5 31 10 33%
customerContentSearch 1 17 12 71%
sellerLookup 1 17 12 71%
cartCreate 1 39 15 64%
cartModify 3 41 26 63.50%
cartClear 1 13 12 92%
similarityLookup 3 3 2 66.67%
transactionLookup 1 17 12 72%
sellerListingLookup 5 26 19 73%
purchaseByCreditCard 16 50 36 72%
itemSearch 24 223 119 53%
customerContentLookup 1 19 14 73.70%
browseNodeLookup 1 17 15 88.23%
sellerListingSearch 1 17 15 88.23%
cartAdd 1 4 3 75%
cartGet 1 0 0 –

Total 89 598 365 71.43%
(Avg. mu-
tation score)

Table 6.20: The overall mutation scores for Amazon ECS operations

tion. Since the algorithm runs iteratively, the mutants killed and the test case killing the

mutants are removed from the list. The test case t13 kills 1 unique mutant only. The

algorithm runs three iterations to calculate the reduced test suite and returns only 3 test

cases. These test cases kill all the mutants that are killed by all test cases altogether, as

shown in Table 6.22.

The graph in Figure 6.10 shows the number of test cases killing a mutant. From

Figure 6.10, it is visible that some mutants are never killed by any test cases, e.g., mutants

m12,m14,m16,m18,m20,m22,m24,m26,m28. These are all alive mutants.

The graph in Figure 6.11 shows the number of the mutants killed by a test case.

The reduced test suite was calculated using the ResultsAndAnalysis module of the

proposed tool for the Amazon ECS case study. Different iterations of the algorithm are

shown along with the number of the mutants killed and number of test cases subsumed,

in Table 6.23.

Table 6.23 shows that the reduced test suite was calcualted in three different iterations.
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S.No parameter value

1 Test case killing most mutants t4
2 Number of mutants killed 20
3 Test case killing least effective mutants t13
4 Number of mutants killed 1
5 subsuming test cases 15

Table 6.21: Further analysis of execution results for operation ItemLookup of case study

S.No. test case No of mutants killed
1 t4 20
2 t10 2
3 t13 1

Total mutants killed 23

Table 6.22: Reduced test suite for operation ItemLookup of case study

Most of the mutants were detected in the first iteration, i.e., 20 mutants by test case t4

out of 23 mutants that were detected. Such a test case which kills the highest number of

mutants, is called the most effective test case. In the second and third iterations, the test

cases are selected to kill the remaining 3 mutants.

Table 6.22 and Table 6.23 show that the reduced test suite is a substantial reduction

in the original test suite. Using Equation 5.2 in Section 5.3 the reduction in the reduced

test suite for the ItemLookup operation was noted to be 80% reduction.

The experiment was conducted with this reduced test suite for the ItemLookup opera-

tion. The reduced test suite in Table 6.23 killed the same number of mutants, as was killed

by the complete test suite for ItemLookup operation. This is shown by the screenshot in

Figure 6.12.

This shows that the test suite generated by our algorithm is really a reduced test suite.

We also applied the algorithm to calculate the reduced test suite for all the operations

of Amazon ECS case study. The number of test cases in the reduced test suite and the

percentage of reduction is shown in Table 6.24.

6.5 Summary

This chapter discussed the evaluation of the approach for test case generation and eval-

uation over the Amazon ECS case study. The case study was discussed along with the

different levels of specifications, including the WSDL and WSML specification. The proto-

type implementation of the case study is also discussed along with the sample ItemLookup

operation. The application of the proposed framework for test case generation is demon-
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Figure 6.10: Graph showing the number of test cases killing a mutant

Figure 6.11: Graph showing the mutants killed by a test case

strated step by step, including trap properties calculation and model checking to generate

concrete test cases.

Test case generation including the trap property generation and model checking for

the case study is discussed. Finally, the complete evaluation of test cases on the case

study is discussed including mutant generation, execution and evaluation results. The

application of the approach of test case generation and evaluation on Amazon ECS showed

the proposed approach can be applied on a real world example.
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Iter
No

Most effective
test case
picked

No of mu-
tants killed

No of test
cases sub-
sumed

List of test cases
subsumed

1 t4 20 6 t5, t6, t7, t8, t9,
t18

2 t10 2 2 t11, t12
3 t19 1 4 t14, t15, t16, t17

Total 23

Table 6.23: Reduced test suite generation for ItemLookup operation of case study

Figure 6.12: Screenshot of the mutant execution on reduced test suite for operation ItemLookup
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S.No. Operation Name No of test cases
in original test
suite

No. of test cases
in reduced test
suite

reduction

1 help 3 1 66.67%
2 itemLookup 15 3 80%
3 listSearch 5 1 80%
4 listLookup 5 1 80%
5 customerContentSearch 1 1 –
6 sellerLookup 1 1 –
7 cartCreate 1 1 –
8 cartModify 3 1 66.67%
9 cartClear 1 1 –
10 similarityLookup 3 1 66.67%
11 transactionLookup 1 1 –
12 sellerListingLookup 5 2 60%
13 purchaseByCreditCard 16 5 68.75%
14 itemSearch 24 4 83.33%
15 customerContentLookup 1 1 –
16 browseNodeLookup 1 1 –
17 sellerListingSearch 1 2 –
18 cartAdd 1 1 –
19 cartGet 1 1 –

Total 89 30 66.29%

Table 6.24: Overview of test suite reduction for Amazon ECS case study
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Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter concludes the thesis. The overall aim of the work is to propose a novel

approach for the testing of semantic web services based on the user requirements. The

Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) framework was used since it provides the formal

basis for the user requirements for semantic web service usage. The objectives of the thesis

were to propose a method to generate test cases from the user requirement specification

and a methodology to evaluate the effectiveness of the generated test cases.

The following sections summarize the thesis, its main findings, contributions and pos-

sible directions of future work in this area.

7.1 Summary and findings

Semantic web services (SWS) aim at automating web service tasks by incorporating se-

mantics in their description, enabling the tools to understand their capabilities and be-

havior. Different frameworks and prototypes have been developed over the last few years

for making semantic web services practical and scalable, however, no significant work has

been done in the testing of SWS.

Because of the importance of semantic web service testing and the challenges in it [14,

15, 16, 17, 18], we decided to conduct research in this area to add valuable contributions.

A detailed literature survey was conducted to identify the research gaps in the area.

The literature survey revealed that web service testing is not fully mature [67] area and

189
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the techniques used in web service testing are mainly based on web service provider’s

views. This means that the web service specification given by the provider is used for

generating test cases for web service testing. This only gives the providers view of web

service compliance. Whereas, in some frameworks of SWS, like WSMO framework this

cannot ensure the correctness from the user point of view. As a solution, we proposed to

test semantic web services based on the user requirements or user goal specification. We

call this approach goal driven testing of semantic web services. To realize the approach,

the WSMO framework of SWS is used.

WSMO is an emerging framework for SWS development with a separate specification

for defining the user requirements, called the goal specification. It has four top level

elements, the webservice, ontology, mediator and goal. The goal specification in WSMO

represents the generic user requirements. Using the WSMO parsing tools and API, we

designed a set of algorithms to parse the goal specification and derive the test cases using

the standard software testing techniques described in Section 4.1.

Since formal methods provide mature techniques for testing and verification of sys-

tems, we proposed a framework for generating test cases from the goal specification using

model checking. The reason for using model checking is that the goal is a state based

specification, and model checking would be used to explore the state space of a state based

specification. Secondly, model checking is a versatile and flexible approach for test case

generation [148, 177]. Since the WSML specification does not support model checking

tools, we transform the WSML goal specification to the formal B notation to use model

checking. The reason for using B for this purpose is that the semantics closely match

that of WSMO, and, B has good verification tool support. To perform the systematic

transformation between the two languages, we proposed a set of translation rules for map-

ping a WSML goal specification into a formal B notation. Once the goal specification is

converted to B notation, the set of trap properties called assertions are calculated using

boundary conditions and MCDC coverage criteria. The goal specification in B along with

the set of trap properties is given as input to the ProB model checker and is checked

for assertion violations. The model checker explores the state space and generates the

counterexample trace, which represents the abstract test cases. The process is repeated

until all assertions are completed. The set of counterexample test cases in B are again

mapped back to WSML using the WSML to B data mapping rules. Finally, the concrete

test cases in WSML can be used for testing purposes. The framework is discussed in

detail in Section 4.2.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the generated test cases we proposed a framework.

The framework is based on mutation based evaluation of test cases. Since the mutation

based approach is a time consuming approach, we implemented a tool to automate the

process. The tool generates the mutants using the MuJava tool [178]. It uses traditional
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method level mutation operators [161] to generate the mutants of a program. The tool also

executes the set of generated test cases on mutants and original web services and compares

the results to detect the faults and calculates the mutation score. Besides performing the

basic mutation evaluation, the tool performs further analysis on the mutation results.

It determines the most effective and the least effective test cases, the set of redundant

test cases, i.e., those which detect mutants that are already detected by some other more

effective test case. The tool also calculates the reduced test suite. This framework is

discussed in detail in Section 5.2.

Finally, we applied the Amazon E-Commerce Service (ECS) case study to demonstrate

the viability of the approach. The Amazon E-Commerce service was implemented as a

semantic web service and the goal specification was written to represent the user require-

ment. The framework for test case generation was applied on the goal specification and a

total of 86 test cases were generated using the proposed framework. The proposed tool,

MUtation based Evaluation for SWS (MUET4SWS), was used to perform mutation

based evaluation of the test cases generated for the Amazon ECS case study. The test

cases for all Amazon operations were executed to perform basic evaluation and further

analysis.

7.2 Contributions

The followings are the major contributions of the thesis.

1. A novel approach for the testing of semantic web services, called goal driven testing

of semantic web services.

In traditional approaches to web service testing, the web service specifications are

used to generate the test cases, that are used for web service testing. These ap-

proaches test web services from the providers perspective, and may not be enough

to ensure the correctness of web services from the end user point of view. We pro-

posed a novel approach for testing web services from the user point of view. Unlike

the traditional approaches, the user requirement specification called goal specifi-

cation was used to generate the test cases that can be used for testing of SWS.

Although we did not propose a complete and coherent framework for this type of

semantic web service testing, we covered most of the testing steps, i.e., the genera-

tion, execution and evaluation of test cases derived from user requirements or goal

specifications.

2. A solution to derive test cases from the goal specification using the basic software

testing techniques and coverage criteria.
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We applied the standard black box testing techniques, i.e., the boundary condition

and equivalence class testing techniques on the WSMO goal specification to generate

the test cases. For this purpose, we designed a set of algorithms to parse goal

specifications accordingly. The algorithm can be used to generate the test cases

based on the boundary condition and equivalence class coverage from a given WSMO

goal specification.

3. A framework for automated test case generation from a goal specification using a

model checking approach.

Since a WSMO goal specification is a formal representation of user objectives, we

applied one of the formal method techniques to generate accurate and automated

test cases from a goal specification. We investigated the application of model check-

ing and proposed a framework for this purpose, i.e., to generate test cases from a

goal specification. Model checking has already been used for test case generation,

but to the best of our knowledge the framework is te first of its nature to generate

test cases for SWS testing.

4. Translation mechanism between the WSMO goal specification and formal B speci-

fication.

We proposed a mechanism of translation from WSMO goal specification language

to B. The WSMO goal specification given in WSML language is translated to the B

specification language. For this purpose, we defined a set of well defined mapping

rules for converting different parts of the WSML goal specification to B specifica-

tion. The translation enables model checking techniques to be applied on the goal

specification in B format. However, we believe that this translation mechanism can

be helpful in many other application area, where the WSMO community might need

to apply B tools for validation and verification purposes on WSMO in the future.

5. An framework for mutation based evaluation of generated test cases.

It is very important to measure or evaluate the quality of the given set of test cases.

We proposed a framework to evaluate the quality of the test cases generated from

a goal specification. The framework is based on the mutation based technique.

The framework is unique in its nature that it uses the mutation based approach to

evaluate the quality of test cases for semantic web service testing. The approach

gives an independence from the test case generation process. It measures the quality

of test cases in terms of its ability to discover the injected faults, with the help of a

mutation score.

6. Implemented a tool for automated execution of test cases and implement the frame-

work for mutation based evaluation of test cases.
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Test case execution is an important step in the testing of any software. In WSMO

based SWS, there is not a suitable way to execute the test cases efficiently. It is

time consuming to execute a single test case in the WSMO execution environment,

i.e., WSMX. We implemented a tool, on the top of WSMX that can automatically

execute a single test case or multiple test cases by invoking the proper WSMX

execution semantics. This made the test case execution efficient and practical.

We also implemented the tool for the proposed mutation based evaluation of the

generated test cases. We believe that tool can be helpful in applying mutation based

techniques for SWS testing and verification.

7.3 Future work

Since the WSMO framework is not yet fully mature and semantic web services are still

emerging, it imposes a few constraints on the current work, that have been set out a

future work.

• Consider mediators in the testing process

At present we consider that the goal and the semantic web services fulfilling the goal,

use the same ontology and behavior. This means that no data mediators and process

mediators are involved between the two. There are mainly two reasons for making

this assumption. One is that the mediators are not yet fully mature in WSMO

framework and are not used in practice as yet. Secondly, we avoid this for the sake

of simplicity. However, in the real world, mediators can be involved between the

goal and SWS. Therefore the goal and the web services might use different ontology,

defining the data types in different contexts. It would be interesting to see how

semantic web service testing can be performed when the two entities differ from

each other.

• Test case generation from abstract goal

At present we assume that the goal specification is described completely at a con-

crete level, i.e., it contains the complete description of the goal capability and the

goal interface including the complete transition rules. Since with this complete in-

formation, the test cases can be generated easily. However, in practice the goal

specification is described at the abstract level. It would be worth investigating how

test cases can be generated given the abstract description of a goal. This might

involve different cases, e.g., absence of the transition rules, or absence of some parts

of the goal capability.

• Test case generation using ontology reasoning
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Since the WSMO goal description is based on the WSML ontology language and it

uses the ontology to define the terms used by different WSMO elements. We can

apply the reasoning tools on the ontology to deduce useful information and hence

can reuse the test cases or generate new test cases after reasoning. For example, if

an ontology describes the relationship between a customer and a person using the

relationship concept customer subConceptOf person and the person has attributes

such as fName and lName, then, the reasoner can deduce that since the customer

is the child or subconcept of the concept person, the customer should also have the

first name fName and last name lName attributes. Hence based on this deduction

some test cases may be reused. Since the WSMO goal specification can be written

using different variants of the WSML language, e.g., WSML-Core, WSML-Flight,

WSML-Rule, WSML-DL and WSML-Full, different levels of reasoning can be used.

• A tool to automate translation from WSMO to B

We have proposed a set of translation rules to perform mapping from WSMO to

the B notation. It might be an interesting future work to implement a tool to

automatically translate between the two. At present, we have listed the set of

translation rules to translate the complete WSMO goal specification to B. Although,

these translation rules are complete, in the sense, that we have tried to cover all the

main aspects of the WSMO framework, i.e., the translation of ontology and the goal

specification with the abstract state machine format. However, at present they are

described only in a semi-formal way. We believe that there is room to extend and

refine these translation rules further and specify them formally. Such work will help

in implementing a tool that can perform this translation automatically. This will

help in using the B tool and model checker for WSMO web service model checking

and other verification.

• Framework for semantic web service testing

In this thesis we have proposed a novel approach for goal based testing of semantic

web services. For this purpose, we have proposed the solution for most of the steps,

i.e., test case generation, execution and evaluation, however, we have not yet built

a coherent framework for goal based testing of semantic web services. It would

be worth while building a tool that combines these steps into a coherent frame-

work and can generate the test cases automatically from the given user requirement

specification, execute those test cases on semantic web services that fulfill the goal

specification and measure the correctness of semantic web services that fulfill the

generic goal. It might be interesting to incorporate the results from such testing in

web service usage tasks, e.g., web service discovery, selection or ranking.
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A
Running Example

Referring to the semantic web service example described in Section2.1.2, we can see that

in an online shopping scenario, a user may be eligible for a special type of discount.

Calculating the discount is achieved by execution of the Discount service, as shown in

Figure 2.6. The user requirements are described using the goal specification. This goal

requirement can be described in many ways. One such description using the WSMO goal

specification i.e., the DiscountGoal example is given below.

To clarify what a WSMO goal specification is, we present the DiscountGoal example.

This gives the requested view of the capability and behavior of a typical E-Commerce

application, where different types of special discounts are offered based on the customer’s

age and amount of purchase 1.

It works according to following business rules:

• In order to have a successful purchase, a customer should have a valid credit card.

• The amount of the purchase should be at least 100 dollars, in order for this goal to

be achieved.

• A discount is only offered if the purchase is successful.

• If the age of customer is greater than 60, a seniorDiscount is offered.

1This goal specification is modeled according to WSML v0.3 specification and is written and verified
in the WSMOStudio v0.8.0,- an open source SWS modeling environment.
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• If the age of the customer is greater than 60 and the amount of purchase is greater

than 500 dollars, the seniorSpecialDiscount is offered.

• If the age of the customer is less than 60, the juniorDiscount is offered.

• If the age of the customer is less than 60, and the amount of purchase is greater

than 500 dollars, the juniorSpecialDiscount is offered.

First we describe the ontology specification used in this goal.

A.1 Ontology specification

The ontology is declared with the ontology statement followed by the identifier name of

the ontology, e.g., DiscountOntology in the running example. Before the declaration of

the ontology identifier, the WSML variant is declared using the wsmlVariant keyword and

the namespaces used in the ontology are declared with the help of namespace keyword,

followed by the list of the namespaces and namespace prefixes, e.g., the namespaces used

in the running example are dc, wsml and wsml are keywords. Note that, the namespace

without any prefix is the default namespace, which is also the target namespace.
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DiscountOntology.wsml

wsmlVariant _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-full"

namespace {

_"http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountOnto#",

dc _"http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#",

wsml _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax#",

wsmostudio _"http://www.wsmostudio.org#"

}

ontology DiscountOntology

concept purchaseReq

cust ofType customer

itm ofType item

qty ofType _integer

pAmount ofType _integer

concept purchaseRes

respMsg ofType _string

concept customer

cAge ofType _integer

cName ofType _string

cCard ofType creditCard

concept item

iName ofType _string

iPrice ofType _integer

concept creditCard

cHolderName ofType _string

ccNo ofType _integer

cBalance ofType _integer

ccType ofType _string

concept tempReceipt

tAmt ofType _integer

tcAge ofType _integer

relation isValidCardType(ofType creditCard)

nfp
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dc#relation hasValue ccTypeDef

endNFP

axiom ccTypeDef

definedBy

?x memberOf creditCard

:- ?x[ccType hasValue ?cType] memberOf creditCard

and (?cType = "Visa" or ?cType= "MasterCard").

concept discount subConceptOf purchaseRes

concept invalidCreditCard subConceptOf purchaseRes

concept seniorDiscount subConceptOf discount

concept seniorSpecialDiscount subConceptOf discount

concept juniorDiscount subConceptOf discount

concept juniorSpecialDiscount subConceptOf discount
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A.2 Goal specification

DiscountGoal.wsml

wsmlVariant _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-rule"

namespace { _"http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountGoal#",

disc _"http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountOnto#"

}

goal DiscountGoal

importsOntology {

disc#DiscountOntology,

discountRequest

}

capability discountGoalCapability

importsOntology {

disc#DiscountOntology

}

precondition

definedBy

?pReq[disc#cust hasValue ?cust,

disc#pAmount hasValue ?pAmt]

memberOf disc#purchaseReq and

?cust[disc#cAge hasValue ?cAge]

memberOf disc#customer and

?pAmt >= 100 and ?cAge > 0.

postcondition

definedBy

?res[disc#respMsg hasValue ?msg]

memberOf disc#purchaseRes.

interface discountGoalInterface

choreography discountGoalChoreography

stateSignature discountGoalStateSignature

importsOntology {disc#DiscountOntology}

in disc#purchaseReq

//dependent concepts

in disc#customer

in disc#item
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in disc#creditCard

out disc#purchaseRes

//dependent "out" concepts:

out disc#invalidCreditCard

out disc#insufficientBalance

out disc#seniorDiscount

out disc#seniorSpecialDiscount

out disc#juniorDiscount

out disc#juniorSpecialDiscount

controlled disc#tempReceipt

transitionRules discWSTRules

//tr1:

forall {?pReq, ?cust, ?card} with ?pReq

memberOf disc#purchaseReq and

?cust [disc#cCard hasValue ?card]

memberOf disc#customer) do

//tr1.1:

if(neg(isValidCardType(?card))) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#invalidCreditCard)

endIf

//tr1.2:

if(isValidCardType(?card)) then

add (?tReceipt memberOf disc#tempReceipt)

endIf

//tr1.3:

if ( ?cBalance >= ?pAmt) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#sufficientBalance)

endIf

//tr1.4:

if (?cBalance >= ?pAmt) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#sufficientBalance)

endIf

endForAll

//tr2:

forall {?tr, ?pAmt, ?cAge} with

(?tr [disc#tpAmt hasValue ?pAmt, disc#cAge hasValue ?cAge]

memberOf disc#tempReceipt) do
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//tr2.1:

if (?cAge < 60 ) then

//tr2.1.1

if (?pAmt < 500) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#juniorDiscount)

endIf

//tr2.1.2

if (?pAmt >= 500) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#juniorspecialDiscount)

endIf

endIf

//tr2.2:

if (?cAge >= 60 ) then

//tr2.2.1

if (?pAmt < 500) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#seniorDiscount)

endIf

//tr2.2.2

if (?pAmt >= 500) then

add (_#1 memberOf disc#seniorspecialDiscount)

endIf

endIf

endForall
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B specification for running example

B.1 Discount Ontology

DiscountOntologyMachine.mch

MACHINE DiscountOntologyMachine

SETS

PURCHASEREQ={pReq1};

PURCHASERES={pResponse1, invalidCreditCard,

insufficientBalance, sufficientBalance};

CUSTOMER={customer1};

ITEM={item1, item2};

CREDITCARD={cc1};

DISCOUNT = {discount1, juniorDiscount,

juniorSpecialDiscount,

seniorDiscount, seniorSpecialDiscount};

TEMPRECEIPT={tr1}

VARIABLES

cust, itm, qty, pAmount,

cAge, cName, cCard,

iName, iPrice,

cHolderName, ccNo, cBalance,
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ccType, tAmt, tcAge

INVARIANT

cust:PURCHASEREQ <-> CUSTOMER &

itm:PURCHASEREQ <-> ITEM &

qty:PURCHASEREQ <-> INT &

pAmount:PURCHASEREQ <-> INT &

cAge:CUSTOMER <-> INT &

cName:CUSTOMER <-> STRING &

cCard:CUSTOMER<-> CREDITCARD &

iName:ITEM<->STRING &

iPrice: ITEM <-> INT &

cHolderName:CREDITCARD <-> STRING &

ccNo: CREDITCARD <-> INT &

cBalance: CREDITCARD <-> INT &

ccType: CREDITCARD <-> STRING &

tAmt: TEMPRECEIPT <-> INT &

tcAge: TEMPRECEIPT <-> INT &

#(cc, ccType).(cc:CREDITCARD & ccType:CREDITCARD <-> STRING

& ccType(cc)="Visa" or ccType(cc)="MasterCard")

INITIALISATION

cust:={pReq1 |-> customer1} ||

itm:={pReq1 |-> item1} ||

qty:= {pReq1 |-> 1} ||

pAmount:={pReq1 |-> 400} ||

cAge:= {customer1 |-> 55} ||

cName:= {customer1 |-> "Shaban"} ||

cCard:= {customer1 |-> cc1} ||

iName:= {item1 |-> "iPhone4S"} ||

iPrice:= {item1 |-> 1000} ||

cHolderName:= {cc1 |-> "Shaban"} ||

ccNo:= {cc1 |-> 12343 } ||
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cBalance:= {cc1 |-> 5000} ||

ccType:= {cc1 |-> "Visa"} ||

tAmt:= {tr1 |-> 400} ||

tcAge:= {tr1 |-> 55}
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B.2 Discount Goal

DiscountGoalMachine.mch

MACHINE DiscountGoalMachine

INCLUDES DiscountOntologyMachine

PROMOTES incrCAge, decrCAge, incrPAmt,

decrPAmt, setValidCCType1, setValidCCType2

ASSERTIONS

not ((cAge(customer1)= 61 & pAmount(pReq1)=350)

& discount/={})

VARIABLES

purchaseReq, customer, item, creditCard,

discount, tempReceipt, purchaseRes

INVARIANT

purchaseReq <: PURCHASEREQ &

purchaseRes <: PURCHASERES

& tempReceipt <: TEMPRECEIPT &

customer <: CUSTOMER & item <: ITEM &

creditCard <: CREDITCARD & discount <: DISCOUNT

INITIALISATION

purchaseReq:={pReq1} || purchaseRes:={} ||

tempReceipt:= {tr1} ||

customer:={customer1} || item:={item1} ||

creditCard:={cc1} || discount:={}

OPERATIONS

response <-- getPurchaseResponse (pReq, cc) =

PRE pReq:PURCHASEREQ THEN

IF cc: CREDITCARD THEN

/* purchaseRes := purchaseRes \/ {tempReceipt1} || */

IF cBalance(cc) < pAmount(pReq) THEN

purchaseRes := purchaseRes \/ {insufficientBalance}

ELSE /* Balance sufficient */
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purchaseRes := purchaseRes \/ {sufficientBalance}

END

ELSE

purchaseRes := purchaseRes \/ {invalidCreditCard}

|| response:= purchaseRes

END

END;

discountType <-- getDiscount(pReq, cust) =

PRE pReq:PURCHASEREQ & cust: CUSTOMER THEN

IF cAge(cust) < 60 & pAmount(pReq) < 500 THEN

discount:=discount \/ {juniorDiscount}

ELSE IF cAge(cust) < 60 &

pAmount(pReq)>=500 THEN

discount:=discount \/{juniorSpecialDiscount}

ELSE IF cAge(cust) >= 60 &

pAmount(pReq) < 500 THEN

discount:=discount\/{seniorDiscount}

ELSE IF cAge(cust) >= 60 &

pAmount(pReq) >= 500 THEN

discount:=discount\/ {seniorSpecialDiscount}

END

END

END

END || /* End of the If */

discountType := discount

END;

/*promoting operations to help model checker

explore state space */

setCC1(cc) =

PRE cc:CREDITCARD THEN

setValidCCType1(cc)

END;

setCC2(cc) =

PRE cc:CREDITCARD THEN

setValidCCType2(cc)

END;

decAge(c) =
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PRE c:CUSTOMER THEN

decrCAge(c)

END;

incAge(c) =

PRE c:CUSTOMER THEN

incrCAge(c)

END;

incP(p) =

PRE p:PURCHASEREQ THEN

incrPAmt(p)

END;

decrP(p) =

PRE p:PURCHASEREQ THEN

decrPAmt(p)

END

END



C
Web service implementation for

running example

C.1 WSDL description for running example web ser-

vice

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<!-- removed all unused namespaces: -->

<wsdl:definitions

xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"

xmlns:ns="http://discount.com"

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"

xmlns:sawsdl="http://www.w3.org/2007/01/sawsdl#"

targetNamespace="http://discount.com">

<wsdl:types>

<xs:schema attributeFormDefault="qualified" elementFormDefault="qualified"

targetNamespace="http://discount.com" >

<xs:element name="PurchaseRequest" type="ns:PurchaseRequest"
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sawsdl:loweringSchemaMapping="discount-lowering.rdfxslt" />

<xs:complexType name="PurchaseRequest" >

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element minOccurs="0" name="customer" type="ns:Customer"/>

<xs:element minOccurs="0" name="item" type="ns:Item"/>

<xs:element minOccurs="0" name="quantity" type="xs:int"/>

<xs:element minOccurs="0" name="PurchaseAmount" type="xs:int"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="PurchaseResponse" type="ns:PurchaseResponse"

sawsdl:liftingSchemaMapping="discount.lifting.xslt" />

<xs:complexType name="PurchaseResponse">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element minOccurs="0" name="msg" type="xs:string" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="InsufficientBalance" type="ns:InsufficientBalance" />

<xs:complexType name="InsufficientBalance">

<xs:complexContent>

<xs:extension base="ns:PurchaseResponse">

<xs:sequence/>

</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="InvalidCreditCard" type="ns:InvalidCreditCard"/>

<xs:complexType name="InvalidCreditCard">

<xs:complexContent>

<xs:extension base="ns:PurchaseResponse">

<xs:sequence/>

</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="Customer" type="ns:Customer" />

<xs:complexType name="Customer">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="cAge" type="xs:int"/>

<xs:element name="cCard" type="ns:CreditCard"/>
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<xs:element name="cName" type="xs:string"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="CreditCard" type="ns:CreditCard" />

<xs:complexType name="CreditCard">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="cHolderName" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element name="ccNo" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element name="ccType" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element name="currentBalance" type="xs:int"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="Item" type="ns:Item"/>

<xs:complexType name="Item">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="itemName" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element name="itemPrice" type="xs:int"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="Discount" type="ns:Discount"/>

<xs:complexType name="Discount">

<xs:complexContent>

<xs:extension base="ns:PurchaseResponse">

<xs:sequence/>

</xs:extension>

<xs:complexContent>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="SeniorDiscount" type="ns:SeniorDiscount"/>

<xs:complexType name="SeniorDiscount">

<xs:complexContent>

<xs:extension base="ns:Discount">

<xs:sequence/>

</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="JuniorDiscount" type="ns:JuniorDiscount" />

<xs:complexType name="JuniorDiscount">

<xs:complexContent>
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<xs:extension base="ns:Discount">

<xs:sequence/>

</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="SeniorSpecialDiscount"

type="ns:SeniorSpecialDiscount" />

<xs:complexType name="SeniorSpecialDiscount">

<xs:complexContent>

<xs:extension base="ns:Discount">

<xs:sequence/>

</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="JuniorSpecialDiscount" type="ns:JuniorSpecialDiscount"/>

<xs:complexType name="JuniorSpecialDiscount">

<xs:complexContent>

<xs:extension base="ns:Discount">

<xs:sequence/>

</xs:extension>

</xs:complexContent>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:schema>

</wsdl:types>

<wsdl:message name="PurchaseRequestMsg">

<wsdl:part name="body" element="ns:PurchaseRequest"/>

/wsdl:message>

<wsdl:message name="PurchaseResponseMsg">

<wsdl:part name="body" element="ns:PurchaseResponse" />

</wsdl:message>

<wsdl:portType name="DiscountWebServicePortType">

<wsdl:operation name="purchase">

<wsdl:input message="ns:PurchaseRequestMsg" />

<wsdl:output message="ns:PurchaseResponseMsg" />

</wsdl:operation>

</wsdl:portType>
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<wsdl:binding name="DiscountWebServiceSoap11Binding"

type="ns:DiscountWebServicePortType">

<soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"

style="document"/>

<wsdl:operation name="purchase">

<soap:operation soapAction="urn:doShop" style="document"/>

<wsdl:input>

<soap:body use="literal"/>

</wsdl:input>

<wsdl:output>

<soap:body use="literal"/>

</wsdl:output>

</wsdl:operation>

</wsdl:binding>

<wsdl:service name="DiscountWebService">

<wsdl:port name="DiscountWebServiceHttpSoap11Endpoint"

binding="ns:DiscountWebServiceSoap11Binding">

<soap:address location="http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/DiscountWebService"/>

</wsdl:port>

</wsdl:service>

</wsdl:definitions>
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C.2 Lifting and Lowering schemas for running exam-

ple

<xsl:stylesheet version="2.0"

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

xmlns:rx="http://www.wsmo.org/TR/d24/d24.2/v0.1/tmp/rdfxslt"

xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"

xmlns:discWSDL="http://discount.com"

xmlns:discOnto="http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountOnto#"

exclude-result-prefixes="#all">

<xsl:import href="rdfxslt.xslt"/>

<xsl:import href="rdfxslt-flatten.xslt"/>

<xsl:output method="xml" omit-xml-declaration="yes"/>

<xsl:template match="/">

<xsl:variable name="rdfxslt">

<xsl:apply-templates select="/" mode="RDFXSLT"/>

</xsl:variable>

<xsl:apply-templates select="$rdfxslt//rdf:Description[rdf:type/@rdf:resource=

’http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountOnto#purchaseReq’]"/>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="rdf:Description[rdf:type/@rdf:resource=

’http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/discountOnto#purchaseReq’]">

<discWSDL:PurchaseRequest>

<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:Description[rx:references(current()/

discOnto:cust,.)]" >

<discWSDL:customer>

<discWSDL:cAge>

<xsl:value-of select="discOnto:cAge" />

</discWSDL:cAge>

<discWSDL:cName>

<xsl:value-of select="discOnto:cName" />

</discWSDL:cName>

<discWSDL:cCard>

<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:Description[rx:references(current()

/discOnto:cCard2, .)]">

<discWSDL:cHolderName>
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<xsl:value-of select="discOnto:cHolderName" />

</discWSDL:cHolderName>

<discWSDL:ccNo>

<xsl:value-of select="discOnto:ccNo" />

</discWSDL:ccNo>

<discWSDL:ccType>

<xsl:value-of select="discOnto:ccType" />

</discWSDL:ccType>

<discWSDL:currentBalance>

<xsl:value-of select="discOnto:cBalance" />

</discWSDL:currentBalance>

</xsl:for-each>

</discWSDL:cCard>

</discWSDL:customer>

</xsl:for-each>

<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:Description[rx:references(current()/

discOnto:itm, .)]" >

<discWSDL:Item>

<discWSDL:iName>

<xsl:value-of select="discOnto:iName" />

</discWSDL:iName>

<discWSDL:iPrice>

<xsl:value-of select="discOnto:iPrice" />

</discWSDL:iPrice>

</discWSDL:Item>

</xsl:for-each>

<discWSDL:quantity>

<xsl:value-of select="discOnto:qty" />

</discWSDL:quantity>

<discWSDL:PurchaseAmount>

<xsl:value-of select="discOnto:pAmount"/>

</discWSDL:PurchaseAmount>

</discWSDL:PurchaseRequest>

</xsl:template>

</xsl:stylesheet>
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C.3 Web service implementation for running exam-

ple

package com.discount;

public class DiscountWebServiceSkeleton{

public PurchaseResponseDocument purchase (PurchaseRequestDocument purchaseRequestDoc ){

PurchaseResponseDocument pRespDoc= PurchaseResponseDocument.Factory.newInstance();

PurchaseRequest pReq=purchaseRequestDoc.getPurchaseRequest();

Customer cust= pReq.getCustomer();

CreditCard cc= cust.getCCard();

int cAge= cust.getCAge();

int pAmt= pReq.getPurchaseAmount();

PurchaseResponse pResp= PurchaseResponse.Factory.newInstance();

pResp.setMsg("Error: null value");

pRespDoc.setPurchaseResponse( pResp );

if (cAge >0 && pAmt >=100) {

if (cc.getCcType().equals("Visa") || cc.getCcType().equals("MasterCard")){

if(cc.getCurrentBalance()>=pAmt){

Discount discountType= calculateDiscount(cAge, pAmt);

pRespDoc.setPurchaseResponse(discountType);

}else{

InsufficientBalance insuffBal= InsufficientBalance.Factory.newInstance();

insuffBal.setMsg("Insufficient Balance!");

pRespDoc.setPurchaseResponse(insuffBal);

}

}else{

InvalidCreditCard invalidCC= InvalidCreditCard.Factory.newInstance();

invalidCC.setMsg("Invalid Credit Card!");

pRespDoc.setPurchaseResponse(invalidCC);

}

}else {

pResp= PurchaseResponse.Factory.newInstance();

pResp.setMsg("Error: Invalid Request!");

pRespDoc.setPurchaseResponse(pResp);

}

return pRespDoc;

}

private Discount calculateDiscount(int cAge, int pAmount){

Discount discountType= null;
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if(cAge < 60 && pAmount < 500){

discountType= JuniorDiscount.Factory.newInstance();

discountType.setMsg("Junior Discount");

}

else if (cAge < 60 && pAmount >= 500){

discountType= JuniorSpecialDiscount.Factory.newInstance();

discountType.setMsg("Junior Special Discount");

}

else if (cAge >= 60 && pAmount < 500){

discountType= SeniorDiscount.Factory.newInstance();

discountType.setMsg("Senior Discount");

}

else if (cAge >= 60 && pAmount >= 500){

discountType= SeniorSpecialDiscount.Factory.newInstance();

discountType.setMsg("Senior Special Discount");

}

return discountType;

}

}
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D
Amazon ECS specification

D.1 WSDL specification for Amazon ECS ItemLookup

operation

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<definitions

xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"

xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

xmlns:tns="http://webservices.amazon.com/AWSECommerceService/2010-12-01"

targetNamespace="http://webservices.amazon.com/AWSECommerceService/2010-12-01">

<types>

<xs:schema

targetNamespace="http://webservices.amazon.com/AWSECommerceService/2010-12-01"

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

xmlns:tns="http://webservices.amazon.com/AWSECommerceService/2010-12-01"

xmlns:sawsdl="http://www.w3.org/2007/01/sawsdl#"

elementFormDefault="qualified">

<xs:element name="ItemLookup" type="tns:ItemLookup"
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sawsdl:loweringSchemaMapping="itemLookup-lowering.rdfxslt"/>

<xs:complexType name="ItemLookup">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="AWSAccessKeyId" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="Request" type="tns:ItemLookupRequest" minOccurs="0" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<!-- Item LookupRequest: parameters -->

<xs:complexType name="ItemLookupRequest">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element ref="tns:Condition" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element ref="tns:DeliveryMethod" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="IdType" minOccurs="0">

<xs:simpleType>

<xs:restriction base="xs:string">

<xs:enumeration value="ASIN"/>

<xs:enumeration value="UPC"/>

<xs:enumeration value="SKU"/>

<xs:enumeration value="EAN"/>

<xs:enumeration value="ISBN"/>

</xs:restriction>

</xs:simpleType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name="ItemId" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="ItemLookupResponse" type="tns:ItemLookupResponse"

sawsdl:liftingSchemaMapping="itemLookupResponse.lifting.xslt" />

<xs:complexType name="ItemLookupResponse">

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element ref="tns:Items" minOccurs="0" />

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

<xs:element name="Items">

<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="TotalResults" type="xs:nonNegativeInteger" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="TotalPages" type="xs:nonNegativeInteger" minOccurs="0"/>
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<xs:element ref="tns:Item" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name="Item">

<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="ASIN" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element ref="tns:ItemAttributes" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element ref="tns:RelatedItems" minOccurs="0"

maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

<xs:element ref="tns:BrowseNodes" minOccurs="0"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name="RelatedItems">

<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="Relationship" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1">

<xs:simpleType>

<xs:restriction base="xs:string">

<xs:enumeration value="Parents"/>

<xs:enumeration value="Children"/>

</xs:restriction>

</xs:simpleType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name="RelationshipType" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"

maxOccurs="1"/>

<xs:element name="RelatedItemCount" type="xs:nonNegativeInteger" minOccurs="0"

maxOccurs="1"/>

<xs:element ref="tns:RelatedItem" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

<!-- having multiple related items: -->

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name="RelatedItem">

<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>
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<xs:element ref="tns:Item" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name="BrowseNodes">

<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element ref="tns:BrowseNode" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

<!-- have mutliple browse nodes: -->

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name="BrowseNode">

<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="BrowseNodeId" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="Name" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="IsCategoryRoot" type="xs:boolean" minOccurs="0"/>

</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name="ItemAttributes">

<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="Title" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="Description" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="Actor" type="xs:string" />

<xs:element name="Artist" type="xs:string" />

<xs:element name="Author" type="xs:string" />

<xs:element name="Brand" type="xs:string" />

<xs:element name="Manufacturer" type="xs:string" />

<xs:element name="Publisher" type="xs:string" />

<xs:element name="Color" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="ISBN" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="Label" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

<xs:element name="Model" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0"/>

</xs:sequence>
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</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

</types>

<message name="ItemLookupRequestMsg">

<part name="body" element="tns:ItemLookup"/>

</message>

<message name="ItemLookupResponseMsg">

<part name="body" element="tns:ItemLookupResponse"/>

</message>

<portType name="AWSECommerceServicePortType">

<operation name="ItemLookup">

<input message="tns:ItemLookupRequestMsg"/>

<output message="tns:ItemLookupResponseMsg"/>

</operation>

</portType>

<binding name="AWSECommerceServiceBinding" type="tns:AWSECommerceServicePortType">

<soap:binding style="document" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>

<operation name="ItemLookup">

<soap:operation soapAction="http://soap.amazon.com/ItemLookup"/>

<input>

<soap:body use="literal"/>

</input>

<output>

<soap:body use="literal"/>

</output>

</operation>

</binding>

<service name="AWSECommerceService">

<port name="AWSECommerceServicePort" binding="tns:AWSECommerceServiceBinding">

<soap:address location="http://localhost:8050/axis/services/AWSECommerceService2"/>

</port>

</service>

</definitions>
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D.2 WSML specification for Amazon ECS ItemLookup

operation

wsmlVariant _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-full"

namespace { _"http://sws.amazon.com/ECommerce#",

amOnto _"http://sws.amazon.com/ECommerce#",

dc _"http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#"

}

ontology AmazonOntology

axiom ConditionDef

nfp

dc#description hasValue "An axiom defining the valid

values for the condition of an item, e.g., new, used etc. "

endnfp

definedBy

?x memberOf ItemSearchRequest :- ?x[condition_isrch hasValue ?c]

memberOf ItemSearchRequest

and (?c = "All" or ?c="New" or ?c="Used" or ?c="Collectable" or

?c="Refurbished").

axiom DeliveryMethodDef

nfp

dc#description hasValue "An axiom defining the valid values for

the delivery method for an item, e.g., new, used etc"

endnfp

definedBy

?x memberOf ItemSearchRequest :- ?x[deliveryMethod_isrch hasValue ?dm]

memberOf ItemSearchRequest

and (?dm = "Ship" or ?dm="ISPU").

concept ItemLookup

AWSAccessKeyId_iLookup ofType _string

itemLookupRequest ofType ItemLookupRequest

concept ItemLookupRequest
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condition_ilookup ofType _string

nfp dc#relation hasValue ConditionDef endnfp

deliveryMethod_ilookup ofType _string

nfp dc#relation hasValue DeliveryMethodDef endnfp

idType_ilookup ofType _string

nfp

dc#relation hasValue ItemIdTypeDef

endnfp

itemId_ilookup ofType _string

axiom ItemIdTypeDef

nfp

dc#description hasValue "An axiom defining the valid values

the types of Items Id"

endnfp

definedBy

?x memberOf ItemLookupRequest :- ?x[IdType_iLookup hasValue ?id]

memberOf ItemLookupRequest

and (?id = "ASIN" or ?dm="UPC" or ?dm="SKU" or ?dm="EAN"

or ?dm="ISBN").

concept ItemContainer

items_itmcont ofType Items

concept Items

totalResults_itms ofType _integer

totalPage_itms ofType _integer

item_itms ofType Item

concept Item

ASIN_item ofType _string

parentASIN_item ofType _string

itemAttributes_item ofType ItemAttributes

browseNodes_item ofType BrowseNode

concept BrowseNode

browseNodeId ofType _string

name ofType _string

isCategoryRoot ofType _boolean

concept ItemAttributes
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title ofType _string

description ofType _string

actor ofType _string

Artist ofType _string

author ofType _string

brand ofType _string

manufacturer ofType _string

publisher ofType _string

color ofType _string

ISBN ofType _string

label ofType _string

model ofType _string
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D.3 Grounding schemas for Amazon ECS ItemLookup

operation

D.3.1 Lowering schema for ItemLookup operation

itemLookup-lowering.rdfxslt

xsl:stylesheet version="2.0"

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

xmlns:rx="http://www.wsmo.org/TR/d24/d24.2/v0.1/tmp/rdfxslt"

xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"

xmlns:am="http://webservices.amazon.com/AWSE-CommerceService/2010-12-01"

xmlns:amOnto="http://sws.amazon.com/ECommerce#"

exclude-result-prefixes="#all" >

<xsl:template match="rdf:Description[rdf:type/@rdf:resource=

’http://sws.amazon.com/ECommerce#ItemLookup’]">

<am:ItemLookup>

<am:AWSAccessKeyId>

<xsl:value-of select="amOnto:AWSAccessKeyId_iLookup"/>

</am:AWSAccessKeyId>

<xsl:for-each select="//rdf:Description[rx:references(current()

/amOnto:itemLookupRequest, .)]">

<am:Request>

<am:Condition>

<xsl:value-of select="amOnto:condition_ilookup"/>

</am:Condition>

<am:DeliveryMethod>

<xsl:value-of select="amOnto:deliveryMethod_ilookup"/>

</am:DeliveryMethod>

<am:IdType>

<xsl:value-of select="amOnto:idType_ilookup_ilookup"/>

</am:IdType>

<am:ItemId>

<xsl:value-of select="amOnto:itemId_ilookup"/>

</am:ItemId>

</am:Request>

</xsl:for-each>
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</am:ItemLookup>

</xsl:template>

</xsl:stylesheet>
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D.3.2 Lifting schema for ItemLookup operation

itemLookupResponse.lifting.xslt

<xsl:stylesheet version="2.0"

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"

xmlns:amOnto="http://www.wsmo.org/sws-challenge/amazonOnto#"

xmlns:am="http://webservices.amazon.com/AWSECommerceService/2010-12-01"

exclude-result-prefixes="#all"

>

<xsl:output method="xml" omit-xml-declaration="yes"/>

<xsl:template match="/am:ItemSearchResponse">

<rdf:RDF>

<rdf:Description about="http://amazon.com/response">

<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies

/amazon/

amazonOntology#itemContainer"/>

<amOnto:items rdf:datatype="http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/

amazon/

amazonOntology#items">

<xsl:value-of select="./am:Items"/>

</amOnto:items>

</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

</xsl:template>

</xsl:stylesheet>
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D.4 Amazon goal specification

wsmlVariant _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-rule"

namespace { _"http://sws.amazon.com/ECommerceGoal#",

amOnto _"http://sws.amazon.com/ECommerce#",

cc _"http://www.purchase.com/cc#",

dc _"http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#",

wsml _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax#",

wsmostudio _"http://www.wsmostudio.org#"

}

goal AmazonECommerceGoal

nfp

dc#creator hasValue "Muhammad Shaban"

dc#title hasValue "Amazon ECommerce Goal"

endnfp

capability ECommerceGoalCapacity

sharedVariables {?req, ?res}

definedBy

?req memberOf amOnto#Help or

?req memberOf amOnto#ItemSearch or

?req memberOf amOnto#ItemLookup or

?req memberOf amOnto#BrowseNodeLookup or

?req memberOf amOnto#ListSearch or

?req memberOf amOnto#ListLookup or

?req memberOf amOnto#CustomerContentSearch or

?req memberOf amOnto#CustomerContentLookup or

?req memberOf amOnto#SimilarityLookup or

?req memberOf amOnto#SellerLookup or

?req memberOf amOnto#CartGet or

?req memberOf amOnto#CartAdd or

?req memberOf amOnto#CartCreate or

?req memberOf amOnto#CartClear or

?req memberOf amOnto#TransactionLookup or

?req memberOf amOnto#SellerListingSearch or

?req memberOf amOnto#SellerListingLookup or

?req memberOf amOnto#PurchaseByCreditCard.

postcondition

definedBy
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?res memberOf amOnto#HelpResponse or

?res memberOf amOnto#ItemContainer or

?res memberOf amOnto#BrowseNodeLookupResponse or

?res memberOf amOnto#ListContainer or

?res memberOf amOnto#CustomerContainer or

?res memberOf amOnto#ListContainer or

?res memberOf amOnto#SellerContainer or

?res memberOf amOnto#Cart or

?res memberOf amOnto#TransactionContainer or

?res memberOf amOnto#SellerListingContainer or

?res memberOf amOnto#PurchaseByCreditCardResponse.

interface AmazonGoalInterface

choreography AmazonGoalChoreography

stateSignature

//18 inputs for 18 transition rules:

in amOnto#Help

in amOnto#ItemSearch

in amOnto#ItemLookup

in amOnto#ListSearch

in amOnto#ListLookup

in amOnto#CustomerContentSearch

in amOnto#CustomerContentLookup

in amOnto#SimilarityLookup

in amOnto#SellerLookup

in amOnto#CartGet

in amOnto#CartAdd

in amOnto#CartCreate

in amOnto#CartModify

in amOnto#CartClear

in amOnto#TransactionLookup

in amOnto#SellerListingSearch

in amOnto#SellerListingLookup

in amOnto#PurchaseByCreditCard

//Required responses for Amazon goal transition rules:

out amOnto#HelpResponse

out amOnto#ItemContainer

out amOnto#ListContainer

out amOnto#CustomerContainer

out amOnto#SellerContainer
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out amOnto#Cart

out amOnto#TransactionContainer

out amOnto#SellerListingContainer

out amOnto#PurchaseByCreditCardResponse

transitionRules

if (?req memberOf amOnto#Help) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#HelpResponse)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#ItemSearch) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#ItemContainer)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#ItemLookup) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#ItemContainer)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#SimilarityLookup) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#ItemContainer)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#ListSearch) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#ListContainer)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#ListLookup) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#ListContainer)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#CustomerContentSearch) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#CustomerContainer)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#CustomerContentLookup) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#CustomerContainer)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#SellerLookup) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#SellerContainer)
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endIf

if ( ?req memberOf amOnto#CartGet) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#Cart)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#CartAdd) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#Cart)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#CartCreate) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#Cart)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#CartModify) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#Cart)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#CartClear) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#Cart)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#TransactionLookup) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#TransactionContainer)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#SellerListingSearch) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#SellerListingContainer)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#SellerListingLookup) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#SellerListingContainer)

endIf

if (?req memberOf amOnto#PurchaseByCreditCard) then

add (?res memberOf amOnto#ItemContainer)

endIf
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E
Execution results

E.1 Execution results for running example

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 .. t26
m0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 .. 0
m1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0
m2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .. 0
m3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .. 0
m4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .. 0
m5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .. 0
m6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0
m7 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0
m8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0
m9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
m126 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0

Table E.1: Mutant execution and comparison results for running example, DiscountGoal

251
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E.2 Execution results for Amazon ECS ItemLookup

operation

t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16 t17 t18

m1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m3 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
m5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
m6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
m7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
m8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
m9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
m10 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
m11 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m15 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m17 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m19 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m21 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
m24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
m26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m27 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
m28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
m30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
m31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
m32 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0

Table E.2: Execution results for ItemLookup operation of Amazon ECS case study
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